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CONVENING ORDER

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
N:\\'Y REGION NORTIIWEST
11001 IUNI.EY RO.\D
S11.VERD.-\LE, W,\ 98315-1100

15 APR22
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL CONVENING ORDER 0IE-21
General Court-Martial order 01-21, dated 25 February 2021, is hereby amended only for the case of U.S.
v. ABHAN Devon J. Banks. U.S. Navy, only:
MEMBERS RELIEVED
Commander
U.S. Navy;
Commander
U.S. Navy;
Commander
U.S. Navy;
Commander
CEC, U.S. Navy;
Lieutenant Commander
U.S. Navy;
Lieutenant Commander
U.S Navy;
Lieutenant
U.S. Navy;
Lieutenant
U.S. Navy;
Lieutenant
U.S. Navy;
Lieutenant
U.S. Navy; and
Musician Petty Officer Second Class

U.S. Navy.

MEMBERS ADDED
Lieutenant Commander
U.S. Navy;
Lieutenant Commander
U.S. Navy;
Lieutenant
U.S. Navy;
Lieutenant
U.S. Navy;
Lieutenant Junior Grade
U.S. Navy;
Lieutenant Junior Grade
U.S. Navy;
Personnel Specialist Master Chief Petty Officer
U.S. Navy;
Musician Senior Chief Petty Officer
U.S. Navy;
Damage Controlman Chief Petty Officer James
U.S. Navy;
Aviation Boatswain's Equipment Mate Petty Officer First Class
U.S. Navy;
Quartermaster Petty Officer First Class
U.S. Navy;
Musician Petty Officer First Class
U.S. Navy;
Musician Petty Officer Second Class
U.S. Navy;
Logistics Specialist Petty Officer Second Class
U.S. Navy;
Gunners Mate Petty Officer Second Class
U.S. Navy;
Yeoman Petty Officer Second Class
U.S. Navy;
Musician Petty Officer Second Class
U.S. Navy; and
Yeoman Petty Officer Second Class
U.S. Navy.
Pursuant to R.C.M. 505(c)(l)(B)(i), the Staff Judge Advocate, Navy Region Northwest, has been delegated the
authority to excuse members.

B. J. COLLINS
Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy

Commander, Navy Region Northwest
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY - PRIVACY SENSITIVE:
Any misuse or unauthorized disclosure may result in civil and criminal penalties.

CHARGE SHEET

ORIGli�AL
CHARGE SHEET
1. NAME OF ACCUSED (Last, First, Ml)

BANKS, Devon, J.

I. PERSONAL DATA
2. SSN

3. RANK/RATE

ABH�AN

5. UNIT OR ORGANIZATION

\\l�U.

S60-:66

CHARGE I:

E-�3

6. CURRENT SERVICE
b. TERM
a. INITIAL DATE

_ R_ M_ON_ -� � _ E
-----, B. NATUR E OF RESTRAINT OF ACCUSED
7._P_ A_ P
_ __ _ _
1-____
TY..-"T : ..,.
S EA/ F OREIG N D U
c. TOTAL

ID.

4. PAY GRA

21 Ma 19

9. DATE(S} IMPOSED

None

5 Years

NIA

II. CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS

VIOLATION OF THE UCMJ, ARTICLE 80

· s ate, �ircraft Handling
SpJ.lcjllsi.fion 1 (Attempted Sexual Assault-Asleep): In that Avi f�
·'
Devon J. Banks, U.S. Navy,
ct1ve duty, did, at or near Bremerton, WA,
pan Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft Handling Third
5 May 2021, attempt to comn it a
on or
e 20, Uniform Code of Military Justice, e�• pYlliRg Elewa the sltoFt!i •
U.S. Navy, in vio · '
Class
·
· '
when he knew or reasonably should have
,
� by movin� htr u.9s and. Pltl.Ci119 his
Third
Class
n
Mate
asleep
was
Boatswain's
10
,.
"'_.._,...·
/Cf.C.t ntQ.r ht( boa.<J,
In that Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft
Specification 21-t\"� d Sexual Assault- Wi
on active duty, did, at or near
Handling TltiPe�lass D n J. Banks, U.S. Navy,
2021, attempt to commit a sexual act upon Aviation Boatswain's Mate,
Bremerton, WA, on or about 5
U.S. Navy, in violation of Article 120, Uniform Code of Military Justice,�
Aircraft Handling Third Class
without the consent of
Iloudlins Thitd Clu,
1n1lliRg eowR ih@ skoFts ofAYiatiot1 Boatswoi1,'::, Mate, Ail'
a.net plQ.Cin9 hiS
i. by moViflQ hU
Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft Handling Third Class

CHARGE II:

flJ.ct nuv htr boc;L� 1

VIOLATION OF THE UCMJ, ARTICLE 120

'/'
/' ate, Aircraft Handling11::f
eep): In that Avia ·
Specification 1 (Abusive Sexual
e uty, did, at or near Bremerton, WA, on or
'
-etass- Devon J. Banks, U.S. Navy,
5 May 2021, touch the vulva
1ation Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft Handling Third Class
U.S. Navy, with his mou 1, ValtllUIWTfflen to g atify the sexual desire of himself, when he
w or
reasonably should� v
was asleep.
at Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft Handling Third Class
SEE CONTINUATION PAGE.
(Last. First, Ml)

Ill. PREFERRAL

b.GRADE

ABE2 / E-5

c. ORGANIZATION OF ACCUSER

Re ion Le alT Service Office Northwest
e. DA E

20 Se tember 2021
AFFI AVIT: Before me, the undersigned, authorized by law to administer oaths in cases of this character, personally appeared the
above named accuser this 20th day of September, 2021, and signed the foregoing charges and specifications under oath that he/she is
a person subject to the Uniform Code of Military Justice and that he/she either has personal knowledge of or has investigated the matters
set forth therein and that the same are true to the best of hi&/her knowledge and belief.

Region Legal Service Office Northwest

Allen G. Tolleth

Organization of Officer

Typed Name of Officer

LT, JAGC, USN

Trial Counsel

Official Capacity to Administer Oaths
(See R.C. M. 307(b)-must be commissioned officer)

SIN 0102-LF-000-4580

ORIGINAL

-.!..2

--E'roc.. k
.

OR/G/f�AL

12. On __
O.fJ:o he,r
,20 ?-I
, the accused was informed of the charges against him/heF and of the name(s) of
the accuser(s) known to me. (See R.C.M. 308(a)). (See R.C.M. 308 if notification cannot be made.)

v�\"\.e..

J.

Re� ,'o"' Leqc.. I {e,rv.' c:.t._ or.f.t:e_ A/u�h�es

Typed Name sf'lffllREl!Hiile S91¥11Ra11der

Organization of hARJo,fsfo �,n,naR9e,

L T/0-1
,
Sianature

IV. RECEIPT BY SUMMARY COURT-MARTIAL CONVENING AUTHORITY

\SsO

13. The sworn charges were received at

hours,

Officer Exercising Summary Court-Martial Jurisdiction (See R. C.J.t. 403)

,, o,Mer

20 �- at

Designation of Command or

-

C-Oft'lhl,4NDING-

FORTHE 1

3. R roc.k
1)0\ "'e..- Typed
Name of Officer

T,e. tAL CovtJSEL-

OFFt CEI<.

Official Capacity of Officer Signing

l-T/0-1
'Grade

Sianature

V. REFERRAL; SERVICE OF CHARGES

14a. DESIGNATION OF COMMAND OF CONVENING AUTHORITY

No.."y l\e.�\ 0'1\ \-1 () ('\�"" (.S�

Referred for trial to the

-1&<\- '.lli,(\1�

25

'

r'e..� r��-<'"
I

By

i. :r.
Rt...<'

)1\vtf\.�t.. > ','4.shln�tof\..

(, t.1' e.f� court-martial convened by

Dr\q,,
..,.

c. DATE

b. PLACE

0\- l \

20

o..P
�
----

"'1

\� Netc.tn\tr J.�l\

Co�<\ ... M�r��o.\

Ge..(\t<.._\

--

,subject to the following instructions: 2

of

Command ar Order

C.o \ \ \o/\S

C&mrvii.-(\

Typed Name of Officer

ie..r

Official Capacity of Officer Signing

�i""\r()...\
Signature

15.

On

,, Nave.� 'o -.1L
Alletl 6 . 1o I I e--rJ,1
2

,- .,

, I (caused to be) served a copy hereof on (each of) the above named accused.

Typed Name ofTrial Counsel

---

-----

-FOOTNOTES

DD Form 458 Reverse

Grade or Rank of Trial Counsel
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1 - When an appropriate commander signs personally, inappl!cab/e wards are stricken.
2- See R.C. M. 601(e} canceming instructions. If none. so state.
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CONTINUATJON PAGE 1 OF l, DD FORM 458 ICO ABH� DEVON J. BANKS, USN
CHARGE II:

VIOLATION OF THE UCM.J, ARTICLE 120

SpeiiV�f,io
Consent): In that Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft I-landling 0
(Abusive Sexual Contac
s
on active duty, did, at or near Bremerton, WA, or '
TltiF� Cla!i!i rS"�von J. Ba� \ U S. Navy,
about 5 May 2021 :'t'b\i'cft tri�',11.a and'fnner thigh of Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft Handling Third Class
U.S. Nav y, with his mouth, with an intent to gratify the sexual desire of himself, without the consent of Aviation
�d. 1uiH,,. 1A.\l\\,. ...,�.... 1 � n:..c. .
Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft Handling Third Class
CHARGE Ill:

VIOLATION OF THE UCMJ, ARTICLE 129

.Ai ,�.,..-i

"'

,� 'I

wful Entry): In that Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft Handling TltiFei ClassDevon J. Banks, U.S.
Specifi
ly b1cak
on active duty, did, at or near Bremerton, WA, on or about 5 May 2021, unla
Navy,
,""
U.S.
�nter the personal dwelling of ans�lteF, �e wit Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft Handling Third Class
N � vy, -to wit: rta.l propt.(-t� u.o.s.t.cA, to a.nd. occvp;ut bW A via.ti on e,oa,tswa,in's n1.a..tt,
.,f\ 1 rcro.,f-t -Ho..nd.1 in rhi rd. c I
s. NG\.\/� •
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ass

v.

AND NO OTHERS.

ORIGINAL

TRIAL COURT MOTIONS & RESPONSES

NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
NORTHWEST JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
UNITED STATES

v.
D.J. BANKS
ABHAN/E-3
U.S. NAVY

DEFENSE MOTION FOR
APPROPRIATE RELIEF - COMPEL
FUNDING FOR APPOINTMENT OF
AN EXPERT CONSULTANT IN THE
FIELD OF FORENSIC
PSYCHOLOGY
20 JAN 22
MOTION

Pursuant to R.C.M. 703 and 906(b), the Defense moves this court to compel the Government
Ph.D .. to consult with the Defense as an expert in
to provide funding for Dr.
the field of forensic psychology.

SUMMARY
home. she awoke to find someone
The Government alleges that after a party at ABH3
trying to put their mouth on her vagina while she was asleep. She has previously identified
ABHAN Banks as her assailant, saying that while she did not see his face, she believes it to be
the Accused because of his hair type. AB HAN Banks was interrogated for nearly three hours by
NCIS agents approximately one month following the alleged assault. Citing his excessive
consumption of alcohol, ABHAN Banks insisted he had no memory of the assault. After an hour
and forty-five minutes of interrogation, which included deceptive tactics and threats of criminal
consequences by NCIS, ABHAN Banks made admissions that the Defense expects the
Government to introduce at trial as evidence of ABHAN Banks" guilt. To help confront these
two key pieces of evidence, the Defense requested funding for consultation with Dr.
a retired Anny Colonel who is an expert in the field of forensic psychology, and who
could advise the Defense confidentially regarding the significant psychological issues both with
purported identification of ABHAN Banks and with ABI-IAN Banks' purported
ABI 13
confession. That request was denied by the convening authority. Because the trial against
the defense
ABHAN Banks would be fundamentally unfair without the aid of Dr.
as an expert consultant
moves this Court to compel the funding and appointment of Dr.
for the Defense.

BURDEN
As the moving party, the Defense bears the burden of proof by a preponderance of evidence.
R.C.M 905(c)(2).

Appellate Exhibit h!t-)

FACTS
invited some shipmates over to her apartment for a gathering to
I. On May 5, 2021, ABH3
celebrate Cinco De Mayo. (AE IV-A.)
2. This gathering included, imer alia, ABH3
and ABHAN Banks. (AE IV-B.)
ABH3
3. ABH3

ABH3

drank multiple shots of liquor. (AE IV-8.)

4. In an interview with an officer of the Bremerton Police Department on May 8, and in her
has said that she ··went to
subsequent interview with agents of NCIS on May 10. ABH3
sleep'' and ..walked to [her] room and got into bed.'' (AE IV-A. B.)
had enough to drink that she fell asleep on
however, ABH3
5. According to ABH3
picked her up and carried her into her bed. (AE IV.C).
a futon, and ABH3
··passed out on the couch and was carried to her
similarly told NCIS that ABH3
ABH3
(AE IV-D.)
bedroom" by ABH3
drove ABH3 Banks home in ABH3 Banks' vehicle due to his level of
6. ABH3
and after ABH3
followed in his car with ABH3
intoxication; ABH3
dropped ABH3 Banks off, they drove back to the barracks onboard Naval Base Kitsap
Bremerton where they all lived. (AE IV-D.)
at some point she woke up either to a feeling of someone· s hand on
7. According to ABH3
her vagina or to a feeling of wetness. She saw someone on the tloor next to her bed and her
shorts had been partially pulled down, and the person started kissing up her leg. She grabbed the
person and pushed them away, and they crawled out of the room. (AE IV-A, B.)
and asked him
8. At some point shortly after 2300, ABH3 Banks called ABH3
phone number; shortly thereatler, he called her several times but she did not
for ABH3
answer. (AE IV-E, B.)
9. Three days after the assault, on May 8, in her first statement to law enforcement, she said that
she ..didn't get a good look al the person" because it \\·as dark in her room and they had a hooded
sweatshirt with the hood up, but that she ··believed" it was ABI IAN Banks. (AE IV-A.).
I 0. Two days after that, on May I 0, in her statement to NCIS, she similarly said that she
..couldn't sec his face" but said she believed it was ABHAN Banks because of the texture of the
hair of her assailant, and the fact that of the people at the party, she believed only A BHAN
Banks had that kind of hair. (AE IV-B.).
11. ABHAN Banks was interviewed by NCIS on Junl.! 3, 2021. approximately I month �fter the
alleged assault. (AE IV-F.).
12. At the time.! of this interview, ABHAN Banks was a 28 year old, African American male who
had served less than three years in the Navy. (AE IV-G.).

2

I 3. ABHAN Banks possesses a high school education, and scored 44 on the Armed Forces
Qualification Test (AFQT). Id.
14. In his interview, ABHAN Banks denies the assault, conceding that he drove while
apartment. but saying that his intention
intoxicated and returned to the area around ABH3
but realized
was to retrieve his wallet. Upon arrival at the apartment, he tried to call ABH3
his wallet was in his car and he left the area without entering the apartment. (AE IV-F.)
I 5. During the interview, NCIS agents represented falsely that they had DNA evidence which
(AE IV-F.)
showed conclusively that ABHAN Banks had assaulted ABH3
16. In order to further develop the behavioral and Defense requested production of Dr.
as an expert witness. (AE IV-H.)
I 7. Trial Counsel negatively endorsed that request, citing, without further explanation the
presence of .. OPS locational data·• and the foct that his statement contained ··additional
..has been consistent about what
information only the Accused knew." and stating that ABH3
happened to her and her identification of the accused ... (AE IV-I).
18. The Convening Authority subsequently denied the D efense request for the expert assistance
(AE IV-J).
of Dr.

LAW
The Sixth Amendment guarantees the right to the effective assistance of counsel and the right
lo present a defense. The advocacy skills of an attorney alone do not satisfy this constitutional
requirement. Ake v. Oklahoma, 470 U.S. 68, 76-83 (1985). Where necessary for preparation of the
defense and to ensure a fair trial, due process requires appointment of a govemment-li.mded expert.
Such a demonstration requires ..something more than a mere possibility of assistance from a
requested expert . . . [Rather,] a defendant must show the trial court that there exists a reasonable
probability both that an expert would be of assistance to the defense and that denial of expert
assistance would result in a fundamentally unfair trial." Uuitecl States 1·. Robi11so11, 39 M.J. 88,
89 (C.M.A. I 994) (quoting Moore, .. Kemp. 809 F.2d 702, 712 (II th Cir.), cert. deniecl, 481 U.S.
I 054 ( 1987)).
To demonstrate that expert assistance is necessary, the defense must show (a) why the expert
assistance is needed: (b) what the expert assistance would accomplish for the accused; and (c) why
the defense counsel is unable to gather and present the evidence that the expert assistant would be
able to develop. United States,,. Gm1:e1/e;, 39 M.J. 459,461 (C.M.A. 1994). c:ert. denied,513 U.S.
965 (1994); United States v. Fore/, 55 M.J. 445. 455 (C.A.A.F. 1999).
Further, Congress also demands that the Government and defense .. shall have equal opportunity
to obtain witnesses and other evidence in accordance with such regulations as the President may
prescribe." Article 46. Unifonn Code of Military Justice (UCMJ). 10 U.S.C. § 846 (2018).
Implementing this mandate, R.C.M. 703 authoriies experts 10 assist the defense, at government
expense. "hen the cxpcrt·s testimony would be "relevant and ncccssal')." irthe government cannot
or will not "provide an adequate substitute:· See also Fore/, 51 M.J. 445. 455 (C.A.A.F. 1999).

3

A military judge has wide latitude with regard to this necessity test, United States v. Short, 50
M.J. 370,373 (C.A.A.F. 1999), cert. denied, 528 U.S. 1105 (2000), but the Government .. must
provide the expert if the accused establishes'' that the expert is necessary. United Slates v.
Anderson, 68 M.J. 378,383 (2010).

ARGUMENT
The trial of ABHAN Banks would be fundamentally unfair if his defense counsel are unable
to explore, with the assistance of an expert in forensic psychology, the significant issues with
uncertain identification of ABHAN Banks and with ABHAN Banks' purported
both ABH3
would be able to identify whether and how factors unique to this case
confession. Dr.
and a false confession by ABHAN
could have contributed to a misidentification by ABH3
Banks.
a. An expert in forensic psychology is needed to evaluate the evidence in the case
and identify scientific and medical bases on which the Defense could challenge
identification of the Accused as her assailant.
ABH3

I. There is considerable reason to doubt the reliabilitv of ABH3

identification of

the .Accused.

and her in
The most important evidence at trial is likely to be the testimony of ABH3
court identification of ABHAN Banks. Contrary to the bald assertion by Trial Counsel that
.. has been consistent about what happened to her and her identification of the
ABH3
has been omittl!d crucial details of the night in question. She did not
accused." ABHJ
disclose for instance, that she had been carried into bed by ABH3
Similarly. the Trial Counsel's assertion that her account has been "corroborated'" by external
is the only witness to the event. and there is no forensic evidence
evidence is false: ABH3
linking ABHAN Banks to the crime. The other witnesses and evidence corroborate only
extraneous details of the event: who was at the party, roughly when they left, and that ABHJ
Banks called at various times during the night. DNA evidence was collected, but was either not
tested or came back with no evidence of ABMAN Banks' DNA. Indeed. in several places the
supposed corroboration cited by Trial Counsel do not exist at all-their endorsement cites "GPS
data" which docs not exist at all (cell phone tower data at most places the Accused in the vicinity
of his own apartment) and cites "witnesses who spoke with the Accused"-but aside from the
Accused's statement to NCIS. the only statements he made about the matter to witnesses was a
complete denial of any knowledge or wrongdoing to ABH3
account is the doubt inherent
Indeed. one of the details that is most consistent in ABl-13
said that she
in her identification of ABHAN Banks as her assailant. At no point has ABH3
unique
other
any
or
features
facial
his
on
based
assailant
her
as
Banks
ABHAN
identify
can
identifier. Instead, she has consistently cited the texture of the hair of her assailant, claiming that
she fch it while she was pushing her assailant off; she then reasons, by supposed process of
elimination. that it docs not match any of the other individuals pn:scnt at the party. The only

4

other identifying detail of her assailant-a gray hoodie-is contradicted by her own account of
ABHAN Banks having worn a pink hoodie during the party. See AE IV-B.
2. Eyewitness identification in situations like this are the proper subject of expert
consultation and testimony. and the trial would be fundamentally unfair if the
Defense is not able to explore this theory of defense with the assistance of an expert
in the field of forensic psvchologv.
With respect to relevance in cases where identification of an accused by an eyewitness is at
issue, courts have employed a flexible approach in permitting expert testimony on the subject of
eyewitness identifications. See United States v. Brown, 49 M.J. 448,454 (C.A.A.F. 1998). While
some courts have ""concluded that eyewitness issues could be adequately covered by cross
examination and instruction,·· the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces has repeatedly avoided
drawing any kind of bright-line rule either permitting or disallowing such experts, emphasizing
that the admissibility of such evidence is a fact-specific inqui ry. Id. at 456. Indeed, the court has
observed that there have been ··numerous appellate opinions holding that. in particular
circumstances, such evidence may be admissibk"" Id. (collecting cases). For instance, in a case
discussed in Brown, the Supreme Court of South Carolina observed that
[A]n expert"s testimony is admissible where, as here. the main issue is the identity
of the perpetrator, the sole evidence of identity is eyewitness identification. and
the identification is not substantially corroborated by evidence giving it
independent reliability. We note that other factors favoring admission of [the
expert's] evidence in this case are [the witness's) testimony that her assailant"s
features were partially obscured during the entire incident; the cross-racial nature
of the identification; and the short length of time each witness was exposed to the
assailant.
Stale v. Whaley, 305 S.C. 138, 143 (S.C. 1991).
Even where eyewitness identification experts arc not called as witnesses at trial. their
assistance as a consultant can still be relevant and necessary to ··assist[! the defense in
evaluating. identifying, and developing evidence:· See United Stales , .. Wamer,62 M.J. 114, 119
(C.A.A.F. 2005).
was exposed to her assailant for only a short period of time, his
That is this case: ABH3
facial features were obscured during thl! enlirl!ty of thl! incidl!nt. and ..the sole evidl!nce of
identity is eyewitness identification, and the identification is not substantially corroborated by
evidence giving it independent reliability.'' Wl,a/ey. 305 S.C. at 143.
the Defense cannot adequately prepare
Without the assistance of an expert likl! Dr.
to confront this identification. The Defense has preliminarily identified issues which could havl!
misidentification of the Accused, including her consumption of alcohol
influenced ABH3
to the point of her falling asleep in the presence of other people, and the possibility that her
identification of AB HAN Banks is the product or suggestibility-that is, that the phone call from
ABHAN Banks regarding his lost wallet induced her to falsely believe that hi! was also the
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person who assaulted her. And in preparation for this request, defense counsel has sought out
education and read scholarly articles.
Despite this additional preparation, counsel cannot adequately evaluate the discovery in this
case, or be assured that all issues have been identified, without consultation with an expert. As
the Warner Court recognized, an expert's function as a consultant is to ··assist[] the dt!fense in
evaluating. identifying, and developing evidence. with an eye towards ··test[ing] and
challeng[ing] the Government's case:· 62 M.J. at 11.
Here, there are several ways in which an expert is needed to prepare an adequate defense.
First, an expert would be able to identify factors overlooked by the Defense that could have
contributed to a misidentification. Given the opportunity to review the entirety of discovery in
the case, he may be able to identify other factors that could influence or impair her memory.
Second, even with respect to the factors already identified. an expert would be able to more
fully explain and parse the scientific research that has been conducted in this field. For example,
Defense Counsel are generally aware, and could argue to the fact-finder, that the length of time a
witness is exposed to a person can affect the reliability of subsequent identification. There are,
however, myriad studies coming to a wide variety of conclusions with respect to questions like:
How much time is needed for a reliable identification? How big a difference does the time of
exposure make? How much impact docs prior familiarity with the person make? Does it matter
how confident the eyewitness is in the identification? What about the impact of alcohol? And
how docs all of that research apply to a case where identification is purportedly based on a
person's hair texture? All of these questions are fundamentally scientific in nature, and require
an expert familiar with the latest research to parse and understand prior to trial.
As another example, Defense Counsel have done research indicating that alcohol can
increase a person's susceptibility to false memories and suggestion, ··exerting effects of medium
or large size.'" Lilian Kloft, et. al., Ha=Y memories i11 the courtroom: A re,·iew <�lalrnlwl mu/
other drug effects 011./idse memmy and .mggestcthility, 124 Neuroscience and Biobehavioral
reviews, May 2021, at 302. These studies discuss concepts of ··spontaneous·· and ··suggestion
induced" false memories. as well as the idea that ··poorer memory for an event while alcohol
intoxicated combined with a delay before questioning. elicits difficulties in detecting
discrepancies between one's memory and suggested information. making an individual more
vulnerable to yield to suggestive cues." Id. However. the degree of this effect, and the
circumstances in which it most likely applies, appears to be the subject of extensive and ongoing
research, the understanding of which and application to the facts of this case requires expert
assistance.
in order to detcnnine whether his
Lastly, Defense Counsel need to consult with Dr.
expert testimony would be valuable and useful to undermine the Government"s case-in-chief.
Research suggests that jurors in civilian trials regularly misunderstand and apply mistaken
beliefs about the reliability of witness idcntilication. Richard Schmcchel. ct. al., Bt.•.wmd the Ken'!
Testing Juror's UmlerstantlinK t?/'£.rewitness Reliahility £1·ide11ce, 46 Jurimetrics J. 177 (2006).
about the facts surrounding her
So while Defense Counsel could cross-examine ABHJ
identi lication of ABHAN Banks. and argue those facts to the jury. and even request instruction
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on those facts, that is no substitute for an expert"s testimony correcting false beliefs the members
may have about eyewitness identifications. See United States v. Shay, 57 F.3d 126, 133 ( Ist Cir.
1995) (District Court's exclusion of expert testimony regarding defendant"s confession was
reversible error because ··common understanding.. about the reliability of confession evidence
was not accurate).
For instance, the survey discussed in the Schmechel paper examined as a "Specific
Reliability Factor .. the ·'Presence of Violence or stress.. and found that .. [o]nly three out of ten
potential jurors correctly understood that event violence tends to make an eyewitness' memory
describes an encounter that
for details less reliable:· 46 Jurimetrics J. at 197. Here. ABH3
was non-violent per se, but was certainly stressful. Merely arguing that this event was stressful,
and thus more likely to cause misidentification, could very well backfire on the defense without
an expert's testimony: .. Thirty-nine percent of the [survey] respondents thought that event
violence would make a witness' memory for event details more reliable." 46 Jurimetrics J. at
197. For all these reasons, the appointment and funding of an expert consultant in the field of
forensic psychology is necessary to avoid an unfair trial.
b. An expert in forensic psychology is needed to review the NCIS interview of the
Accused, as well as personal characteristics of the Accused. both to identify
scientific and medical issues that bear on the question of voluntariness of the
Accused·s waiver of the right to remain silent. and to identify scientific and
medical issues that bolster the Defense's theory that the purported admissions of
guilt by the Accused were the product of coercion and suggestibility by
overbearing law enforcement agents.
The Defense expects that the Government will introduce the NCIS interrogation of the
Accused as evidence at trial, arguing that his confessions of guilt were genuine and truthful, and
that his denial of wrongdoing and assertions that his memory was faulty due to alcohol were
untruthful. The Defense has separately filed a motion to suppress that statement on the grounds
that ABHAN Banks' waiver of his right to remain silent was not knowing and voluntary� if that
motion is denied. the Defense intends to argue at trial that ABHAN Banks· admissions were the
product of coercion and suggestability. The Defense requires the assistance of a forensic
because there arc scientific questions which bear on both the
psychologist like Dr.
admissibility and reliability of that NCIS statement.
I. An expert consultant is necessary to identify psychological issues that could
undermine the voluntariness of AB MAN Banks' waiver of his right to remain silent.
The value of an expert consultant to an adequate defense is not limited to questions on the
expert assistance is also needed for the Defense to adequately explore and
merits. Dr.
support its motion to suppress ABIIAN Banks' statement to NCIS. As the Defcnsc·s motion to
suppress lays out in more detail, military case law is clear that these sort of psychological factors
arc a crucial part of assessing whether a particular waiver of rights was truly voluntary. The
Defense has attempted to identify those factors unique to ABHAN Banks (e.g. his age, low
AQFT score, inexperience in the military) and those factors unique to his situation ( e.g. his
intoxication at the time of the event, and the deceptive tactics used by interrogators) that bear on
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the issue of voluntariness. However, a forensic psychologist like Dr.
could view the
interrogation in its entirety, along with supporting evidence, and identify issues that the Defense
may have missed. If Dr.
identifies those issues, he could also testify or provide an
affidavit regarding any opinion he draws about the voluntariness of A BHAN Banks· waiver of
rights.
2. An expert consultant is necessarv to identifv anv factors that bolster the Defense ·s
theory that A BHAN Banks falsely confessed as a result of coercion and suggestion.
Even leaving aside the issue of the statement"s admissibility. Dr.
evaluation and
opinion are crucial for the Defense's ability to confront and undem1ine the Government"s use of
the admission in their case-in-chief. The Defense intends to argue that A BHAN Banks"
admissions, made after an hour and forty-five minutes of intense interrogation, were false.
ABHAN Banks was under the heavy influence of alcohol on the night in question, significantly
increasing his suggestibility. Research suggests, for instance. that the presence of a ..blackout""
or gaps in memory due to alcohol consumption increase the likelihood of what is called a
··persuaded false confession," where ··police interrogation tactics cause an innocent subject to
doubt his memory and he becomes temporarily persuaded that it is more likely than not that he
committed the crime. despite having no memory of committing it:· Richard A. Leo. False
Conf<!ssions: Ct1us<!s, Co11seq11e11ces, and Implications, 37 Journal of the American Academy of
Psychiatry and the Law Online, September 2009, at 338-39. Other factors include the
vulnerability of a particular suspect due to age or mental disability, though it has been observed
that ··police elicit most false confessions from mentally normal individuals:· Id. at 337 (citing
Steven A. Drizin & Richard A. Leo, The Problem of False Cmfessiuns in the Post-DNA World,
82 N.C. L. Rev. 891 (2003-2004) (finding that out of 125 proven false confessions. 70 percent
were given by mentally nonnal individuals).
Several factors cited in the research are present here. First. there is ..contamination error"
where ·'Interrogators help create the false confession by pressuring the suspect to accept a
particular account and by suggesting facts of the crime to him. thereby contaminating the
suspect's postadmission narrative:· lei. at 337-38. Second, there is the ··coercion error .. when:
the cumulative result of ••interrogation methods as a whole" leads the accused ··10 perceive that
his guilt has been established beyond any conceivable doubt, that no one will believe his claims
of innocence, and that by continuing to deny the detectives· accusations he will only make his
situation (and the ultimate outcome of the case against him) much worse." Id. at 336-37. All of
that is apparent from the NCIS interview here, where he is pressured to accept a certain narrative
and confronted with non-existent DNA evidence and told that his guilt has already been
established beyond any doubt.
While the Defense has been able to do this research, the need for expert assistance remains.
First, an expert like Dr.
will be able to view thl! entire interview and sl!rvice record of
the Accused in order to idl!ntity issues which have not been recognized by the Defense. Sl!cond,
as above. Dr.
can determine if his subsequent testimony would be usl!ful to the
factlinder, and whether he could render an expert opinion as the relative level of col!rcion and
suggestibility present in the interrogation. Even if the Defense has accurately identified all the
potential issues with the reliability of ABI IAN Banks· confossion-far from cl!rtain-<iefcnse
8

counsel is certainly not qualified to render an expert opinion or provide expert testimony
regarding the science of false confessions to the finder of fact. For these reasons, the assistance
of Dr
is necessary, and the failure to appoint and fund him as a consultant would result
in a fundamentally unfair trial.
RELIEF REQUESTED

This Court should grant this motion and compel the Government to fund and appoint Dr.
as an expert consultant in the field of forensic psychology.
EVIDENCE & ORAL ARGUMENT

As evidence in support of this motion, the Defense offers Appellate Exhibit IV, which
contains the following enclosures:
A. Bremerton Police Department Incident/Investigation Report dtd 8 May 2021
B. NCIS Interview of ABH3
C. NCIS Interview of ABH3
D. NCIS Interview of ABH3
E. NCIS Interview of ABH3
F. NCIS Interview of ABHAN Banks
G. ABI-IAN Banks's Member Data Summary

.

H. Defense Request for Expert Assistance dtd 20 Dec 21
I. Trial Counsel Endorsement on Defense Request for Expert Assistance dtd 24 Dec 21
J. Convening Authority denial of Defense Request for Expert Assistance dtd 7 Jan 22
Unless the Government concedes the motion or this Court grants the relief on the basis of
pleadings alone, the Defense requests oral argument on this matter.

B.D. ADAMS
LCDR, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
NORTHWEST JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
UNITED STATES
v.

DEFENSE MOTION TO SUPPRESS
(Involuntary Statements)

D. J. BANKS
ABHAN/E-3
U.S. NAVY

20 Jan 22

MOTION
Pursuant 10 Fifth Amendment to the Constitution. R.C.M. 905(b)(3). and Mil. R. Evid.
304(1). and the Defense moves to suppress all statements. both written and oral. made by
ABHAN Banks to Naval Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS) on June 3. 2021. as these
statements were involuntary.
BURDEN
Upon Defense motion to suppress under Mil. R. Evid. 304. the Government has the burden of
establishing the admissibility of the statement. Mil. R. Evid. 304(t)(6). The Military Judge must
find by a preponderance of the evidence that the Accused's statement was made voluntarily
before the statement may be admitted into evidence. Mil. R. Evid. 304(1)(7).
FACTS
I. On June 3, 202 I. NCIS Special Agents brought ABHAN Banks into their spaces for an
interview regarding an allegation that he had sexually assaulted ABI 13
following a party at
her residence on May 5. 2021. (AE IV-F.)
2. At the time of this interview. ABHAN Banks was a 28-year-old. African American male who
had served less than three years in the Navy. (AE IV-G.)
3. ABHAN Banks possesses a high school education. and scored 44 on the Armed Forces
Qualification Test (AFQT). Id.
4. During the course of the interview. ABI IAN Banks told Spl!cial Agents that he did not re
enter ABI 13
apartment after leaving the party. was drunk at the time of thl! offense and as a
result had no memory of ever assaulting ABI 13
despite NCIS's continued allegations. (AE
IV-F.)
5. As the interview progressed. NCIS confronted ABI fAN Banks with several deceptive facts
including that DNA recovered from the crime scene would match ABI f AN Banks and that

L,;pellate Exhibit ( v

)

ABH3
had already positively identified ABHAN Banks as her assailant-both of which
ABHAN Banks disputed. Id.
6. After nearly an hour of questioning and AB HAN Banks·s denials. the agents exited the room
and left ABHAN Banks alone in the interview room for approximately thirty minutes. Id.
7. Once the agents returned. they began accusing ABHAN Banks of·· lying to federal agents..
and explicitly threating ABHAN Banks with a felony offense for doing so-giving him the
choice to ..dig himself into a hole deeper..or ..start over:· Id.
8. In response. ABHAN Banks again reiterated that he was drunk. and that he had given them
all the information that he remembered. lei.
9. After an hour and forty-five minutes of interrogation. ABHAN Banks stated...if there is
evidence then I was in there then I was in there ... there is nothing I can say .. . but to me. I
don·t believe I was in there:· Id.
I 0. Following questioning. NCIS prompted ABHAN Banks to write an ..apology.. to ABH3
(AE VII-A.)
LAW
a. Involuntary statements mav not be offered against an accused at trial.
Upon motion or objection by the Defense...an involuntary statement from the accused, or
any evidence derived therefrom. is inadmissible at trial:· Mil. R. Evid. 304(a).1 A statement is
involuntary when it is ..obtained in violation of the self-incrimination privilege or Due Process
Clause of the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution of the United States. Article 31 [of the
Uniform Code of Military Justice]. or through the use of coercion. unlawful intluencc, or
unlawful inducement. ·· Mil. R. Evid. 304(a)( I )(A); see IOU. S. C. §831(d)(2018)( ..No
statement obtained from any person in violation of this article. or through the use of coercion.
unlawful intluence. or unlawful inducement may be received in evidence against [the accused] in
a trial by court-martial. .. ). The Ruic embeds the Constitution ·s proscription that ..[n]o
person... shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself nor be deprived
of life. liberty or property. without due process of law:· U.S. Const.. amend V.
b. Voluntariness is determined with reference to the totalitv of the circumstances
surrounding a statement, however the import of an individual factor depends on
the state of mind of the accused.
There is no ··talismanic definition of voluntariness" which is ..mechanically applicable.. to all
statements. Sc:lmec:keckloth , .. Bw,tamonte. 412 U. S. 218. 224 ( 1961 )( citing Culmuhe ,..
Connec:tic:111. 367 U.S. 568. 604-605)(internal quotation marks omitted). Generally. our courts
1

Except lo impeach or in a later prosecution for perjUr)' or false swearing.
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test for voluntariness by asking .. whether the confession is the product of an essentially free and
unconstrained choice by its maker:· Uniled States v. Bubonics. 45 M. J. 93. 95 (C.A.A.F. 1996) .
.. If, instead. the maker·s will was overborne and his capacity for self-determination was critically
impaired. use of his confession would offend due process. ·· Id. (citing Culombe. 367 U. S. at
602.) Moreover. a finding of voluntariness does not turn ..on the presence or absence of a single
controlling criterion"". but ··on a careful scrutiny on the surrounding circumstances:· Bustamonte.
412 U.S. at 226 (internal citations omitted).
Courts assess voluntariness based on the totality of the circumstances. including
both the characteristics of the accused and the details of the interrogations. Courts
look to the condition of the accused including his health, age. education. and
intelligence. the character of the detention. including the conditions of the
questioning and rights warning: and the manner of the interrogation. including the
length of the interrogation. and the use of force threats. promises or deceptions.
.
The determination of voluntariness seldom turns on one factor alone. and the weight
given to each factor depends on the circumstances and the accused" s state of mind.
United Slates v. Bic�fiml. 2021 CCA Lexis 643 (N.M. Ct. Crim. App. 2021 ).
In Uni/eel States v. Martine=. 38 M.J. 82 (C.M.A. 1993). the court reversed the service court
of appeals and upheld the military judge·s suppression of a statement when the trial court
properly considered the ··appellant's psychological state·· in finding that he "cracked and gave
up." telling a polygraph examiner what he ··wanted to hear:· 38 M.J at 87. Noting that .. totality
of the circumstances· does not connote a cold and sterile list of isolated facts: rather it anticipates
..
a holistic assessment of human interaction. lei.
Likewise. in United Stale.\· v. Bubonics the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces
highlighted the common sense approach taken by the lower court in stating .. the import of the
factors vary according to the circumstances and the state of mind of the accused:· 5 M.J. 93. 95.
Accordingly. the court recognized that under those circumstances the one-two punch of a threats
to turn to accused over to civilian authorities made in the good-guy/bad-guy interrogations style
weighed heavily on the lower court"s finding the that the accused's statements were made
involuntarily-ultimately upholding that decision after also noting that despite the accused
having been warned of his Article 31 b rights. the accused"s lack of military justice experience.
mere 2 ½ years of service. and conditioning to respond to tigures of authority rendered the
Government unable to meet their anirmativc burden to show voluntariness. Id.

ARGUMENT
a. A BHAN Banks's state of mind and psvchological condition left him unusuallv
susceptible to suggestion as a result ol"his alcohol induced memorv lapse
weighing heavily against a finding of voluntariness.
The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces has been clear-the state of mind of the accused
must be taken into account in evaluating the totality of the circumstances surrounding the
voluntariness of a confession. I !ere. ABI IAN Banks's state of mind on the day of his intervie\\.
3

was undoubtedly impacted by his alcohol facilitated memory impairment on the night of May 5.
2021. His lack of memory left him exceptionally open to suggestion regarding the events of that
night-as facially evident by the video interview of the accused. Given his lack of own memory
and suggestibility, ABHAN Banks was extremely vulnerable to otherwise common tactics
employed by law enforcement; which when looked at holistically under the circumstances
rendered his admissions involuntary-turning what may be non-coercive tactics in one case. into
impermissible coercion in this one. just as occurred in Bubonic:.\·.
b. ABHAN Banks"s characteristics. coupled with NCIS"s tactics render his statements
involuntarv. and therefore thev should be suppressed.
At the time of this interview, like in Bubonic,\·. ABHAN Banks was young and had only been
in the Navy for less than three years. He had no prior experience with NCIS. nor the military
justice system. Moreover, he is a relatively uneducated sailor-AFTQ scores place him at the
lower end of the intelligence spectrum by Navy standards as his score was a less than IO points
above the minimum necessary for enlistment. As discussed above. these already vulnerable
characteristics were only made worse by ABHAN Banks's significant alcohol consumption on
the night of the alleged offense leaving him highly susceptible to suggestion. Coupled with
NCIS's coercive, deceptive. and threatening tactics. these factors aggregated into a storm. which.
under ABHAN Banks unique circumstances. he simply could not weather. For example. at
multiple points during the interview, NCIS took advantage of ABI-IAN Bank's lack of memory
room. NCIS
by lying to him about possessing DNA evidence placing him back in ABH3
convinced AB HAN Banks that. based on this evidence. he must have committed the offense
despite his multiple denials earlier in the interview. This deception was made only worse by law
enforcement's continued threats of a "felony oftcnse" for giving facts that investigators believed
to be a lie. As a result. ABHAN Banks simply cracked and began telling law enforcement what
they wanted to hear -just as had occurred in ,\,,/artine=. It was this combination of factors
unique to ABHAN Banks which aggregated to overcome his will. rendering him into little more
than a parrot for incriminating statements which fit into NCIS's preconceived narrative. Under a
totality of the circumstances, these statements were involuntary and should be suppressed.

RELIEF REQUESTED
This Court should suppress all written and oral statements made by ABHAN Banks to NCIS
investigators on June 3. 2021.

EVIDENCE & ORAL ARGUMENT
The Defense has previously submitted Appellate Exhibit IV. evidence in support of its
Motion for Appropriate Relief with respect to the funding of an expert. The Defense requests
this Court consider the following exhibits from AE JV in support of this motion as well:
AE IV-F.

Video Recording of ABI-IAN Banks's Interrogation of June 3·2021

AE IV-G. ABI-IAN Banks's Mcmber Data Summary
The Defense also offers Appellate Exhibit VI in further support of this motion. which
contains the following enclosure:
4

A. Written Statement of ABHAN Banks of June 3, 2021.
Unless the
The Defense will also present the testimony of NCIS Special Agent
Government concedes the motion or this Court grants the relief on the basis of pleadings alone.
the Defense requests oral argument on this matter.

S. P. CAOUETTE
LT.USCG
Detailed Defense Counsel
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDlClARY
NORTHWEST JUDIClAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
UNlTED ST ATES

v.
D.J. BANKS
ABHAN/E-3
U.S. NAVY

DEFENSE MOTION FOR
APPROPRIATE RELIEF
(Unreasonable Multiplication of Charges)
20 Jan 22

MOTlON AND BURDEN
Pursuant to R.C.M. 906(b)(l 2), the Defense moves this Court to issue appropriate relief from
four unreasonably multiplied Specifications under Charges I and II. As the moving party, the
Defense bears the burden of proof by a preponderance of the evidence with regard to each
factual issue necessary for resolution of this motion. RC.M. 905(c).

FACTS
claimed to investigators that on May 5, 2021, she awoke to ABHAN Banks
I. Petty Onicer
perfonning, or attempting to perfonn. oral sex upon her. (AE IV-B.)
2. Based on this single incident, the Government has charged AB HAN Banks with two
specified violations each under Articles 80 and 120, Unifonn Code of Military Justice (UCMJ).
10 U.S.C. §§ 880,920 (2019).
3. Charge I, Specification I alleges that ABHAN Banks committed an attempted sexual assault
when he:
upon ABH3
... did, at or near Bremerton, WA. on or about 5 May 2021. attempt to commit a
sexual act upon [ABH3
in violation of Article 120, Unifonn Code of Military
Justice, by moving her legs and placing her face near her body. when he knew or
was asleep;
reasonably should have known that [ABH3
while Specification 2 alleges, in the alternative, that ABHAN Banks committed an attempted
consent when he:
sexual assault without ADH3
... did, at or near Bremerton. WA. on or about 5 May 2021, attempt to commit a
U.S. Navy, in violation of Article 120, Unifonn Code
sexual act upon (ABH3
of Military Justice, by moving her legs and placing her face near her body, without
the consent of [ABH3
(Charge Sheet at L)

Appellate Exhibit ( 1 n
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4. Meanwhile, Charge 11, Specification I alleges that ABHAN Banks, in the same moment as
the act alleged in Charge I, also committed the offense of abusive sexual contact when he:
... did, at or near Bremerton, WA, on or about 5 May 2021, touch the vulva and
U.S. Navy, with his mouth, with an intent to gratify the
inner thigh of [ABH3
sexual desire of himself, when he knew or reasonably should have known that
was asleep;
[ABH3
and Specification 2 again alleges in the alternative that ABHAN Banks committed an abusive
consent when he:
sexual contact without ABH3
... did, at or near Bremerton, WA, on or about 5 May 2021, touch the vulva and
U.S. Navy, with his mouth,with an intent to gratify the
inner thigh of [ABH3
sexual desire of himself, without the consent of [ABH3
(Charge Sheet at I, 4.)

LAW
a. The prohibition on unreasonable multiplication is grounded in fundamental
fairness and protects against prosecutorial overreach.
''What is substantially one transaction should not be made the basis for an unreasonable
multiplication or charges against one person:· R.C.M. 307(c)(4): see United States\'. Quiro=, 55
M.J. 334, 336-39 (C.A.A.F. 200 I). This prohibition against unreasonable multiplication of
charges "has long provided courts-martial and reviewing authorities with a traditional legal
standard-reasonableness-to address the consequences of an abuse of prosecutorial discretion
in the context of the unique aspects or the military justice system:· Quiro=, 55 M.J.at 338
(contrasting multiplicity and unreasonable multiplication doctrines); see also United Statc.,· \'.
Campbell, 71 M.J. 19, 23 (C.A.A.F. 2012) (same).
A military judge must "exercise sound judgment to ensure that imaginative prosecutors do
not needlessly •pile on· charges against a military accused.'' United States l'.Fostcr, 40 M.J.
140, 144 n.4 (C.M.A. 1994), O\'erruled in pt1rl mt other grounds, United Stat,•s \'. Mill,•,-, 67 M.J.
385 (C.A.A.F. 2009). In service of this obligation, a trial court considers four-factors in testing
whether charges are unreasonably multiplied:
•

Is each charge and specification aimed at distinctly separate criminal acts?

•

Docs the number of charges and specilications misrepresent or exaggerate the
accused's criminality?

•

Docs the number of charges and specifications unfairly increase the accused's
punitive exposure?

•

Is there evidence of prosccutorial overreaching or abuse in the drafting of the
charges?

Unitcd Stcttes l'. Amlerso11, 68 M.J. 378,386 (C.A.A.F. 2010) (citing Q11iro=. 55 M.J. at 338)
(approving ..in general'" factors as non-e.xhm1stivc ..guide" for analysis).
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With respect to the first of these factors, when courts look at continuous-course-of-conduct
type offenses. criminal acts that are ··united in time, circumstance, and impulse·• should not be
made the subject of separate findings of guilty. United States v. F(vnn, 28 M.J. 218, 221
(C.M.A. 1989).
b. A military judge has wide discretion to remedy unreasonable multiplications of
charges. up to and including dismissal.
When charges are unreasonably multiplied, the military judge has wide latitude to craft a
remedy, including dismissing offenses, merging them for findings, or merging offenses only for
sentencing. United Swtes v. Thomas, 74 M.J. 563,568 (N-M. Ct. Crim. App. 2014) (citing
Campbell, 71 M.J. at 25) (concluding military judge had discretion to not dismiss or merge
specifications for findings but to merge them for sentencing).
In Q11iro=, where the factors originated, the Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals
dismissed a conviction for wrongfully disposing of military property by selling C-4, which was
the same act that led to a conviction for violating 18 U.S.C. § 842. United States v. Quiro=, 52
M.J. 510,513 (N-M. Ct. Crim. App. 1999) (where 18 U.S.C. § 842 criminalizes the unlawful
distribution and transportation of explosive materials). Later, in United States v. Roderick, the
Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces reiterated that dismissal is an available and appropriate
remedy for unreasonable multiplication. 62 M.J. 425, 433-34 (C.A.A.F. 2006). The Roderick
court dismissed indecent liberties convictions that arose from the same criminal acts-taking
photographs of underage girls-as the appellant" s child pornography convictions under 18
U.S.C. § 225 l(a}. /d.1
Finally, when convictions result from specifications that were charged for exigencies of
proof. a military judge must ···consolidate or dismiss [the contingent] specification[s]." not
merely merge them for sentencing purposes. Tlwmas, 74 M.J. at 568 (quoting United States, ..
Elespuru, 73 M.J. 326, 329-30 (C.A.A.F. 2014)) (additional citation omitted). Where
consolidation is impractical, military judges arc encouraged to conditionally dismiss convictions,
id. at 573070; mindful that '·each additional conviction imposes an additional stigma and causes
additional damage to the defendant's reputation.•· Doss, 15 M.J. at 412 (citing O 'Clair v. United
States, 470 F.2d 1199, 1203 (9th Cir. 1972), cert. cle11iecl, 412 U.S. 921 (1973 ).
Discretion aside. "[i]n no case should both an offense and a lesser included offense thereof be
separately charged." R.C.M. 307(c)(4). Discussion.

1 See also United States ,,. Doss, 15 M.J. 409, 412 (C.M.A. 1983) (noting that when unreasonable
multiplication may have impacted verdict "on the merits as to all the multiplied charges-much
like the threat posed by Justice Marshall-we have not hesitated to set aside all tainted findings
of guilty") (citing Missouri,.. /-11111/er. 459 U.S. 359. 372 { 1983) ('"where the prosecution's
evidence is weak, its ability to bring multiple charges may substantially enhance the possibility
that, even though innocent, the defendant may be found guilty on one or more charges as a result
of a compromise verdict") (Marshall. J.. dissenting); United States, .. St11rdim111, 13 M.l 323
(C.M.A. 1982)).
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ARGUMENT
a. The Government alleges that by placing his face between ABH3
leus.
ABHAN Banks would have committed four violations of the UCMJ-a
proposition that far exceeds the fairness limits of R.C.M. 307 and Ouiro:.
Both Specifications of Charge I and Charge II concern the exact same act-the alleged
In order for the Government's charging scheme to be proper, it
sexual touching of ABH3
would have to be true that ABHAN Banks committed two separate offenses of ..attempted sexual
in the moments before his mouth made
assault" when he moved his face --near.. ABH3
contact with her vulva or inner thigh to complete not one, but two additional offenses of •'abusive
sexual contact"-a proposition which simply cannot stand in the face of Quiro: and R.C.M. 307.
This is because the Government's charging scheme has criminalized the same act four different
times. Accordingly, the first Quiro: factor weighs well in the Defense·s favor.
The same is true remaining three Quiro: factors. This charging scheme extremely
exaggerates ABHAN Bank's criminality. turning a single allegation of sexual misconduct into
four different specifications for the fact finder to adjudicate. Likewise, even assuming each pair
of specifications in the respective cha..-ges are charged for contingencies of proof, by charging the
attempted act in Charge I and what is essentially the completed act in Charge II, ABHAN Banks
is exposed to an additional thirteen years of confinement and a mandatory minimum
Dishonorable Discharge than if he were charged only with the completed act in a single
specification of Charge II-let alone the additional forty-seven years of punitive exposure if the
two charges and four specifications were permitted to go forward as is. Finally, the
Government's charging of what is essentially both the attempted and completed offense is
indicative of prosccutorial overreach. Consequently, this charging scheme exceeds the fairness
limits imposed by R.C.M. 307 and Quiro:.
b. Dismissal ofCharge I is required now. and the Military Judge should instruct the
Member that simultaneous guilty findings on Charge II. Specifications 1 and 2 arc
not permitted.
This Court may remedy unreasonably multiplied charges prior to the findings stage by
dismissing the lesser offenses or merging all offenses into one. R.C.M. 906(b)( 12); Roderick, 62
M.J. at 433. Here. dismissal of Charge I is appropriate because it cannot be construed as being
charged in the alternative to Charge II.
Additionally, to eliminate the confusion and redundancy at trial caused by this charging
scheme, the Members should be instructed that any guilty finding on the remaining speci lications
in Charge II must be reached in the alternative-that is, only one conviction is pcnnissiblc on
Specification I or 2-whilc full acquittal of course remains possible.

RELIEF REQUESTED
The Defense requests that the Military Judge dismiss Charge I and both specifications
thereunder and provide an instruction that any guilty finding on Specifications I and 2 of Charge
II must be reached in the alternative.

4

EVIDENCE & ORAL ARGUMENT
The Defense offers the following enclosure as part of AE IV in support of this motion:
of May I 0, 2021.

B. NCIS interview summary of ABH3

Unless the Government concedes the motion or this Court grants the relief requested on the
basis of pleadings alone, the Defense requests oral argument on this matter.

S. P. CAOUETTE
LT, USCG
Detailed Defense Counsel
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MOTION
Pursuant to Rules for Courts-Martial 906(a) and 920(c). as well as Amendments V and VI
of the U.S. Constitution, the Defense now moves the Court to instruct the members, prior to
findings, that conviction of the accused on any specification may be had only upon the unanimous
agreement of all panel members.

BURDEN
As the moving party, the Defense bears the burden of persuasion, and the burden of proof
on facts necessary to resolve the motion is by a preponderance of evidence. R.C.M. 905(c).

FACTS
ABHAN Banks is charged in Charge I with two specifications of attempted sexual assault
in violation of Article 80, Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), 10 U.S.C. § 880 (2018): in
Charge II, with two specifications of abusive sexual contact in violation of Article 120, UCMJ,
10 U.S.C. § 920 (2018); and in Charge III, with a single specification of unlawful entry in
violation of Article 89, UCMJ 10 U.S.C. § 889. The Defense presently expects that he will elect
trial before either a panel of officers or members with enlisted representation. A BHAN Banks'
court-martial is taking place at Naval Base Kitsap-Bremerton, and ABHAN Banks is currently
assigned to

LA\V
a.

At court-martial, an accused is entitled to due process, which includes the right to
have his guilt or innocence determined by an impartial panel of members.

The Due Process Clause of the Filih Amendment applies to a service member at a coun
f
martial. U11itecl Stat,·s , .. Grc{/: 35 M.J. 450, 460 (C.A.A.F. l 992) (citing Miclclcmlm. ,·. /-lem:v.
425 U.S. 25, 43 ( 1976))... As a matter of due process, an accused has a constitutional right, as
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well as a regulatory right, to a fair and impartial panel:' United States v. Wiesen, 56 M.J. 172,
174 (2001 ) (internal citations omitted). An impartial panel is, in fact. the ..sine qua non for a fair
court-martial.'' United States v. Modesto, 43 M.J. 315,318 (C.A.A.F. 1995).
b. Due process, as applied to trial by court-martial, requires the unanimous consent of
the members for the conviction of an accused, because non-unanimous verdicts are
not impartial.
The Sixth Amendment to the Constitution requires trial by ··an impartial jury:· U.S.
Const. amend. VI. And the Supreme Court has recently held that an ••impartial jury·· ··must reach
a unanimous verdict in order to convict.·· Ramos v. lo11isia11a. No. 18-5924, slip op. at 4 (2020)
(citing Thompson v. Utah, 17 0 U.S. 343, 351 ( 1989)).
The Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution ensures that individual States may not
..deprive any person of life, liberty, or property. without due process of law:· U.S. Const.
amend. XIV. (emphasis added). The right to trial before an impartial jury in criminal cases ..is a
fundamental right and hence must be recognized by States as part of their obligation to extend
due process of law.'' D1111ca11 \'. lo11isiana,391 U.S. 145, 154 (1968 ). Being as it is an essential
feature of an impartial jury, unanimity is thus also required in State criminal trial verdicts under
the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Ramos 1 °. Louisimw, No. 18-5924, slip.
op. at 7.
A court-martial panel is not a Sixth Amendment jury. but it must be impartial to satisfy
due process. Wiesen, 56 M.J. at 164. And part and pared of being ••impartial:· Ramos instructs,
is a unanimous finding as to a criminal offense. Ramos ,,. Louisiana, No. 18-5924, slip. op. at 6.
At bottom, this makes sense. A non-unanimous verdict calls into question whether the panel of
members was truly impartial, or whether they truly applied the reasonable doubt standard
correctly: surely a doubt is reasonable it is held by one or two out of eight members who were
hand-selected by the Convening Authority as the ··best qualified"" for the duty and subjected to a
rigorous voir dire process to ferret out potential bias. An impartial court-martial panel-the only
one permitted by Due Process-is one that reaches its decision unanimously.
Of course, Articles 51 through 53 of the U.C.M.J.. as well as R.C.M. 92l(c)(2) require
only three-fourths agreement of the members present for a finding of guilty as to any charge. I 0
U.S.C. §851-53 (2019). However, courts arc not bound by unconstitutional statutory or
executive enactments. Norton , .. Shdhy Co1111t_v. 118 U.S. 424. 442 ("'An unconstitutional act is
not a law; it confers no rights; it imposes no duties: it allords no protection: it creates no office: it
is in legal contemplation. as inoperative as though it had never been passed.'") As written, the
provisions of the U.C.M.J. and the Manual for Courts-Martial which purport to allow non
unanimous court-martial verdicts violate the Constitution.

ARGUMENT
ABHAN Banks is entitled to trial by an impartial panel. As discussed above, impartiality
requires unanimity. Should he be found guilty of the charged offonses. A BHAN Banks laces a
number of consequences otherwise attendant only to State and Federal criminal convictions. He

faces more than 70 years in confinement if convicted of all charges and specifications. He
becomes ineligible to serve on a federal jury ifhe is convicted of any of the offenses punishable
by imprisonment for more than one year, 18 U.S.C. § 1865(b)(5) (2000), and will similarly, if
convicted of become ineligible to receive or possess a firearm. 10 U.S.C. § 922(g). If convicted
of any specification of either Charge I or Charge II. federal law requires ABHAN Banks'
inclusion in the National Sex Offender Registry and notification to States of potential sex
offender registration. See 34 U.S.C. §20931; DoDI 1325.07.
The C.A.A.F. has long held that due process requires court-martial panels to be impartial.
Recently, in Ramos v. Lo11isill11ll, the Supreme Court affirmed that impartially rendering a verdict
as to any serious criminal offense requires unanimity. In order to preserve ABHAN Banks" right
to due process, including his right to an impartial panel, the Court must instruct the pand that
conviction requires the unanimous agreement of all members. While this instruction is
inconsistent with statutory and regulatory rules, it is required by the Constitution.

RELIEF REQUESTED
The Defense moves the Court to charge the panel, prior to findings, that their verdict
must be reached by unanimous agreement of all the members, and proposes the following
instruction:
The Accused may be convicted of each charged specification only upon your
unanimous agreement that the Government has proved every element of each
offense by legal and competent evidence beyond a reasonable doubt. A guilty
verdict as to any charge and specification must represent the considered judgment
of each member. A verdict of guilty must be unanimous. The accused may not be
found guilty by you unless all eight of you unanimously find that the government
has proved his guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.

HEARING
905(h).

The Defense requests oral argument or a hearing on this motion pursuant to R.C.M.

B .D. ADAMS
LCDR, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel

NAVY-MAR INE CORPS TR IAL JUDICIARY
NORTHWESTJUDICIAL CIRCU IT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
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GOVERNMENTRESPONSE TO
DEFENSE MOTION TO COMPEL
F UNDING FOR APPOINTMENTOF AN
EXPERTCONSULTANT IN THE FIELD
OF FORENS ICPSYCHOLOGY
1 FEBRUARY 2022
MOTION

Pursuant to the Rules for Courts-Martial (R.C.M.) 703, 905, and 906, the Government
respectfully requests the Court deny the Defense's motion to compel funding for Dr.
Ph.D. to consult with the Defense as an expert in the field of forensic psychology.
SUMMARY

is necessary for the Defense to combat (I) the
The Defense asserts that Dr.
victim's identification of the Accused as her assailant, and (2) the voluntariness of the Accused's
confession made to NClS. The Defense has failed to meet its burden to prove that this expert
assistance is necessary and that denial of the expert would result in a fundamentally unfair trial.
identification of the Accused
The Defense has failed to show that the circumstances around
as her assailant are not within the ken of a reasonable jury member. Neither has the Defense
shown that the Accused is particularly vulnerable to suggestion or to making an involuntary
confession. Moreover, the issues identified by the Defense as requiring expert assistance are of
limited relevance and the Defense has failed to show how an expert would be helpful to the trier
of fact under M.R.E. 702. Thus, Defense does not require expert assistance to develop or present
the issues it claims require expert assistance. Because the Defense has failed to meet its burden to
show necessity, or how denial would result in a fundamentally unfair trial, the Government
requests the Court deny the Defense motion to compel production of expert assistance.
BURDEN

As the moving party, the Defense bears the burden of proof by a preponderance of the
evidence with regard to each factual issue necessary for resolution of this matter. R.C.M. 905(c).
FACTS

I. The Accused is charged with two specifications of attempted sexual assault on
two
and a single charge and specification of
specifications of abusive sexual contact of
unlawful entry. Charge Sheet.
2. All charged offenses occurred on 5 May 2021. Charge Sheet.

><
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3. On 5 May 2021,
hosted a Cinco de Mayo get-together with approximately 8 close
friends. After her guests arrived, the Accused was subsequently invited by another attendee
after seeing a post about the event on social media. AE IV.Bat 3; AE IV.Fat 12-13.
4. After the party concluded and all guests departed
house. AE IV.Fat 25-26.
5. The Accused went into

62.

bedroom where

home, the Accused went back to
was asleep. AE IV.B; AE IV.Fat 60-

shorts while she was asleep and attempted to perform
6. The Accused pulled down
oral sex on her by moving her legs, and placing his face near her body. Id.

7.

woke up because she felt her vagina was wet and felt like her vagina had been
"played with." She saw an individual crouched next to her bed. AE IV.Bat 4, 18-19.

8.

at first unsure what was happening, said --What are you doing?" and rolled over on
her side. AE IV.Bat 4, 18-19, 22.

9. After
rolled over, she pulled up her shorts and the Accused stopped touching her for a
time. Id. at 22-23.

10. The Accused approached
IV.F.

again and began kissing her inner thigh. Id. at 23; AE

grabbed the Accused's hair and "yanked his head back:' The Accused then
11. This time
crawled out of the room. AE IV.Bat 4, 22-23.

12.

made an unrestricted report of sexual assault on 5 May 2021. AE IV.A; AE-IV.B.

LAW
··An accused is entitled to expert assistance provided by the Government if he can
demonstrate necessity... United States v. Lloyd, 69 M.J. 95, 99 (C.A.A.F. 2010) (quoting Uniled
States, .. G1111klc, 55 M.J. 26,31 (C.A.A.F. 2001 )). However, there is no reasonable probability
that assistance of an expert is necessary where there is no evidence to support the defendant's
theory. United States ,,. Salas. 2018 CCA LEXIS 555 (N.M.C.C.A. 2018)). In Salas, "the only
evidence to be offered in support of the motion was the appellant's request submitted to the
convening authority for the employment of an expert forensic psychologist which was
substantially the same as the motion:· Id. al 12. The court held that due to the lack of evidence to
support the theory, there was also no reasonable pr obability that the assistance of an expert in the
field of forensic psychology was necessary. Thus the motion to compel expert assistance lacked
merit. Id. at 13- I 4.
2

e
The "mere possibility of assistance from a requested expert'' is not sufficient to prevail on the
request for expert assistance. Lloyd, 69 M.J. at 99. Instead, ·'[t]he accused has the burden of
establishing that a reasonable probability exists that (I) an expert would be of assistance to the
defense and (2) that denial of expert assistance would result in a fundamentally unfair trial." Id.
(quoting United States v. Freeman, 65 M.J. 451,458 (C.A.A.F. 2008)). To satisfy the first prong
of this test, the Defense must show:
( I ) why the expert is necessary;
(2) what the expert would accomplish for the accused; and
(3) why defense counsel is unable to gather and present the evidence that the expert
would be able to develop.
Id. (quoting United States v. Gonzalez, 39 M.J. 459, 461 (C.M.A. 1994)).

In other words, the burden is on the Defense to show ··what it expects to find, how and
why the defense counsel staff can't do it,how cross-examination will be less effective without
the services of the expert, how the alleged information would affect the Government" s ability to
prove guilt. what the nature of prosecution's case is, including the nature of the crime and the
evidence linking [the accused]...to the crime, and hO\v the requested expert would otherwise be
helpful." United States v. Allen, 31 M.J. 572, 623-624 (N.M.C.C.A. 1990).
With regard to the second prong, a trial is considered fundamentally unfair where the
government's actions are ··so outrageous that due process principles would absolutely bar the
government from invoking judicial processes to obtain a conviction:· United States v. Russell,
411 U.S. 423, 431-32 (1973). One factor courts use to determine if a trial would be
fundamentally unfair is whether the content of the expert's knowledge is central to the
government's case. Where scientific ana(vsis is the .. linchpin.. of the governmenfs case. the
C.A.A.F. held that the denial of an expert by the military judge constitutes an abuse of discretion.
United States v. McAllister, 55 M.J. 270,276 (C.A.A.F. 2001 ). On the other hand, where the
content of the expert's expertise docs not constitute the .. linchpin" of the government's case,
military courts have readily distinguished McAllister. Sec, e.g., Lloyd, 69 M.J. at 100 ( ..Absent a
more precise explanation of the theory they hoped to pursue through the assistance of a blood
spatter expert, we cannot find that the military judge abused her discretion when she denied the
defense motion for expert assistance...).
There must be a relevant, logical factual issue for expert consultation to be relevant and
necessary. In United States i·. Bresnahan. the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces upheld a
trial judge's denial of a Dctcnse motion to compel expert assistance in the field of false
confessions. 62 M.J. 137, 142-144 (C.A.A.F. 2005). Even accepting arg11e11do that the expert
possessed knowledge and expertise beyond that of the defense counsel, the Court found the
defense failed to provide sufficient evidence to show the confession was false. Id. at 143.
Essentially, this is a finding that the assistance was not relevant and necessary because the
defense did not provide evidence to support its theory. The court also noted that the military
judge found no evidence suggesting the accused had "a submissive personality so \'Wak or
disoriented as to make false incriminatory statements in response to accusations of serious
criminal conduct.'' Id.
3

ARGUMENT
I.

identification of the
Expert assistance is not necessary to analyze
Accused nor to prepare for her cross examinatio�.

The Defense contends that an expert in the field of forensic psychology is necessary to
identification of the Accused by his hair, which
analyze and understand potential flaws in
occurred in a room without lights on. But the Defense has failed to meet its burden to show that
this expert is necessary. First, Defense alleges that alcohol and the darkness of the room
perception. However, these are not complicated scientific issues that require
impacted
expert explanation. The Defense has not shown that there is anything necessary beyond the
members· common sense and understanding of the ways of the world for them to assess whether
recollection and ability to perceive.
alcohol and low light could affect
The Defense next argues that they require an expert consultant because alleged
identification of the Accused as her
statements point to flaws in
inconsistencies in
with any alleged
assailant. The Defense, however, is fully qualified to impeach
statements on cross examination without the help of an
inconsistencies it claims exist in
expert.
Every potential member understands that someone waking up to being sexually touched,
in a dark room, after a day of drinking, where the Accused is hiding his face, could struggle to
identify their assailant. An expert is not needed to explain that. As in McAllister' this is not an
issue requiring an expert to assist the Defense in explaining a complicated, niche scientific field,
but rather common sense Defense arguments on whether there is reasonable doubt regarding
identification. The Defense has shown no inability to understand these issues, rather they
arc seeking to make use of an expert to bolster their theory of the case.
immediate report and her report to NCIS state she was asleep, woke up to a
sensation of wetness or touching on her vagina, rolled over unsure if she was dreaming, then felt
kissing on her inner thigh. She woke up, realized it was not a dream, and reached down and
grabbed her assailant's hair to make him stop. While touching her assailant's head she felt the
distinct hairstyle and texture-the same hair as the Accused. If Defense believes there are serious
statements over the course of the investigation. they will have adequate
inconsistencies in
with her supposed prior inconsistent statements. The members
opportunity to cross-examine
based upon her responses on
will be able to assess the credibility, perception, and motive of
cross-examination and the evidence in the case. Defense has not shown with evidence that an
perceptions and prepare for her cross
expert consultant would be necessary to understand
examination.
statements were inconsistent, and whether she is credible as a witness at
Whether
trial will be matters in evidence before the members. The members will receive the evidence, and
there is nothing particularly technical or outside the realm of common understanding that would
1

U11ited States v. McAllister, 55 M.J. 270,276 (C.A.A.F. 2001 ).
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prevent the Defense from presenting their theory without expert assistance. None of the evidence
provided makes the requested expert necessary in this case.
The Defense is able to gather and present the evidence that the expert would be able to
develop because the evidence is in their possession and is not bevond the understanding
o[a lavperson.

The analysis in the Defense request, and the experience of the assign ed Defense counsel,
demonstrates significant capability to appreciate the nature of the evidence and argue
persuasively. Thus, there is sufficient evidence to present a defense which is not beyond the
understanding of a layperson ...The Defense has preliminarily identified issues which could have
influenced ABHJ
misidentification of the Accused. including her consumption of alcohol
to the point of her falling asleep in the presence of other people, and the possibility that her
identification of ABHAN Banks is the product of suggestibility-that is, that the phone call from
ABHAN Banks regarding his lost wallet induced her to falsely believe that he was also the
person who assaulted her." AE lll (Defense Motion to Compel Funding of Expert Consultant).
This clearly demonstrates that the issue Defense is requesting assistance with is not an esoteric
subject requiring detailed explanation but that which the Defense is abundantly qualified to
prepare for and can conduct extensive cross-examination upon. Therefore under all three prongs
of the Lloyd test an expert is not necessary.
II.

Expert assistance is not necessary to analyze the Accused's voluntary
confession.

An expert is not necessary to consult with the Defense and help them understand why the
Accused voluntarily confessed. As discussed more in depth in AE XII (Government's Response
to Defense Motion to Suppress Statements of the Accused), this is not a case with an extremely
young child, or someone vulnerable to suggestion, but a twenty-eight year old sailor with
previous life experience outside of the Navy, including some experience speaking with law
enforcement. The Accused was not subjected to an inordinately long period of questioning.
Rather, he intelligently waived his right to remain silent. These are facts available in the
evidence, and issues the members and Defense understand. As in McAl!ister, 2 this is not a
complicated, niche scientific field, but rather a common-sense Defense argument about whether
there is reasonable doubt that the Accused's confession was reliable based on the circumstances.
The Defense has not shown an inability to explain these issues to the fact finder.
Defense claims that the Accuscd·s age, low AQFT score. inexperience in the military
show that he is uniquely vulnerable to suggestibility, which would require expert consultation to
adequately process. Despite these claims, however, the Defense provided no evidence to support
the theory that the Accused's interview was conducted in a way that would require an expert to
analyze the interview.
Regarding the Accused·s AQFT score. first. the AQFT is an aptitude test 1101 an
i111el/ige11ce test, and the scores arc percentile based. AE XI. 1. This means the absolute average
test taker would score a fifty overall. Further, the test is broken into categories to build a profile
2

U11ited States, .. McAllister, 55 M.J. 270,276 (C.A.A.F. 2001 ).
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of what the test taker has a current general aptitude for. The categories can be improved with
training or education. The Accused, while scoring a forty-four overall (roughly average), scored
slightly above average on ··Word Knowledge" with a score of fifty-five. These scores indicate, if
anything, that he intelligently understood his rights when they were read aloud to him and that he
understood what he was doing when he waived them.
Defense also points out that the Accused only confessed after an hour and forty-minutes
of ..intense interrogation·• but fails to show any evidence that the interrogation was intense or
burdensome to the Accused. This is further addressed in the Governments response to the
Defense suppression motion.
The Defense is able to gather and present the evidence that the expert would be able to
develop because the evidence is in their possession and is not bevond the understanding
ofa lavperson.
The analysis in the Defense request, and the experience of the assigned Defense counsel,
demonstrate significant capability to appreciate the nature of the evidence and argue
persuasively. An alleged unreliable confession is not an esoteric subject requiring detailed
explanation by an expert. Defense is abundantly qualified to understand and explain such issues
to the fact finder. Defense will also have the opportunity to examine Special Agent
the agent who interviewed the Accused, to address elements of the Accused·s NCIS interview
that the Defense feels were flawed or suggestive. Therefore under all three prongs of the Lloyd
test an expert is not necessary.
Ill.

Denial of expert assistance will not result in an unfair trial.

The Government will not be utilizing any expert witness or consultant in this trial. The
in-person testimony of
will be the ..linchpin.. of the Government case, and the Defense has
shown that they are able to develop a proper cross-examination of
by challenging her
statements over the course of the investigation. Similarly, any alleged issues with the Accused's
confession can be adequately addressed by defense counsel without expert assistance. Defense
has shown that they have the ability to educate the fact-finder on how the evidence should be
applied or weighed in this case. An expert ultimately would not be necessary to help the trier of
fact understand the evidence. The standard highlighted in RussellJ is that denial of an expert must
be ..so outrageous that due process principles would absolutely bar the government from
invoking judicial processes to obtain a conviction ... Herc, the Defense has only demonstrated a
mere possibility ofassistance. not necessity.

RELIEF REQUESTED
Because the Defense has failed to meet its burden to show necessity, or how denial would
result in a fundamentally unfair trial, the Government requests the Court deny the Defense motion
to compel production of expert assistance.
3

United States, .. Russell, 41 l U.S. 423, 431-32 (1973).
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ORAL ARGUMENT
The Government does not believe that oral argument is necessary for this Court to resolve
this matter, but requests an opportunity to rebut argument by the Defense if this Court decides to
hear oral argument on the matter.
EVIDENCE OFFERED
The Government offers the following evidentiary exhibits in addition to evidence that has
already been submitted in other appellate exhibits:
AE-XI.1- ASVAB fact sheet
Respectfully submitted,

D. J. Brock
LT, JAGC, USN
Trial Counsel
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GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO
DEFENSE MOTION TO SUPPRESS
(Statement of the Accused)
1 FEBRUARY 2022
RESPONSE

Pursuant to the Fifth Amendment, R.C.M. 905(b)(3), and Mil. R. Evid. 304(t), the
Government responds to the Defense motion to suppress statements the Accused made to Naval
Criminal Investigative Service (NCIS) special agents. The statements made by the Accused were
voluntary and not coerced and are thus admissible. The Government respectfully requests this
Court DENY the Defense motion and rule that the Accused"s statements are admissible.
SUMMARY
Under the totality of the circumstances, the Accused"s statements to NCIS agents were
made voluntarily and should not be suppressed. The Accused is charged with two specifications
of attempted sexual assault, two specifications of abusive sexual contact, and a single charge and
specification of unlawful entry. The victim in this case,
was assaulted by an individual who
snuck into her home and bedroom and touched her private areas while she was asleep and then
again after she awoke.
identified the Accused as her assailant partly by the way his hair felt
when she b'T'abbed his hair and pushed his head away so that he would leave.
NCIS Special Agent (SA)
interviewed the Accused during the course of his
investigation into the alleged offenses. Before questioning the Accused, SA
provided and
explained the Accused's Article 31 (b) rights. The Accused acknowledged his understanding of
these rights and waived them. All questioning about the alleged offense occurred during two
questioning periods: one lasting 55 minutes and the other lasting 31 minutes. These two periods
of questioning were separated by a 34-minute break in which the Accused rested and drank water.
After questioning concluded, the Accused was left alone for 47 minutes during which time he
rested, drank more water, and wrote an apology letter to
outside the presence of law
enforcement agents. In all, the Accused was in the NCIS interview room for less than three hours.
During his interview with the Accused, SA
never physically harmed the Accused nor
threatened such harm. SA
never raised his voice, but spoke only with a calm, respectful tone.
Before the Accused made some of his most incriminating admissions, SA
informed the
Accused that lying to federal agents is a felony. SA
also informed the Accused that he had
collected DNA evidence from the crime scene and planned to compare it to the Accuscd"s DNA
�
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At the time of the interview with NCIS, the Accused was mere weeks away from turning
He had previously deployed with
during its longest deployment since
the Vietnam War. He has some previous experience speaking with law enforcement. He has a high
school education and a slightly above average aptitude test score among Navy sailors for .. word
knowledge."
Neither the details of the interview, the interview methods used by SC
nor the
characteristics of the Accused indicate his will was overborne when he made statements and
admissions to NCIS. Rather, his statements were voluntary and should not be suppressed.
BURDEN
Under Mil. R. Evid. 304(t)(6}, upon an appropriate Defense motion, the Government
bears the burden of proof by a preponderance of the evidence to show that the evidence is
admissible.
FACTS
1. The Accused is charged with two specifications of attempted sexual assault on
two
specifications of abusive sexual contact of
and a single charge and specification of
unlawful entry. Charge Sheet.
2. All alleged offenses occurred on 5 May 2021. Charge Sheet.
hosted a Cinco de Mayo get-together with approximately
3. On 5 May 2021,
After her guests arrived, the Accused was subsequently invited by another attendee
after seeing a post about the event on social media. AE IV.Bat 3; AE IV.Fat 12-13.
4. The Accused arrived at

5. After

home before the conclusion of the party. AE IV.B; AE IV.F.

went to sleep in her bedroom, the party concluded and all attendees departed
home. AE IV.F.

6. Later that night,
awoke because she felt that her vagina had been ..played with"" as it
felt moist. She opened her eyes to find someone crouched down next to her bed. She was
scared. Her shorts had been partially pulled down. The crouched person then started to
touch and kiss
inner thigh near her vagina. She grabbed the individuars hair and said
"whatchya doing?'" and pushed the: individual"s head away. The individual then left her
room. AE IV.B.
7.

8.

is certain that her assailant is the Accused because he was the only person at the Cinco
de Mayo get-together with the type of hair she felt when she grabbed the crouched
individual's hair. AE IV.B at 27.
reported the incident to Bremerton police and to NCIS. AE IV.A.
2

9. On 3 June 2021, the Accused was interviewed by SA
Washington. AE IV.F.

at NCIS's office in Bremerton.

ensured that the Accused had water and told the
I 0. Immediately before questioning, SA
Accused to notify him if he needed any more water. AE XIII.I at 1:31:06-1:31:15 PM.
and SA
11. At approximately 1330, the Accused entered the interview room with SA
who identified themselves as NCIS special agents. AE XIII.I.
12. The Accused sat in a padded chair and appeared to be comfortable with his legs apart and
his left arm resting on the table next to him. AE XIII. I.
13. SA
told the Accused he could take off his face mask if that made him more
comfortable. The Accused removed his mask. AE XIII.I at 1:32:40 PM.
asked the
began to discuss the Accused·s Article 31(b) rights. SA
14. As SA
Accused if he had ever spoken with law- enforcement before. The Accused responded
said ··so you know, you kind
when SA
.. yeah.'' The Accused agreed with SA
of know what we're doing here.'' AE IV.Fat 8; AE XIII.I at I :39:50.
then advised the Accused that he was suspected of committing sexual assault in
15. SA
advised the Accused of his Article 3 l(b) rights
violation of Article 120, UCMJ. SA
by reading each right aloud to the Accused and showing the rights to the Accused as
contained in a Military Suspect's Acknowledgement and Waiver of Rights form. AE IV.F
at 8-11; AE XIII.I beginning at 1:40:00 PM; AE XIIl.2.
16. The Accused verbally acknowledged that he understood each of his rights as they were
read aloud to him one by one. The Accused additionally indicated his understanding of his
rights by writing his initials next to each right on the rights advisement form provided to
him.Id.
17. After acknowledging his understanding of his rights, the Accused waived his rights. The
Accused indicated his decision to waive his rights by telling NCIS he was willing to speak
with them and by signing the Military Suspcct's Acknowledgment and Waiver of Rights
form. Before signing the form, the Accused initialed next to and read aloud, without
difficulty, the following:
I understand my rights as related to me and as set forth above. With that
understanding, I have decided that I do not desire to remain silent, consult
with a retained or appointed lawyer, or have .a lawyer present at this time. I
make this decision freely and voluntarily. No threats or promises have been
made to me. Id.
18. The Accused ten the NCIS interview room less than three hours after he entered. He was
questioned about the offense just two times: the first for a period of 55 minutes and the
3

second for a period of 31 minutes. The two periods of questioning were separated by a 34minute break in which the Accused rested and drank water. See AE XIII. I.
19. After being questioned about the offense, the Accused was left in the interview room for
rested, and drank
47 minutes during which time the Accused wrote an apology note to
more water. See AE XIII.I at 3:29:20-4:17:45 PM.
20. As can be seen in AE XIII.I, the Accused·s time in the NCIS interview room was spent as
follows:
a. 1330 -1425 (55 minutes}: Accused advised of his rights, waived his rights, and was
questioned about the alleged offense.
b. 1425 - 1459 {34 minutes}: The Accused was given a break during which he rested
and drank water.
c. 1459 - 1530 (3 I minutes): The Accused was again questioned about the alleged
offense.
d. 1530-1617 (47 minutes}: The Accused was given another break and was left alone
The Accused used this time to write the apology
to write an apology letter to
letter, rest, and drink water. See also AE VI.A.
e.

1617 - 1624 (7 minutes): NCIS collected DNA from the Accused with the
Accused's consent and pursuant to a Command Authorization for Search and
Seizure. See also AE XIIJ.3.

ever raise their voices at the Accused.
or SA
21. At no time did either SA
Rather, both special agents spoke to the Accused only in a calm, respectful manner. See
AE XIII.I.
22. During the initial 55 minutes of questioning, the Accused made the following relevant
statements and admissions:
Cinco de Mayo party on 5 May 2021.
a. He was at
home.
was asleep when the guests left
b.
front door
home and was unable to lock
c. He was the last person to leave
as he left.
d. A fellow sailor drove the Accused home because the Accused was too drunk to
drive.
e. Within 5-10 minutes after arriving at his residence, the Accused realized he was
missing his wallet. He was speaking to his wi fo on the phone at this time.
house.
f. The Accused told his wife he must have left his wallet at
g. The Accused's wife made a comment about not knowing the Accused had gone to
another female's house.
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h. The Accused, although intoxicated. drove back to
house to look for his wallet
house in someone else·s covered parking spot.
and parked outside
i. The Accused contacted ABH3
phone number.
to ask for
.
number.
phone
Accused
the
gave
ABH3
2305,
At
J
k. At 2313, the Accused texted
·•J found it."
I. At 2314, ABH3
house.
asked the Accused if he went inside
m. At 2316, the Accused responded: ..Yeah. I tried to call her but she didn ·t pick up.''
home, the Accused went to double-check his
n. Before ever trying to go inside
car for his wallet and found it after he looked around the other side of his car.
o. The Accused was not in
bedroom at any point the night of 5 May 2021.
AE IV.F.
came back into the interview room to
23. After approximately a half-hour break, SA
commence a second period of questioning. During this second period of questioning, SA
made the following statements to the Accused:
a. ··We're federal agents, right? So lying to federal agents is a felony. Okay? So I
don't want you to go down that path of thinking that you have to cover up for
something. If you went into her house, and if you went into her bedroom, you just
need to tell me about it:· AE IV.Fat 48.
b. SA
did NOT falsely represent DNA evidence to the Accused. Rather, SA
explained that things would be worse for the Accused if the DNA they
collected from the crime scene turned out to belong to the Accused: ··Because
there's evidence that you were in her room. right? You know we're pulling DNA.
We pull fingerprints, hair fibers, that kind of stuff. It all comes from in her room,
so like when I, you know, obviously I'm gonna take your DNA, your hair sample.
We 're gomur compare lhut. When that comes back, and ifl have to come back and
have another conversation with you, that's not gonna be a fun conversation. Okay?
So this is the point where you can, you know, tell me about what happened. Ifyou
went in her room, made a mistake---it was a mistake, right? That's something that's
understandable. It's explainable. This is your opportunity to explain from your
perspective, but if you continue to deny and I develop proof, right? Because I have
evidence---and if I turn 1ha1 inlo proof, that is nails in the coffin. man." AE IV.F
at 49 (emphasis added).
c. "For a good person, right. for a normal like regular person, telling the truth lifts that
burden off of you. Okay?" AE IV.F. at 61.
24. During this second period of questioning, the Accused made the following additional
relevant statements and admissions:
a. ••if it's evidence. then shit. excuse my words and all. but shit like I mean then I was
in there. There's nothing that I can say but if I - - - to me. I don't believe that I was
in there, and it was maybe because I was drunk. Now if I made a dumb ass decision
and I can say it. like I told y'all before, God forbid I did and I made a dumb ass

s

b.
c.
d.

e.

f.
g.
h.
1.

J.

decision. And a wrong decision by even putting myself in there like, then I
apologize, like I apologize to her .... ·• AE IV.Fat 58-59.
··well. I mean if you have evidence there then. I was in that room. and I made a
drunk decision." Id. at 60.
··1 was in her room and made that drunk decision. I mean I made a careless decision
off of being drunk." Id. at 60-61.
·'[ went over to her house, went inside. and thaf s when I made the drunk decision
.... I looked for my wallet and then didn "t find my wallet in there. And then went
towards I thought the restroom and then when I did I opened it up, it wasn't the
restroom. So I went in there. That"s when I made that drunk dumb ass decision ...
. to do-to sexually assault her-sexually assault her and rm guessing like and she
grabbed my hair or something .... I was like ·what the heck am I doing? ..' Id. at
61-62.
In response to NCIS asking what the Accused actually did, the Accused said ··T ry
to give like-try to give her head.And l guess touched some of her body parts,
something like that .... Her stomach and I guess---! guess her stomach and then
like trying to like spread her legs and give Iike---and like give her head or something
like that, fellatio and that." Id. at 62.
bedroom was kneeling down
The Accused's body position when he was in
on the ground next to
bed. Id. at 65.
was laying on her side facing away from the Accused when he entered her
room. Id.
After being in
bedroom, the Accused walked out, looked for his wallet again
in his car, found it, and then called ABH3
Id. at 67-68.
As the Accused left
house he was thinking about what he did ·just like, ·Oh,
what the fuck,' like a shot. Like what was you doing? Or you could just---! don "t
know, throw away everything. whatever:· Id. at 68.
The Accused tried to call
once before going into her home and once after.Id.
at 68-69.

.

25. The Accused provided NCIS with the apology letter he wrote to
interview room. AE VI.A.
26.The Accused was born in
which means he was
alleged offense and when he was interviewed by NCIS. AE IV.G.

while he was in the
at the time of the

27. The Accused earned a High School diploma. Id.
28. The Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) is a part of the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery (ASVAB).AE XI. I at 4.
29.The ASVAB/AFQT is ··designed to measure aptitudes in four dnmains: V!!rbal. Math.
Science and Technical. and Spatial.'" Id. at 2.
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30. '"AFQT scores are reported as percentiles between 1-99. An AFQT percentile score
indicates the percentage of examinees in a reference group who scored at or below that
particular score." Id. at 4.
31. The Accused scored 44 overall on his AFQT and scored 55 on the ··word Knowledge''
portion of his AFQT. AE XI.I; AE Xlll.4.

.

32. The ·'Word Knowledge" portion of the AFQT tests "[a]bility to select the correct meaning
of a word presented in context and to identify best synonym for a given word." AE XI.I
at 2.

LAW
An involuntary statement of the accused is generally inadmissible at trial, provided the
accused makes a timely motion to suppress or other objection to its use. Mil. R. Evid. (M.R.E.)
304(a). Once the defense has made an appropriate motion or objection, the government bears the
burden of establishing the admissibility of the evidence by a preponderance of the evidence.
M.R.E. 304(f)(6)-(7).
An ••involuntary statemenC is a statement ··obtained in violation of the self-incrimination
privilege or Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment, Article 31 [of the UCMJ], or through
the use of coercion, unlawful influence, or unlawful inducement:· M.R.E. 304(a)(1)(A). Whether
a statement is involuntary depends on the "totality of alt the surrounding circumstances-both
the characteristics of the accused and the details of the interrogation:· Schneckloth v.
Bustamante, 412 U.S. 218, 226 (1973). In examining the totality of the circumstances, ··the
necessary inquiry is whether the confession is the product of an essentially free and
unconstrained choice by its maker," as opposed to the product of someone whose ··will was
overborne and his capacity for self-determination critically impaired ... :· United Slates \'.
Bubonics, 45 M.J. 93, 95 (C.A.A.F. 1996) (citations omitted). Factors to be examined in this
regard include ·•rights warnings, the length of the interrogation, the characteristics of the
individual, including age and education, and the nature of the police conduct, including threats,
physical abuse, and incommunicado detention:· United States,,. Sojfer, 47 M.J. 425, 429-30
(C.A.A.F. 1998).
In assessing the totality of the circumstances surrounding the taking of a statement,
military courts look ··not only to what was said'" to a suspect, but also "what was not done or not
said." Uniled States\'. Bresnahan, 62 M.J. 137, 142 (C.A.A.F. 2005) (internal quotations
omitted) (citing Uniled Stales••. Ellis, 57 M.J. 375,379 (C.A.A.F. 2002)). Law enforcement
officers elicit confessions through a variety of tactics, including claiming not to believe a
suspect's explanations, making false promises, playing on a suspect's emotions, using his respect
for his family against him, deceiving the suspect, conveying sympathy, and even using raised
voices. Id. None of these tactics render a confession involuntary, however, unless the overall
impact of the interrogation caused the suspcct's will to be overborne. See id. (citing U11i1ed
Stales, .. Bra\'C! Heart, 397 F.3d 1035, 1041 (8th Cir. 2005))."[E]vcn where there is a causal
connection between the actions of government agents and an accused's confession, it docs not
automatically follow that the confession was involuntary.'· Unilc.'d States, .. BicMord, 2021 CCA
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LEXIS 643, IO (N.M.C.C.A 2021) (citing Colorado v. Co1111eflv, 479 U.S. 157, 164 (1986)).
In United States v. Freeman, the Court of Appeals for the Anned Forces held that under
the totality of the circumstances, a suspect's statements to law enforcement were voluntary
despite lies about evidence told by law enforcement and an interrogation that lasted almost I 0
hours. See United States v. Freeman, 65 M.J. 451 (C.A.A.F. 2008). The suspect was a 23-year
old E-4. After being asked by a special agent from the Air Force Office of Special Investigations
(AFOSI) to take a polygraph test, the suspect presented himself at the AFOSI office on the day
of the examination. Special agents advised the suspect of his rights. The suspect acknowledged
those rights, waived them, and agreed to answer questions and consented to the examination. The
suspect was then subjected to questioning interspersed with breaks over the course of almost I 0
hours. Over the IO hour period, the suspect endured multiple uninterrupted questioning periods
that lasted for about an hour, including one period in the late afternoon that lasted for an hour
and 50 minutes. At one point during questioning, one of the special agents raised his voice. After
the last uninterrupted period of questioning, the suspect was left alone with a computer so he
could type a statement.
Over the course of the interview, special agents suggested to the suspect that everyone
makes mistakes and the best thing to do is admit it and get it behind you. The special agent told
the suspect if he did not tell the truth, the case would be turned over to the civilians where the
suspect could receive five years in jail. The special agent also lied to the suspect by telling him a
witness saw the suspect out on the night of the crime and that the suspect's fingerprints had been
found at the crime scene. Despite these conditions and tactics by law enforcement, the court
found the suspect's statements were voluntary after weighing the characteristics of the suspect
and the details of the interrogation. The court reasoned that the suspect reccived several breaks
and was provided water. Even though the special agents lied to the suspect about having
fingerprint evidence of the suspect at the scene, the suspect was neither physically abused nor
threatened with such abuse. The court further reasoned that the written statements made by the
suspect were made outside the presence of any agent.
Similarly, the Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals held that a military judge
did not err by admitting statements made by a suspect during two separate interrogations-one
lasting IO hours and the other lasting 4 hours. United States v. Schol=, 2009 CCA LEXIS 43
(N.M.C.C.A. 2009). In Scholz, the suspect was 24 years old and had an Associate·s degree when
he was interrogated for IO hours by NCIS agents. Despite the length of the interrogation, the
court reasoned the suspect's statement was voluntary because he received breaks during the
course of the interrogation, was not under physical distress, and no threats or promises were
made.
ARGUMENT

Under the totality of the circumstances, the statements the Accused made during his
interview with NCIS on 3 June 2021 were made voluntarily and arc thus admissible as evidence.
These statements include verbal statements made during the interview and an apology letter the
Accused wrote to the victim in this case. An examination of both (I) the Accuscd·s
8

characteristics. and (2) the details of the NCIS interview reveal that the Accused's will was not
overborne but that he made a free choice to disclose information to NCIS.
The characteristics o{the Accused favor a finding ofvoluntariness.

The Accused's personal characteristics support a finding that his statements to NCIS
were voluntary. His interview with NCIS occurred on 3 June 2021.
This age exceeds that of the suspects in both
Freeman and Schol= discussed above whose statements to law enforcement agents were found to
be voluntary despite IO-hour-long interrogations. Although the Accused had served in the Navy
for less than three years, two months before the interview occurred he returned from deployment
after that ship's longest deployment since the Vietnam War where he
aboard the
gained considerable naval experience.
The Accused is intelligent. He earned a high school diploma and speaks and writes
the Accused
clearly and reads without difficulty. As can be seen in his apology note to
clearly conveys his thoughts in written form in a colloquial manner. Moreover, when asked to
read his rights out loud, he read his rights clearly without difficulty. Regarding the Accused's
AQFT score mentioned in Defense's motion. the AQFT was designed to assess aptitude for
specific skills, not intelligence. The scores in each category can be improved with training or
education. And although the Accused scored slightly below average overall with a score of
further demonstrating his
he scored slightly above average in ··word Knowledge" with a
ability to communicate verbally. This ability to communicate intelligently no doubt aided the
Accused in comprehending and waiving his rights, and in understanding and communicating
with NCIS agents. The Accused's ability to communicate intelligently indicates his statements
were made voluntarily.
As can also be seen in the recording of the Accused's NCIS interview, the Accused had a
calm, intelligent demeanor at the time of the interview. The Accused did not act frazzled,
stressed, or anxious. His body language was not closed off or defensive. Rather, he sat
comfortably in a padded chair throughout the interview and felt free to use hand gestures to
accompany his words and use the table next to his chair to rest his left ann.
Finally, the Accused has at least some experience speaking with law enforcement. When
asked by NCIS whether he had ever spoken with law enforcement before, the Accused replied
when he said "so you kinda know what we're doing
"yeah .. and agreed with SA
here." The characteristics of the Accused indicate that his statements to NCIS were voluntary
and not the result of any special susceptibility.
The details o(the interrogation also kl\'Or a finding o{\'Oluntariness.

The details of the Accused's interview with NCIS indicate that his statements were made
voluntarily. First, the Accused was thoroughly advised of his Article 31 (b) rights prior to making
any incriminating statement. He viewed these rights in written fonn and they were read aloud to
The Accused acknowledged he understood and waived these rights by
him by SA
initialing and signing the Military Suspcct's Acknowledgment and Waiver of Rights fonn.
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Second, the Accused never showed any signs ofdistress or of being coerced. He never
complained about the process. He never asked for an attorney. He never asked to stop the
interview or leave. He never indicated that he felt coerced or pressured into making any
statement. He was not in custody, not restrained nor restricted in movement. The Accused
exhibited no signs ofphysical or mental distress. He appeared to sit comfortably in his padded
chair and had water with him at all times.
Third, the length ofthe interview was not inordinately long. The Accused was questioned
for 55 minutes and then for another 31 minutes with a half-hour break in between. After being
questioned about the incident, the Accused was allowed 4 7 minutes to rest, drink water, and
outside the presence of law enforcement. In all, the Accused was in
write an apology letter to
the NCIS interview room for less than three hours. The interview did not occur early in the
morning or late at night but between 1330 and 1630, normal business hours. The time the
Accused spent in the NCIS interview room was a far cry from the length of interrogations
endured by the suspects in Freemen and Scholz who each were questioned repeatedly over a I 0hour period.
conduct was not such that the Accused's will was overborne. Neither
Finally, SA
did it come close to causing the Accused's capacity for self-determination to be critically
conduct in the interview was less aggressive than that oflaw
impaired. In fact, SA
enforcement agents in Freeman. In Freeman, one of the special agents raised his voice at the
Accused. Special agents suggested to the suspect in that case that everyone makes mistakes and
the best thing to do is admit it and get it behind you. The special agent told the suspect ifhe did
not tell the truth, the case would be turned over to the civilians where the suspect could receive
five years in jail. The special agent lied to the suspect in that case by telling him a witness saw
the suspect out on the night of the crime and that the suspect's fingerprints had been found at the
crime scene. Despite this and IO hours of interrogation, CAAF found the suspect' s statements to
be voluntary.
confronted the Accused with some hard truths but never lied to the
Here, SA
infonned the Accused that it was a felony to lie to
Accused like the agents in Freeman. SA
federal agents. SA
told the Accused that he was going to compare DNA collected from the
crime scene with the Accused's DNA and that ifthat evidence turned into proof that the Accused
said many people feel a
bedroom, it would be bad for the Accused. SA
was in
never raised his voice even
burden lifted when they tell the truth. Throughout all this, SA
one time and never threatened physical abuse or a specific amount ofjail time as agents did in
conduct was not enough to overbear the Accusc:d's will or critically impair
Freeman. SA
the Accused's capacity for self-detcnnination. His statements were made voluntarily.

The Accused's claimed lack o(memorv due lo drunkenness 011 5 Mav 101 I did 1101 a(lecl his fi-ee
choice lo make s/alements 011 3 June 201 I.
The Accused admitted to NCIS that at the time the offense was committed, he drove to
the victim's house in his car. Before later admitting to entering the victim's bedroom and trying
to "give her head.'' the Accused initially claimed he did not remember going into the victim ·s
house or bedroom after leaving the party. The Defense argues that the Accused's initial claim
that he lacked memory of entering the victim ·s bedroom on 5 May 2021 due to his drunkenness
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on that date made him especially susceptible to suggestibility on 3 June 2021, the date of the
NCIS interview. Defense essentially argues that individuals who claim to not remember
committing a crime are particularly susceptible to admitting to committing that crime. Defense·s
argument is flawed for at least two reasons: ( 1) the underlying assumption to this argument-that
the Accused does not remember the events of 5 May 2021-is demonstrably incorrect, and (2)
the Accused's alleged alcohol induced lack of memory of events of 5 May 2021 did not affect
his free choice to make statements to NClS a month later.
First, the Accused did not suffer memory loss on 5 May 2021. He remembered numerous
details, without NCIS suggestion, about the exact time period during which he initially claimed
he couldn't remember entering the victim·s room. For example, after he allegedly had already
become intoxicated on 5 May 2021, he remembered ABH3
carrying the victim
to her bedroom. He remembered people turning lights off in the victim· s home. He remembered
trying but failing to lock the door as he was leaving. He remembered telling ABH3
about the door being unlocked. He remembered ABH3
driving him home. He
remembered speaking to his wife on the phone when he got to his apartment and realized he
misplaced his wallet. He remembered his wife·s statements during that conversation to him
about going to the house of another female. He remembered driving alone back to the victim's
house-a place he had only been to once-and parking in someone else's covered parking spot.
He remembered asking ABH3
for the victim's phone number. He remembered
attempting to call the victim both before and after the alleged offense. He described to NCIS
how he positioned himself in a kneeling position next to
bed and how
was positioned
when he entered the room. He remembered spreading
legs to gain access to her private
area. The Accused explained that when
grabbed his hair, he thought ..what the fuck am I
doingT' and that as he left
home he thought about why he would '·throw a\vay everything"
with his actions. He remembered driving home after the offense occurred and getting a call from
ABH3
who asked if hc went into the victim's home. That the Accused
remembered so many details of that night about both right before and right after the moment the
assault occurred bel_ies any assertion that the Accused suffered memory loss from that night.
Rather, he initially denied memory of going into the victim's room because he knew that was the
most incriminating infonnation.
Second, even if this Court agrees with Defense that the Accused suffered some memory
loss on the night of 5 May 2021, such memory loss cannot render his statements made a month
later involuntary. The Accused's initial claimed lack of memory of events on 5 May 2021 did
not affect his mental wherewithal on the day of the NCIS interview such that his will was
overborne and his capacity for self-detcnnination critically impaired.

RELIEF REQUESTED
The Government respectfully requests this Court DENY the Defense's motion to
suppress the statements the Accused made to NCIS.

ORAL ARGUMENT
The Government is prepared to make oral argument.

II

EVIDENCE OFFERED

In addition to evidence already offered in separate appellate exhibits, the Government
offers the following evidentiary exhibits in support of this motion response:
AE XIII.I - Video Recording of NCIS Interview of the Accused (A:BHAN Banks)
AE Xlll.2 - Signed Military Suspect's Acknowledgment and Waiver or Rights
AE Xlll.3 - C.A.S.S. for the Accused's DNA and Hair Sample
AE Xlll.4-Accused's ASVAB/AFQT Scores

Respectfully submitted,

D.J. BROCK
LT, JAGC, USN
Trial Counsel
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RESPONSE
Pursuant to Rule for Courts-Martial (R.C.M.) 906(b)(l2), the Government responds to
Defense's motion alleging unreasonable multiplication of charges. The Government respectfully
requests for this Court to DE NY the Defense's motion because there is no preemption, the
charges accurately state a distinct offenses, the charges address separate crimes, and each
specification addresses distinct misconduct.
BURDEN
Pursuant to R.C.M. 905(c}, as the moving party the Defense bears the burden of proof by
a preponderance of the evidence with regard to each factual issue necessary for resolution of this
matter.
S UMMARY
The Government charged the Accused with Charges I (attempted sexual assault) and II
(abusive sexual contact) in the alternative as exigencies of proof. More specifically, specification
I of Charge I (attempted sexual assault - asleep) and specification I of Charge II (abusive sexual
contact - asleep) are charged in the alternative. Similarly, specification 2 of Charge I (attempted
sexual assault - without consent) and specification 2 of Charge II (abusive sexual contact without consent) arc charged in the alternative. The two specifications within each Charge,
however, describe separate and distinct criminal misconduct, separated by time and impulse, and
represented by different actions of the Accused. Each Charge contains two specifications-one
while she was asleep, and the other for
for the Accused's contact/attempt to sexually assault
after she woke up and moved. This
the Accused's second contact/attempt to sexually assault
charging scheme docs not constitute unreasonable multiplication of charges.
The Government agrees that if the members were to find the Accused guilty of both
specifications of Charge I and both specifications of Charge 11, then the specifications of Charge
II should be conditionally dismissed to ripen into prejudice upon completion of appellate review.

:2iL
, '\.ppellate Exhibit ( , <-1 )

Because the charges involve exigencies of proof, the Government respectfully requests this
Court reserve its ruling on the Defense· s Motion until sentencing.

.

FACTS

1. The Accused is charged with two specifications of attempted sexual assault on
two
and a single charge and specification of
specifications of abusive sexual contact of
unlawful entry. Charge Sheet.
2. All charged offenses occurred on 5 May 2021. Charge Sheet.
3. On 5 May 2021,
hosted a Cinco de Mayo get-together with approximately 8 close
friends. After her guests arrived, the Accused was subsequently invited by another attendee
after seeing a post about the event on social media. AE IV.Bat 3; AE IV.Fat 12-13.
4. After the party concluded and all guests departed
house. AE IV.Fat 25-26.
5. The Accused went into

62.

bedroom where

home, the Accused went back to
was asleep. AE IV.8; AE IV.Fat 60-

6. The Accused pulled down
shorts while she was asleep and attempted to perform
oral sex on her by moving her legs, and placing his face near her body. Id.
7.

woke up because she felt her vagina was wet and felt like her vagina had been
"played with." She saw an individual crouched next to her bed. AE IV.Bat 4, 18-19.

8.

at first unsure what was happening, said ··What are you doingT and rolled over on
her side. AE IV.Bat 4, 18-19, 22.

9. After
rolled over, she pulled up her shorts and the Accused stopped touching her for a
time. Id. at 22-23.
I 0. The Accused approached

IV.F.

again and began kissing her inner thigh. Id. at 23; AE

grabbed the Accused's hair and ··yanked his head back." The Accused then
11. This time
crawled out of the room. AE IV.Bat 4, 22-23.
12.

made an unrestricted report of sexual assault on 5 May 2021. AE IV.A; AE-IV.B.

13. The Government charged specification I of Charge I (attempted sexual assault - asleep)
and specification I of Charge II (abusive sexual contact - asleep) in the alternative for the
while she was asleep in her bed.
Accused's actions against
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14. The Government charged specification 2 of Charge I (attempted sexual assault- without
consent) and specification 2 of Charge II (abusive sexual contact - without consent) in
after she awoke.
the alternative for the Accused's second sexual advance upon
LAW

I.

Unreasonable multiplication of charges

Unreasonable multiplication of charges is based on concerns that forces unique to
military justice could lead to prosecutorial abuse. United States v. Quiro=, 55 M.J. 334,337
(C.A.A.F. 200 I). The principle is rooted in notions of reasonableness. Id. at 338. In application,
unreasonable multiplication of charges at the trial court level is weighed using a five-factor
balancing test:
(I) whether the accused objected at trial that there was an unreasonable multiplication of
charges and/or specifications;
(2) whether each charge and specification are aimed at distinctly separate acts;
(3) whether the number of charges and specifications misrepresent or exaggerate the
accused's criminality;
(4) whether the number of charges and specifications unfairly increase the accused's punitive
exposure; and
(5) whether there is any evidence of prosecutorial overreaching or abuse in drafting the
charges. Id. at 338. No single factor is dispositive, nor is this list all-inclusive. Id.
II.

Sentencing requires a separate Q11iro:. analysis

The five Quiro= factors should be analyzed separately for findings and sentencing. United
States, •. Campbell, 71 M.J. 19, 23 (C.A.A.F. 2012) ... [U]nlike multiplicity-where an offense
found multiplicious for findings is necessarily multiplicious for sentencing-the concept of
unreasonable multiplication of charges may apply differently to findings than to sentencing ... Id.
In other words, "the charging scheme may not implicate the Quiro= factors in the same way that
the sentencing exposure does." Id. Under such circumstances, the remedy should focus on
punishment, rather than on findings. Id. (citing Quiro:, 55 M.J. at 339).
Ill.

Charging in the alternative for exigencies of proof is a long accepted practice
when prosecuting offenses under Article 120, UCMJ. In such circumstance,
the specifications should be conditionally dismissed at sentencing.

"It is the Government's responsibility to determine what offense to bring against an
accused.'' United States"· Morton, 69 M.J. I 2. 16 (C.A.A.F. 20 I 0). When! .. there may be a
genuine question as to whether one offense as opposed to another is sustainable ... the
prosecution may properly charge both offenses for exigencies of proof, a long accepted practice
3

in military law." Id.; see also United States v. Jones, 68 M.J. 465, 472-73 (C.A.A.F. 2010)
r·[T]he government is always free to plead in the alternative."). Utilizing --exigencies of proof is
particularly appropriate given the nuances and complexity of Article 120, UCMJ, which make
charging in the alternative an unexceptional and often prudent decision." United States v.
Elespuru, 73 M.J. 326,330 (C.A.A.F. 2014). Accordingly, such decision does not represent
unreasonable multiplication of charges for findings; rather, any relief should focus on
punishment in accordance with R.C.M. 906(b)(l2)(B). Specifically, should the members panel
return guilty findings under both theories for the same sexual act, such as by placing the victim
in fear of physical injury and by threats to negatively impact her military career, then it is
•'incumbent on the military judge . .. either to consolidate the specifications or to dismiss [the
contingent] specification[s.]" United Slates v. Maybeny, 72 M.J. 467, 467-68 (C.A.A.F. 2013).
When deciding whether to consolidate or conditionally dismiss. ·'consideration should be
given to what happens if, on appeal, the remaining offense is set aside:· United States v. Thomas,
74 M.J. 563,568 (N-M. Ct. Crim. App. 2014). Conditional dismissals ··become effective when
direct review becomes final in the manner described in Article 71(c), UCMJ and therefore
protect the interests of the Government in the event that the remaining charge is dismissed
during appellate review." Id. at 569 (internal citation omitted). Where conditional dismissal is
the chosen remedy, the Government may be permitted to choose which exigency to dismiss. See
United States v. Pa/agar, 56 M.J. 294. 296 (C.A.A.F 2002) (holding ··the court below did not err
by permitting the Government to elect which finding of guilty would be affirmed"). Finally,
CAAF has concluded that the military judge has discretion to not dismiss or merge specification
for findings but to merge them for sentencing. United States v. Campbell, 71 M.J. 19 (C.A.A.F.
2012).
DISCUSSION

one when she
The Accused in this case made two separate sexual advances against
consent after she awoke. The Government's theory is that both
was asleep and one without
constituted attempted sexual assaults. Hence, the Government charged the
advances against
Accused with specifications I and 2 of Charge I. However, in case the Government is unable to
prove each element of both attempted sexual assaults beyond a reasonable doubt, the
Government has alternatively charged the Accused with two specifications of abusive sexual
while she was asleep, and one for
contact--one specification for the Accuscd·s advance on
without her consent after she awoke and moved her body.
the Accused's advance on
Charging in the alternative for exigencies of proof in this manner is a long-accepted practice
when prosecuting offenses under Article 120, UCMJ.
The Government agrees that the Accused should not be convicted or two ..asleep.. sexual
crimes or two "without consent·· sexual crimes. Therefore. if members were to find the Accused
guilty of both specification I of Charge I and specification I of Charge II, then this Court should
conditionally dismiss specification t of Charge II to ripen into prejudice upon completion of
appellate review. Similarly, if members were to find the Accused guilty of both specification 2 of
Charge I and specification 2 of Charge II, then specification 2 of Charge II should be
conditionally dismissed to ripen into prejudice upon completion of appellate review.
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one while
The Accused committed two separate and distinct sexual crimes against
asleep and one after she awoke. The Charges are aimed at these distinctlv separate acts.

was

The evidence in this case makes clear that the Accused committed two distinct and
separate sexual crimes against
on 5 May 2021. The Accused first made sexual advances on
was alone in her room asleep with the lights off. The
while she was asleep in her room.
bedroom uninvited, moved her legs and pulled her shorts partially
Accused came into
was asleep because he saw her go to sleep before the
down. The Accused must have known
was lying in bed late at night.
conclusion of the party and because the lights were off and
remembered when she awoke was that her vagina felt wet as if someone had
The first thing
been playing with or touching her vagina. The Accused confessed that he tried to --give her
said ..What are you doing?"' and turned her body to the side. She pulled
head." After waking,
for a time. This evidence supports
her shorts back up. This made the Accused stop touching
was asleep. Alternatively, this evidence supports
a charge for attempted sexual assault while
was asleep.
a charge for abusive sexual contact while
rolled over, pulled her shorts back
The Accused did not stop there, however. After
was clearly awake. The Accused nevertheless advanced
up, and said --what are you doingT
grabbed the Accused's hair
and began kissing her inner thigh. This is when
again toward
and yanked his head back causing the Accused to leave the room. This evidence supports a
consent. Alternatively, this evidence supports a
charge for attempted sexual assault without
was asleep.
charge for abusive sexual contact while
Although both sexual offenses occurred near in time, they are distinct acts separated by
time and impulse. For these reasons, neither Charge l nor Charge II can be dismissed
unconditionally for unreasonable multiplication of charges.

The number o(charges and specifications do not misrepresent or exaggerate the Accused's
criminality. Neither do they rmfairly increase the Accused's punitfre exposure.
Factor three under Quiroz is whether the number of charges and specifications
misrepresent or exaggerate the Accused's criminality. Given the Government's plan described
above to charge the '"asleep'' specifications alternatively and the ·•without consent" specifications
alternatively as exigencies of proof, the number of charges and specifications do not
misrepresent or exaggerate the Accused's criminality. With respect to Charges I and 11, the
Government agrees that upon conclusion of appellate review, the Accused should only be
convicted of a maximum of one --asleep .. specification and a maximum of one ..without consent"
specification. This docs not exaggerate the Accused's criminality given his actions, which
when she was asleep and then again
consisted of two separate sexual advances made upon
The
after she awoke. The Accused's actions constitute two separate banns caused against
number of charges therefore accurately represents the nature of the Accused's actions.
The fourth Quiroz factor, whether the number of charges and specifications unfairly
increase an accused's punitive exposure. is also in favor of the Government. Because of the
Government's alternative charging plan, these charges do not and cannot unfairly increase the
Accused's punitive exposure. because they correctly and fairly capture the Accused's actions.
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While the Accused may ultimately be in danger of two sexual crime convictions, the increased
punitive exposure does not do so unfairly given the distinctly separate misconduct committed.
With regard to the fifth Quiroz factor, there has been no showing of prosecutorial
overreach in this case. In sum, the Quiroz factors are in favor of the Government because, given
the Government's alternative charging scheme to fairly address distinctly separate acts1 the
charges should proceed to trial.

RELIEF REQUESTED
Because the charges involve exigencies of proof, the Government respectfully requests this
Court reserve its ruling on the Defense·s Motion until sentencing.

EVIDENCE OFFERED
The Government offers no evidence in addition to what has been provided in other
appellate exhibits.
Respectfully submitted,

D. J. Brock
LT, JAGC, USN
Trial Counsel
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NA VY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
NORTHWEST JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
U NI T E D S T A T E S

GOVERNMENT RESPONSE
TO DEFENSE MOTION FOR
APPROPRIATE RELIEF
(Request for Findings
Instruction on Unanimity)

V.
DEVON J. BANKS
ABHAN/E-3/U S N

1 FEBRUARY 2022
RESPONSE
The Government respectfully requests this Court DENY the Defense's motion for a
tailored instruction requiring unanimity for conviction on any specification.1 An impartial court
martial panel - the only one permitted by Due Process -is one that reaches its decision upon
three-fourths concurrence, as Congress intended. To instruct otherwise would be to inject the
exact harm Congress sought to protect against, that is deliberations where consensus, influence
of rank, and consequences of a hung jury overtake members' exercise of independent judgment.
Such an instruction contradicts binding precedent and judicial deference in the uniquely distinct
military justice system.

BURDEN
As the moving party, the Defense bears the burden of persuasion, and the burden of proof
on facts necessary to resolve the motion is by a preponderance of evidence. R.C.M. 905(c).

1 As a practical matter, this issue is not ripe. The Accused has not entered picas or selected forum. the Court has not
been assembled, and no lindings instructions given. The Navy-Marine Corps Court of Appeals is also reviewing this
issue in Unitt•,I Swtt•s , .. ABIIAN fot1h Causey. USN. NMCCA No. :?02000228. That opinion is expected before trial
based on its 13 Oc1ober 2022 docketing date. Set• https:Nwww.jag.nayy.millcourtsldncuments/NMCCA Dockct.pdf.

�

Appellate Exhibit ( )s)

LAW

1. Congress Stuck the Balance Between the Needs of the Military and the Rights of an
Accused at Court-Martial With Non-Unanimous Verdicts. Judicial Deference is at Its
Apogee When Reviewing Congressional Decision-Making over the Military.
Under the ·'Military Deference Doctrine,'' courts defer to Congress' exercise of its
powers under Article I, Section 8, Clause 14,to regulate the military justice system. Courts have
noted, ..Congress has primary responsibility for the delicate task of balancing the rights of
servicemen against the needs of the military:' Solorio v. United States, 483 U.S. 435,447 (1987).
In fact, the Supreme Court has described Congress· authority as .. plenary" in this area. Chappell
v. Wallace, 462 U.S. 296,301 (1983).

Conviction by a court-martial with members for offenses committed after I January 2019
requires ..the concurrence of at least three-fourths of the members present when the vote is
taken:· Art. 52(a)(3), UCMJ. Panel members are instructed accordingly. See RCM 921(c)(2) ( ..a
finding of guilty results only if at least three-fourths of the members present vote for a finding of
guilty.''); Dep't of Army Pam. 27-9, ·•Military Judge's Benchbook.'' section 2-5-14, (version
2.14.6, updated 21 December 2021 ). No similar requirement exists for panel members to reach a
finding of not guilty; anything below the three-fourths guilty vote requirement results in a not
guilty finding (as compared to civilian findings which result in a hung jury).
While Article Ill provides for the right to jury trials in the civilian system, the foundation
of the military court-martial system arises in Article I, which b'fants Congress the authority to
make rules for governing and regulating the land and naval forces. The Supreme Court has
"long recognized that the military is, by necessity, a specialized society separate from civilian
society .... The differences between the military and civilian communities result from the fact
that •it is the primary business of armies and navies to tight or be ready to light wars should the

2

occasion arise.''' Parker v. Levy, 417 U.S. 733, 743 (1974) (citing United States ex rel. Toth v.
Quarles, 350 U.S.11, 17 (1955)). The military justice system is ••incidental"' to the primary

business of armies and navies. Quarles, 350 U.S. at 17 ('"trial of soldiers to maintain discipline
is merely incidental to an army's primary fighting function. To the extent that those responsible
for performance of this primary function are diverted from it by the necessity of trying cases, the
basic fighting purpose of armies is not served.··).
Just as military society has been a society apart from civilian society. so ·military law ...
is a jurisprudence which exists separate and apart from the law which governs in our federal
judicial establishment."' Parker, 417 U.S.at 743 (citing Burns v. Wilson, 346 U.S. 137 (1953)).
Thus, judicial deference is ··at its apogee·· when reviewing Congressional decision-making over
the military. Weiss v. United States, 5 l 0 U.S. 163,177 (1994) (quoting Rostker v. Goldberg, 453
U.S. 57, 70 (1981)). This principle applies even when the Constitutional rights of a service
member are implicated by a statute enacted by Conbrress. United States \'. Easton, 71 M.J. 168,
180 n.12 (C.A.A.F.2012) (citing United States\'. Weiss, 36 M.J. 224,226 (C.M.A.1992)).
2. A Court-Martial is Not a Sixth Amendment Jury.The Supreme Court in Ramos
lncomorated a Unanimity Requirement Against the States, Not the UCM J. Ramos
Does Not Alter Precedent Binding Upon this Court.
The Supreme Court and the C.A.A.F. have repeatedly held the Sixth Amendment Jury
Clause docs not apply to courts-martial.See Ex parle Quirin, 317 U.S. 1, 40 ( 1942) r··[C]ascs
arising in the land or naval forces· ...arc expressly excepted from the Fifth Amendment, and are
deemed excepted by implication from the Sixth."); United States , .. Riesbeck, 77 M.J.154, 162
(C .A. A.F.2017) ( ..Courts-martial arc not subject to the jury trial requirements of the Sixth
Amendment ....''); Easton, 71 M.J.at 175 ("[T]hcre is no Sixth Amendment right to trial by
jury in courts-martial.''). Unanimous panel verdict arc not required in courts-martial. United
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States v. Brown, 65 M.J. 356, 359 (C.A.A.F. 2007) ("[M]ilitary criminal practice requires neither
unanimous panel members,nor panel agreement on one theory of liability, as long as two-thirds
of the panel members agree that the government has proven all elements of the offense."); United

States v. Garrett, No. 202000028, 202 l CCA LEXIS 135 (N-M. Ct. Crim. App. Mar. 30, 2021),
(summarily rejecting the appellant's argument that non-unanimous verdicts violate the Sixth
Amendment); United States v. Rollins, No. 201700039, 2018 CCA LEXIS 372, 25 (N-M. Ct.
Crim. App. Jul. 30, 2018) (finding the appellant's argument that non-unanimous verdicts violate
the Sixth Amendment to be without merit).
In Ramos v. Louisiana, 140 S. Ct. 1390 (2020), the Supreme Court held the Sixth
Amendment Jury Clause, which implicitly requires unanimity,is incorporated against the States
by way of the Fourteenth Amendment. Id. at 1397. This ruling did not address the applicability
of the Sixth Amendment Jury Clause to military courts-martial or as suggested by the Defense,
find any provision of the UCMJ or Manual for Courts-Martial unconstitutional. Accordingly, it
did not alter precedent concerning the differences between courts-martial and criminal jury trials.

See Ex parte Quirin, 317 U.S. at 40; Ex parte Milligan, 71 U.S. 2, 123 ( 1886); Riesbeck, 77 M.J.
at 162.
Courts must ··strictly follow the decisions handed down by higher courts:· United States

v. Andrews, 77 M.J. at 393,399 (C.A.A.F. 2018). A lower court should not assume that a new
decision implicitly overrules precedent; rather, lower courts must .. leav[e) to [the higher court)
the prerogative of overruling its own decisions:· Rodrigue= de Quijas , .. Shearso11/America11

£.\press. file., 490 U.S. 477,484 ( 1989).
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3. Impartiality Does Not Require Unanimity in Military Courts-Martial. Congress Struck
the Balance at Three-Fourths Concurrence in Article 52(a)(3). UCMJ. The Accused's
Claimed Due Process Rights Under Ramos Do Not Overcome that Balance.
Congress is subject to the ..the requirements of the Due Process Clause when legislating
in the area of military affairs, and that Clause provides some measure of protection to defendants
in military proceedings:• Weiss, 510 U.S. at 176-77 (citing Rostker, 453 U.S. at 69; Middendorf
v. Hemy, 425 U.S. 25, 43 (1976)). ··[A] fair trial in a fair tribunal is a basic requirement of due

process." Weiss, 510 U.S. at 178 (quoting In re M11rchison, 349 U.S. 133, 136 (1955)). This
requirement includes the right to a fair and impartial panel. United States v. Wiesen, 56 M.J. 172,
174 (C.A.A.F. 200 I) (internal citations omitted). It does not include the right to a jury trial under
the Sixth Amendment. See United States , .. Wiesen, 57 M.J. 48, 50 (C.A.A.F. 2002).
In determining whether due process has been violated in the military context, courts
apply the Middend01ftest. See Weiss, 510 U.S. at 177-78; Middendo,f, 425 U.S. at 44. This test
requires a court to determine whether the factors militating in favor of the accused"s claimed due
process right •·are so extraordinarily weighty as to overcome the balance struck by Congress:·
Middendorf, 425 U.S. at 44 (··whether the factors militating in favor of counsel at summary
courts-martial are so extraordinarily weighty as lo overcome the balance struck by Congress");
see also Weiss, 510 U.S. at 179 r·whcthcr the existence of such Liudicial] tenure is such an

extraordinarily weighty factor as to overcome the balance struck by Congress").
Military and civilian courts have repeatedly affirmed that the Weiss standard applies to
courts-martial due process claims challenging Congress' exercise of its Article I authority. Sec
e.g., United States, .. Va=q11e:, 72 M.J. 13, 19 (C.A.A.F. 2013); United Stat,•s , .. Gray, 51 M.J. t,
50 (C.A.A.F. 1999); sec also Easton, 71 M.J. at 174-76 (holding Article 44(c), UCMJ, is
Constitutional as applied to trials by court members when Congress appropriately exercised its
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Article I authority). In choosing this highly deferential test, the Supreme Court explicitly
rejected the Due Process standard applied to non-military contexts found in Mathews v. Eldridge,
424 U.S. 319 (1976) and Medina v. California, 505 U.S. 437 (1992). See Weiss, 510 U.S. at 177.
The Supreme Court in Ramos did not alter this binding precedent. Further, there was no
equal protection analysis comparing service members and civilians or discussion about the
rational basis predicating Congress· decision to strike the due process balance at three-fourths
concurrence rather than unanimity.1 In court-martial jurisprudence, any right to equal protection
is based on the Fifth Amendment Due Process clause. United States v. Begani, 8 I M.J. 273, 280
(C.A.A.F. 2021). Under the Fifth Amendment. an ..equal protection violation·· is ·•discrimination
that is so unjustifiable as to violate due process:· United States v. Akbar, 74 M.J. 364, 406
{C.A.A.F. 2015) (quoting United States\'. Rodrigue=-Amy, 19 M.J. 177, 178 (C.M.A. 1985)).
··This question of unjustifiable discrimination in violation of due process is not raised, however,
unless the Government makes distinctions using ·constitutionally suspect classifications' such as
'race, religion, or national origin ...or unless there is an encroachment on fundamental
constitutional rights like freedom of speech or ... assembly:·· Rodrigue=-Amy, 19 M.J. at 178.
Otherwise, a rational basis suffices for treating similarly situated people differently. See, e.g.,

Rostkcr, 453 U.S. at 80 { 1981) (asking whether the disparate treatment is ··not only sufficiently
but also closely related"" to Congress· purpose in legislating); Akbar. 74 M.J. at 406 r·equal
protection is not denied when there is a reasonable basis for a difference in treatment'") (internal
citation omitted).

� The Accused requesls this Court find unconstitutional Articles 51 through 53 of the UCMJ, as well as R.C.M.
92 l{c) based on Ramo.,·. Though not explicilly couched in terms of equal protection. the Accused places himself on
equal footing as civilian coun1erpans facing federal or state criminal jury lrials. This comparison calls into question
the analysis and equities considered by Congress in concluding they arc in foct, not equal. This issue is briefed in the
event it is relevant lo the Court's determin.ition as to the constitutionality of these provisions,
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Under a rational basis test, the burden is on the party attacking the legislative
arrangement to demonstrate there is no rational basis for the rule being challenged. Heller v.
Doe, 509 U.S. 312, 320 ( 1993). The proponent of the classification ··has no obligation to

produce evidence to sustain the rationality of a statutory classification:' Heller, 509 U.S. at 320 .
..As long as there is a plausible reason for the law. a court will assume a rational reason exists for
its enactment and not overturn it." Id.; United States v. Carotene Products Co., 304 U.S. 144,
153 ( 1938). Multiple bases ·'could provide a rational basis for the classification:· Beach
Communications. Inc., 508 U.S. 307,313 (1993).

ARGUMENT
This Court should uphold the precedent established by both Statute and Superior Courts.
Case law establishes great deference to the balance struck by Congress in Article 52, UCMJ and
derivative procedure concerning panel verdict requirements, e.g., R.C.M. 921(c), Military
Judge's Benchbook section 2-5-14, etc. Unless explicitly overruled or found unconstitutional by
a Superior Court, this Court should not assume Ramos has the effect requested by the Defense.
This Court should enforce the statutes and case law that are binding and still in effect. Military
necessities carry unique demands that are considered when establishing which statutes govern
the military justice system. This Court should follow the law as established by Congress.
I. The Accused is Not Entitled to a Unanimous Verdict in Court-Martial under the Sixth
Amendment. Ramos Did Not Find Unconstitutional Any Provision of the UCMJ or
Manual for Courts-Martial. It Did Not Alter Precedent Establishing that Courts
Martial are Excepted from the Sixth Amendment Jury Clause.
This Court should not expand Ramos to provide the Accused the Sixth Amendment right
to a jury at court-martial. Nor should this Court strike down any provision of the UCMJ or
Manual for Courts-Martial - statute and regulations not reviewed or discussed by the Supreme
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Court - as unconstitutional. Instructing members in accordance with R.C.M. 92 l(c) is required
by statute, and does not violate the Accused's rights to a fair and impartial panel. See Rodrigue:
de Quijas, 490 U.S. at 484 ( t 989) (holding that lower courts should not assume that a new higher

court decision implicitly overrules precedent; instead, lower courts should follow the precedent
that directly controls, and leave overruling precedent to the higher court that created the
precedent.). Just like the Supreme Court, Congress had an opportunity to require unanimous
panel verdicts in courts-martial and declined to do so in the National Defense Authorization Act
for Fiscal Year 2022. This Court should follow binding precedent and not depart from the
statutory and regulatory balance established by Conkrress, which is afforded the highest level of
deference.
2. Due Process in Civilian Jury Trials is Not the Same for Courts-Martial. Instructing
Members that Conviction Requires Unanimity Will Deprive the Accused of a Fair
and Impartial Panel Because Impartiality Requires Finality of Verdicts and Members
Exercising Independent Judgment Free of Consensus-Building or Influence of Rank.
Instructing members that unanimity is required for conviction on any specification
ignores the unique aims of the military justice system and invites the very risks and concerns
identified by the Accused, that is, of a fair and impartial panel. As a threshold matter, the
Accused in this case is not similarly situated, that is, .. in all relevant respects alike," to an
accused facing federal or state criminal trials. See Begani, 81 M.J. at 280 (quoting Nordlinger,..
Halm, 505 U.S. I, IO ( 1992)). The ··benefits and obligations" of military service require

different due process considerations than what is contemplated by civilian courts. See United
Stales, .. Akbar, 74 M.J. 364, 404 (C.A.A.F. 2015) (citing Parker, .. le,:v, 417 U.S. 733, 743

( I 974)). While there arc certainly similarities between the proceedings a military and civilian
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accused will face that does not mean they are ·•similarly situated"' and thus deserving equal
treatment. See F.S. Royster Guano Co., 253 U.S. at 415.3
The need for combat readiness and the aim of military justice, which is to promotes good
order and discipline in the anned forces, support different verdict standards for unlike accused in
dissimilar systems. See Manual for Courts-Martial, United States (2019 ed.), pt. I. This case is
no different. All of the participants and logistical support staff are from the same operational
aircraft carrier. Many of whom work in the Air Department performing maintenance and other
duties integral to the operation of the flight deck. Their presence in support of this courts-martial
can affect the operational readiness of the unit. Panel members may be selected from that same
unit or another command tasked with an equally important mission. Every hour spent in service
to a court-martial is time, energy, and manpower subtracted from the unit's ··primary business ..
. to fight or be ready to fight wars should the occasion arise." Schlesinger 1°. Ballard, 419 U.S.
498, 510 ( 1975). These considerations are absent from civilian criminal trials and therefore play
no role in determining what process is due to an accused. The same is not true for the military
justice system. The benefits and obligations of the Accused's military service likewise make
him dissimilar to a civilian accused. For these reasons, an .. impartiality jury" is different than an
••impartial panel." Instructing members consistently with Article 52(a)(3), UCMJ and R.C.M.
92l(c) not only prevents the very risks identified in the Accused's request but also meets the
need for ·•military efficiency;· as Congress intended.
First, the "military environment is inherently coercive.'' United States, .. Finch, 64 M.J.
118, 129 (C.A.A.F. 2006). "The public perceives accurately that military commissioned and

l St•c! e1lm Military Justice Review Group Report Part I: UCMJ Recommendations (22 Dec. 20 IS) for a
comprehensive comparison of the UCMJ and civilian criminal tribunals. Available at
hups:lldacipad.whs.millimagc!l!Puhlic/ I 0-Rcading Room/04 Reports/03 DoD Reports
v
Regs Sur cyslDoD MJRG RepoatMJRG Report Pant 20151222.pdf.
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non-commissioned officers are expected to lead, not just manage; to command, not just direc:.t;
and to follow, not just get out of the way."' Wiesen, 56 M.J. at 176 (C.A.A.F. 2001). Without the
pressure of a unanimous verdict, the deliberation room transitions from the inevitable coercive
warzone, to a zero-judgment and amicable forum. This better promotes discussion of all points
without the need to come to agreement at the end, creating a reliable verdict. Should there be a
holdout for a particular verdict, rank creates unique concerns and internal pressures that could
otherwise be absent from the balance established by Con1:,>ress.
Second, a non-unanimous verdict lessens the problem of a hung jury. See Mendrano v.
Smith, 797 F.2d 1538, 1546 (10th Cir. 1986). Avoiding a complete retrial of a court-martial

ensures the swift and efficient return back to combat readiness. It also prevents members from
considering the logistical or operational consequences of a complete retrial when deliberating.
The facts of the case, not consequences of a hung jury, drive deliberations. Unanimity itself.
whether to convict or to acquit-can cause a hung jury and inject influences on the deliberations
process. It is the non-unanimous verdict that actually offers a fail-safe and prevents the wasted
time of a retrial because any vote that does not meet the three-fourths threshold automatically
results in a finding of not guilty. R.C.M. 921(c)(3). Instructing members consistent with statute,
regulation, and binding precedent, ensures a fair and impartial panel for the Accused.

RELIEF REQUESTED
The Government respectfully requests this Court DENY the Defense Motion for
Appropriate Relief seeking a unanimous verdict instruction. The Defense has failed to show that
R.C.M. 921 (c) deprives the Accused's of a fair and impartial panel at court-martial.
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ORAL ARGUMENT
Neither party is presenting evidence concerning the disposition of Defense· s motion. The
Government is however prepared to make an oral argument should the Court deem it necessary.

A.G. TOLLETH
LT, JAGC, USN
Trial Counsel

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-----------------CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that I have served a true copy of the above via e-mail on the Court and defense Counsel
on 1 February 2022.

A.G.TOLLETH
LT, JAGC, USN
Trial Counsel
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REQUESTS

NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
NORTHWEST JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
UNITED STATES
v.
DEVON J. BANKS
ABHAN/E-3
U.S. NAVY

DEFENSE REQUEST FOR LEAVE
TO FILE OUT OF TIME
(NOTICE OF EXPERT
TESTIMONY)
18 MAR2022

I. Northwest Circuit Rule of Practice 9.1.1. requires parties to provide notice of expert
witnesses no later than IO days prior to trial. However. the Trial Management Order (TMO) in
this case directed that notice of expert witnesses be provided on March 3, 2022. The Defense
requests leave of the TMO for good cause to provide notice of expert testimony out of time.
2. On February 28, 2022, the Detense received this Court"s ruling denying the Defense motion
to compel funding for an expert consultant in the field of forensic psychiatry, Dr.
M.D.• to assist with pre-trial preparation. The Defense immediately began pursuing alternative
expert witnesses that would be available to testify at trial at no cost to the United States. That
same day. the Defense reached out to inquire about the availability of Dr.
M.D., a qualified forensic psychiatrist located within 50 miles of the Court-Martial location and
employee of the U.S. Army. On March 3. the Defense was able to brielly confer with Dr.
and provide him some pertinent facts of the case. That following week. Dr.
testified in a Coast Guard Court-Martial in Alameda. CA and was unavailable for further·
consultation. However, on March 11, the Defense noti tied the Court and Trial Counsel that it
was actively seeking an expert for trial.
3. Between March 14 and 15, the Detense \\-as able to confer again with Dr.
confirm
his availability. and determine that his testimony was relevant and necessary for trial. On March
16, the Defense requested production of Dr.
from the Government. On March 18. the
Convening Authority denied designation of Dr
as a confidential expert consultant for
the Defense. Nonetheless. the Detense intends on offering Dr.
testimony as an expert
witness as it is relevant and necessary to this Court Martial. Dr.
is available for trial and
notified the Detense that he intends on being present.
4. Given that the parties are still a month from trial and the Defense's good faith in
expeditiously finding and procuring an expert at no cost to the United States. good cause exists
to tile out of time.

S. P. CAOUETTE
LT. USCG
Detailed Defense Counsel
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVY AND MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
NORTHWEST JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
SPECIAL COURT-MARTIAL
UNITED STATES
v.
DEVON J. BANKS
E-3 / ABHAN / USN

GOVERNMENT REQUEST
FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE
18 MARCH 2022

l. Request for Judicial Notice: Pursuant to Mil. R. Evid. 20 l, the Government respectfully
requests this Court take judicial notice of the following facts:
a. That ABHAN Devon Banks the accused began active duty service on 21 May 20 I 9,
was serving on active duty on 5 May 2021, and his end of active service is 20 May
2023.
2. Supporting Evidence: As support for the above requests for judicial notice, the Government
submits the following documents:
a. Navy Personnel Record Online Listing (BATES 765) and NAVY Fleet Management
& Planning System (FLTMPS) (BATES 766)

R. D. KINKADE
LT, JAGC, USN
Trial Counsel
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a copy was served on the Court and Defense in the above captioned case
on this 18th day of March 2022.

R. D. KINKADE
LT, JAGC, USN
Trial Counsel
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
NORTHWEST. JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
UNITED STATES
V.

DEVON J. BANKS

GOVERNMENT REQUEST
FOR LEAVE TO FILE
OUT OF TIME
(Government Witness List)

ABHAN/E-3/U SN

1 APRIL2022

MOTION
Pursuant to Northwest Circuit Rules of Practice Rule 35.1.12, the Government requests
leave of court to supplement its previously submitted final pretrial matters, specifically witness list
and combined witness list. The Trial Management Order (TMO) in this case directed final pretrial
matters be submitted to the Court on March 18, 2022.
Good cause exists as all of Government's witnesses, including NCIS Special Agent
were in an operational status onboard the
for week. It only recently
returned to its homeport in Bremerton, WA.Special Agent
identified a fellow NCIS Special
Agent and forensic consultant who supervised the collection of crime scene evidence and then
advised on testing that evidence. His testimony will be focused on these areas. Accordingly, the
Government has updated its witness list to include this witness.
Special Agent
involvement in the case is well-documented in previously
discovered investigative materials. His point of contact has been provided to the Defense. Given
that the parties are weeks away from trial, the scope of expected testimony from SA
and
the Government's access to witnesses onboard the
while it was operational, good cause
exists to fill out of time.
Respectfully submitted,

A.G.TOLLETH
LT, JAGC, USN
Trial Counsel
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NOTICES

NA VY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
NORTHWEST JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL

UNITED STATES
v.

NOTICE OF PLEAS AND FORUM

DEVON J. BANKS
ABHAN/E-3
U.S.NAVY

10 MAR 22

In accordance with the Trial Management Order and pursuant to R.C.M. 910, ABHAN
Banks enters the following pleas:
To all Charges and Specifications: Not Guilty.
2. Pursuant to R.C.M. 903(a)( I )(A)(i), ABHAN Banks elects trial by members with enlisted
representation.

S. P. CAOUETTE
LT, USCG
Detailed Defense Counsel
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
NORTHWEST JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
UNITED STATES
v.

DEVON J. BANKS
ABHAN/E-3
U.S. NAVY

DEFENSE NOTICE OF
COURTROOM TECHNOLOGY
18 MAR 2022

l. The Defense intends upon utilizing digital technology to include the display of exhibits onto
screens during opening statements, closing statements and witness examinations. The Defense
may also use this technology to display presentations during opening and closing statements.
2. The Defense will also utilize audio and video technology to play recordings entered into
evidence.

B. D.ADAMS
LCDR, JAGC, USN
Detailed Defense Counsel
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DEPARTMEN T OF THE NAVY
N AVY AND MARINE CORPSTRIAL JUD ICIARY
NORTHWEST JUD ICIAL CIRCU IT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
U N I TED ST A TES
v.

DEV ON J. BANKS
E-3 I ABHAN / USN

G OVERNMENT NOTICE OF
COURTROOM TECHN OLOG Y
18 MARCH 2022

I. The Government hereby provides notice of intent to utilize the following technology:
a. Digital technology to include PowerPoint presentations during opening and closing
statements and displays of exhibits onto screens during opening and closing statements. as well as
direct and cross examinations.
b. Audio and video technology to play recordings entered into evidence.
2. The Government will ensure that the members are provided with the necessary equipment to
view exhibits and listen to audio recordings entered into evidence while deliberating. The
Government will ensure that any such devices are operational and --cleansed.'.

R. D. KINKADE
LT.JAGC. USN
Trial Counsel

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy was served on the Court and Defense in the above captioned case
on this 18th day of March 2022.

R. D. KINKADE
LT. JAGC. USN
Trial Counsd
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COURT RULINGS & ORDERS

NAVY-MARINE CORPS T RIAL JUDICIARY
NORTHWEST JUDICIAL CIR CUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
UNIT ED S T ATES

v.
DEVON J. BANKS
ABHAN / E-3 U. S. NAVY

)
)
)
)
)
)

RULING - DEFENSE MOTION FOR
APPROPRIATE RELIEF (Unreasonable
Multiplication of Charges)
28 FEBRUARY 2022

1. Nature of Motion. The defonse moved for appropriate relief from what it argues are four
unreasonably multiplied specifications under Charge I and Charge II. The Government opposes.
An Article 39(a) hearing was held on this motion on 22 February 2022.

2. Findings of Fact.
a. The Defense bears the burden of proof by a preponderance of the evidence.
b. The accused is charged with two specifications of attempted sexual assault, two
specifications of abusive sexual contact, and one specification of unlawful entry in violation of
Articles 80. 120 and 129, Uniform Code of Military Justice. The charges stem from an alleged
incident on 5 May 2021 and the named victim was ABH3
c. The accused had attended a Cinco de Mayo gathering at ABH3
other shipmates from
These shipmates included ABH3
and ABH (paygrade unknown)

residence with
ABHJ

d. The guests had arrived at ABHJ
residence at approximately 1500-1600 and were
eating and drinking. ABHJ
told NCIS that she had three shots of Tequila during the
evening. She further told NCIS that atier dozing off on her couch. she got tired and then she
walked to her room and got in the bed.
e. The Accused, ABHJ
ABI 13
and ABI-1
all told NCIS that
ABHJ
had fallen asleep in the living room so ABI-I
carried her to her
bedroom and they all eventually tell the residence. They lefi at approximately 2130-2200.
t: ABH3
told NCIS that she remembered waking up because she felt "wet" or like she
was being "'played with."' She also stated that part of her pants were pulled down under her
buttocks.
g. ABI-13
saw that somebody wearing a hood ,vas ··crouched down"' next to her bed.
She had moved her body and wasn't being touched anymore and thought that maybe she had
?
been dreaming. She pulled up her pants and remembered saying "'What you doing' "
h. ABHJ
said she turned to her side and "laid there for a second"' then started to feel
kisses go up her inner right leg. That is when she "'yanked his head·· and pulled him back.

Appellate Exhibit (xv 1)

said that she grabbed his hair and that is what made her believe it was the
i. ABH3
accused because of the texture and how it was ·•kind of like·· hers. She said he was the only one
that had hair like that. She said he is African American and Dominican.
j. ABH3

said she never saw his face and the room was dark.

k. Charge I, Specification 1 alleges that the accused attempted to commit a sexual act upon
by moving her legs and placing his face near her body when he knew or reasonably
ABH3
should have known that she was asleep.
I. Charge 11. Specification 1 alleges that the accused touched the vulva and inner thigh of
with his mouth. with an intent to gratity his sexual desire when he knew or
ABH3
reasonably should have known that she was asleep.
m. Charge I, Specification 2 alleges that the accused attempted to commit a sexual act upon
by moving her legs and placing his face near her body without her consent.
ABH3
n. Charge II, Specification 2 alleges that the accused touched the vulva and inner thigh of
with his mouth, with an intent to gratify his sexual desire without her consent.
ABH3
o. At the Article 39(a) hearing on 22 February 2022. the Government indicated that they
would dismiss the language --and inner thigh'" from Specification I of Charge II.
p. At the Article 39(a) hearing on 22 February 2022. the Government indicated that they
would dismiss the language --vulva and'" from Specification 2 of Charge II.
3. Statement of the Law
What is substantially one transaction should not be made the basis for an
unreasonable multiplication of charges against one person. R.C.M. 307(c)(4), Manual for
Courts-Martial. United States (2019 ed.). Military courts review five non-exclusive
factors from Uniled States,•. Quiroz. 55 M.J. 334. 338-39 (C.A.A.F. 2001) to determine
whether there is an unreasonable multiplication of charges: (I) whether the accused
objected at trial: (2) whether each charge and specification is aimed at distinctly separate
criminal acts: (3) whether the number of charges and specifications misrepresent or
exaggerate the appcl !ant's criminality: (4) whether the number or charges and
specifications unreasonably increase the appellant's punitive exposure: and. (5) whether
there is any evidence of prosecutorial overreaching or abuse in the drafting of the
charges. These non-exclusive factors arc weighed together, and one or more factors may
be sufficiently compelling. United S1a1es ,._ Camphe/1. 71 M.J. 19. 23 (C.A.A.F. 2012).
Within the context of unreasonable multiplication or charges. the military judge generally has
wide discretion to dismiss otlcnses, merge offenses. or merge offenses only for purposes of
sentencing. See Id. at 25. However, "when a 'panel rcturn[s) guilty findings for [multiple]
specifications and it was agreed that these specifications were charged for exigencies or proot: it
[is] incumbcnC [upon the military judge] either to consolidate or dismiss !the contingent!
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specification[s]," not merely merge then for sentencing purposes. United Stales v. Thomas. 74
M.J.563, 568 (N-M.Ct.Crim.App. 2014) (quoting Unired States v. Elespuru, 73 M.J. 326. 32930 (C.A.A.F. 2014) (internal quotation omitted)).
Article I 20(g)( I )(B) defines sexual act. in pertinent part. as contact between the mouth and
the ... vulva.
Art I 20{g)(2) defines sexual contact, in pertinent part, as touching ... either directly or
through the clothing, the vulva .. . with an intent to arouse or gratify the sexual desire of any
person. Touching may be accomplished by any part of the body. . .
4. Analysis and Conclusions of Law
The Government indicated that their theory of the case is that the accused committed two
separate and distinct acts, separated by time and impulse. The Government says they also
charged contingency of proot:
was asleep. The two specifications
The first act the Government alleges is when ABH3
was asleep reflect the Government's
alleging that the accused acted when ABH3
contingency of proof. In Charge I, Specification I the Government alleges that the accused
was asleep. Alternatively. the Government alleges in
attempted a sexual act when ABH3
vulva with his mouth
Charge 11, Specification I that the accused actually touched ABH3
when she was asleep. The Government's contingency appears to be whether the members find
that the accused actually successfully touched ABH3 or not.
was awake and did not consent.
The second act the Government alleges is after ABH3
The two specifications alleging that the accused acted without ABH3
consent reflect the
Government"s contingency of proot: In Charge I. Specification 2, the Government alleges that
did not consent. Alternatively. the
the accused attempted a sexual act when ABl-13
Government alleges in Charge II, Specification 2 that the accused actually touched ABH3
inner thigh with his mouth when she did not consent.
In analyzing the Quiro= factors, first it is clear that the accused is objecting at trial.
Further, the Court finds that the accused's actions were one continuous course of conduct in
oral sex. This leads to the conclusion that the
his single impulse to attempt to give ABI-13
number of charges and specifications exaggerate the accused's criminality and unreasonably
increase his punitive exposure. ABl-13
described feeling ··\vet" or that she had been ··played
with" which is why she awoke from her sleep. She saw that her pants were partially pulled down
and saw a person crouching by her bed. The touching had stopped so that is why she thought
that maybe she was dreaming. She said she turned to her side and .. laid there one second .. when
she folt kisses up her inner leg. When interviewed by NCIS. the accused made admissions that
oral sex. The time period bet\vecn the two acts was short and
he was trying to give ABI-13
the single impulse was the same.
The Court docs not find that there was prosccutorial overreach in drafting the charges and
specifications. but the Government's charging scheme was confusing. First. there was no
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evidence regarding certain language in both specifications of Charge II. This is what led the
Government to dismiss certain language in both specifications.
Second, the Government indicated that their theory of ..sexual ace in Charge I is that
penetration was attempted. The Government appears to believe that a penetration is required for
a sexual act. However, Art 120(g)( 1 )(B) says a sexual act can include mere contact between the
mouth and the vulva. This is where Charge II. Specification 1 starts to sound like the completed
offense of what Charge I, Specification 1 alleges.
Ultimately, because the Court finds that the evidence shows a continuous course of conduct
involving a single impulse in a short amount of time, the Court will dismiss the two ··asleep"
specifications. The Court dismisses Specification 1 of Charge I and Specification 1 of Charge II
without prejudice. The Court leaves the two ··without consent"" specifications. noting that the
instruction provided to the members when a sexual act or sexual contact is alleged to be ·•without
consent"" includes the following language: ··a sleeping person cannot consent:·
What remains (besides Charge Ill) is:
Specification 2 of Charge [ - attempted sexual act without consent, and
Specification 2 of Charge fl - abusive sexual contact without consent by touching
inner thigh with mouth
The defense argues that with the above ·•without consent'" specifications remaining. that
additional instruction must be provided to the members to inform them that the Government's
theory of "sexual act"' in Charge I is a penetrative act. The defense believes that in the attempt
charge, the Government is required to prove the element of "intent to commif' a certain sexual
act. However, the actual element that the Government must prove in this attempt charge is that
the overt acts alleged ··were done with specific intent to commit the offense of sexual assault,"
The overt acts alleged are "moving her legs and placing his face near her body:· The Court will
provide the standard "attempt"" instruction and definitions. This includes instructing on the
elements and definitions of the attempted offense of sexual assault.
While the defense requests that Charge I be dismissed in its entirety, they argue alternatively
that should the members return a finding of guilt to both Specitication 2 of Charge l and
Specification 2 of Charge 11, that the offenses should be merged for the purposes of sentencing.
The Government argues that a finding of guilt to both specifications can remain.
The Court finds that the specifications under Charge I and Charge II can both go to the
members for findings as contingency of proof. However. because the Court found that the
accused's actions were one continuous course of conduct involving a single impulse in a short
amount of time. it will defer any further remedy on this motion until after lindings arc entered. If
a finding of guilt is returned on both Charge I and Charge II specilications. then the Court will
likely conditionally dismiss Specification 2 of Charge II.
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5. Ruling.
The defense motion for appropriate relief from an unreasonable multiplication of charges is

GRANTED IN PART and DENIED IN PART.

So ordered this 28111 day of February, 2022.

ANN K. MINAMI
CAPT. JAGC. USN
Military Judge
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NAVY-MARINE CORPS TRIAL JUDICIARY
NORTHWEST JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
U N I T ED S T A T E S
v.

DEVON J. BANKS
ABHAN/E-3
U.S. Navy

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

RULING -DEFENSE MOTION TO
SUPPRESS
(Involuntary Statement)
28 FEBRUARY 2022

I. Nature of Motion:

The Defense moves to suppress the Accused· s 3 June 2021 statements - oral and written - to
Naval Criminal Investigative Service ( ..NCIS..) pursuant to the Fitih Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution, Rule for Courts-Martial (··R.C.M...) 905(b)(3), and Military Rule of Evidence
("'M.R.E ...) 304(t). The Defense does not seek to suppress the Accused·s statement pursuant to
Article 31 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice (.. UCMJ""). The Government opposes the
defense motion, which was litigated before this Court during an Article 39(a) session on 22
February 2022.
2. Findings of Fact:

In reaching its findings and conclusions. the Court considered all legal and competent
evidence presented by the parties and the reasonable inferences to be drawn therefrom, and
resolved all issues of credibility. The Court makes the following findings of fact:
a. The accused is charged with two specifications of attempted sexual assault, two
specifications of abusive sexual contact, and a single specification and charge of unlawful entry
in violation of Articles 80, 120, and 129 of the UCMJ.
b. The charges and speci ti cations stem from an alleged incident on 5 May 2021 and the
named victim is ABH3
c. On 5 May 2021, ABH3
hosted a Cinco de Mayo gathering with eight other friends.
After seeing a social media post, the Accused received an invitation from one of the guests and
arrived before the party's conclusion.
d. On 8 May 202 l, ABH3
reported the alleged misconduct to Bremerton Police
Department. The Bremerton Police Department Incident Report indicates that ABH3
had
already reported the assault to the
and that NCIS had already been informed.
NCIS subsequently took over the investigation from the Bremerton Police Department.

Appellate Exhibit (Xvi/)

e. On 3 June 2021, Special Agent ( ..SA.')
of NCIS
and SA
interviewed the Accused. Both SAs identified themselves to the Accused and showed their
credentials. The entire interrogation was video taped.
f. The interview took place at NCISRA Bremerton, Washington.
g. Before any questioning, the Accused walked into the interview room with a bottle water.
Advised of Rights & First Questioning: 1330-1425 (55 Minutes)

h. When the questioning started at approximately 1330, the Accused sat in a padded chair. He
appeared to be comfortable with his legs apart and his left arm resting on the adjacent table.
told the Accused that ·•[i]f you have had your shots. you can feel free to relax your
i. SA
mask.•· The Accused lowered his mask.
j. After getting some general background and biographic information for approximately nine
stated that ··you know. we·re here to talk to you. and you're probably
minutes, SA
wondering why we want to talk to you:· The Accused responded in the affirmative - ··Yeah."
immediately noted that ··we·11 get to that. but first. l"m gonna have to advise you
k. SA
of what your rights are:·
I. Before going through the rights advisement. SA
asked .. [h]ave you even spoken with
law enforcement before:· The Accused confirmed that he had. to which SA
then stated
··[s]o you know, you kind of know what we·re doing here:· Again. Accused responded in the
atlinnative - •·Yeah:·
then presented the Accused with written Military Suspect" s Acknowledgement
m. SA
and Waiver of Rights form, stating: ··So you know I served, you served. These rights are what
the military is for, so I'm very up front. rm not here to trick you or to hide any of this stuff to
you. so I want to make sure that you truly understand what your rights are:·
n. SA
started going over the form, reading that the Accused was ··suspected of UCMJ.
then advised the Accused
Article 120," explaining that Article 120 .. is sexual assault." SA
of his Article 3 l(b) rights by reading each right aloud from the advisement form.
o. Alier hearing each right, the Accused verbally acknowledged his understanding. When
asked whether he understood his ..right to remain silent and make no statement at all:· the
interjected. instructing that"') need you
Accused initially provided no audible response. SA
..
to say yes or no, which prompted an affirmative - ··Oh. yes" - from the Accused.
p. When discussing the right to ..terminate this interview at any time l<.lr any reason:· SA
added that••( like the last one, because it gives yuu that freedom to like. ·Yeah. let"s sec
where this goes.' and then at some point you can be just like. ·rm done:··
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q. After verbally going through the rights advisements, SA
requested that the Accused
"'please initial the beginning and the end of each one of those bullet points.. if he understood
each right.
r. Upon acknowledgement and initialing of his rights, the Accused was asked to read one last
paragraph aloud if "you're willing to talk to me:•
s. Before signing the form, the Accused initialed next to and read aloud. without difficulty,
the following:
I understand my rights as related to me and as set forth above. With that
understanding, I have decided that I do not desire to remain silent, consult with a
retained or appointed lawyer, or have a lawyer present at this time. I make this
decision freely and voluntarily. No threats or promises have been made to me.
t. SA
confirmed that the Accused .. agree[d] with that'" and that .. [n]o one·s threatening
you or making promises:·
u. With that confirmation. the Accused signed the waiver form at 1343.
v. The Accused acknowledged that he ··kn[e]w why [he was) here today:·
told the Accused, ··Ifs your story. Tell me it however you wish."" The Accused
w. SA
then provided a sixteen minute narrative describing in detail what he recalled from the evening.
x. The Accused recalled details of the party. what alcohol was being consumed. that ABH3
tell asleep and that ABH
carried her to her bedroom. He recalled leaving
the home, that the lights were being turned off and that they couldn "t get the apartment door
locked. He recalled ABH3
making a specific comment about it being a ··white"
neighborhood, so they could leave the door unlocked.
y. The Accused recalled he could not drive so ABHJ
drove his car while ABH
and ABHJ
followed in another car. The Accused could not find his wallet and
recalls calling his wife to tell her that he may have lefi his wallet at ABHJ
house. The
Accused remembered his wife's reaction about not being told that he had gone over to a female's
house.
z. The Accused remembered that he thought he should not be driving because of his
intoxication. Once he got back to ABl-13
home. he remembered parking under the ··fake
garage" and remembered that her door ,vas unlocked.
aa. The Accused decided to call someone to get her phone number. reasoning that she may
have gotten up and locked the door. Later in the interrogation. the Accused recalled thinking that
he didn't want to enter the house because he didn't know "what the hell this person has in their
house" or because "she could be startled."
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bb. The Accused recalled that he called ABH
to tell him that he thought he
told him he could
left his wallet in the home. The accused recalled that ABH
that he
in the morning, but the Accused recalled telling ABH
tell ABH3
needed the wallet that night since he had previously been late to work when he left his CAC card
somewhere.
and walking up to her door to knock. He
cc. The Accused recalled trying to call ABH3
recalled not knocking but deciding that he would check in the car one more time. He recalled
checking the whole car and finding his wallet. then recalled sending a text message to ABH
to notify him that he found his wallet.
called him sometime later that same
dd. The Accused recalled that ABH
night to tell him that --somebody tried to give her head:· The Accused recalled making a joke
about
The
giving her ..head·· and getting off the phone with ABH
Accused recalled going home.
ee. After his narrative response, the Accused responded to questions for another
approximately 25 minutes.
friends. who
f[ During the interview, the Accused explained how some of ABHJ
were also with him at the party on 5 May 2021, attempted to confront him with claims that
identified him as the assailant. The Accused rebuffed "are they trying to say - are
ABHJ
you trying to get me to say something or something but I'm like that's stupid, you know? That's
not even reverse psychology like that's damn near dumb ass to me:·
gg. SA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

then made several statements, all of which were acknowledged by the Accused:
··You can see here we've been digging through things...
··we did our little NCIS thing."
--Have you ever seen the TV show? Have you seen CSI? You know how that show
works?"
"Okay. So we went out there:·
··we went to her place. and you know. with her story in mind. we collected some
evidence.··
··You say you were never in her bedroom:·
··we collected evidence in her bedroom."

ended this list of statements with the following question: ··So if 1 have evidence that
SA
could show that you were in that bedroom - what would your answer to that be?"
hh. In response lo that question. the Accused said "Man. what would my answer be? Shit.
Yeah. I don't know. It would be like a shock. man."
also confronted the Accused with "Lockhart's Principle of Exchange," which is a
ii. SA
"fundamental principle" meaning that "you can never go somewhere without leaving something
behind or taking something with you:· After asking whether the Accused would object to
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asked ··when I compare that to what I find in the
providing a DNA and hair sample, SA
bedroom ... you know, how·s that gonna look for you?" The Accused responded, ··I don·t know.
I can't see myself like that."
s
noted that there could be an explanation for him being in ABH3
jj. When SA
room, the Accused pushed back and said .. (b]ecause I feel like you're trying to say as if I was
clarified and said I am asking you ----- if you were inside the room:·
inside the room:· SA
to which the Accused responded a hundred percent ··no:·
postured that ··people come in here and lie to me all the fucking day:· and
kk. SA
inquired into how he could assess the Accused"s veracity, to which the Accused responded that
··J couldn't tell you how to tell me that you"re not lying.I don't know. I wouldn't be able to
know.''
then noted that usually ..after going nine rounds.. with suspects that he gets to the
II. SA
states
point where he's like .. Bro, you need to just tell me what the fuck is going on... SA
that eventually ··they tell me the truth, and it usually goes better if people tell me the truth."
asked .. (w]here do you think we should go with this," the Accused
mm. When SA
responded "(d]o as you wish.'"
ended the first interview with ··we'll take a quick break. and we'll come back in
nn. SA
here. We'll figure this out.Okay?"

First Break: 1425-1459 (34 Minutes)
told the Accused that "I
oo. Before breaking, the Accused reached for his phone. SA
offered a locker where ··[y]ou can lock it up and keep
don't want you on the phone." SA
the key so that it's not something that we're seizing from you or anything."
pp. During this break, which lasted approximately 34 minutes ( 1425-1459). the Accused
rested and drank water. He also took out small pieces of paper and did or some writing or
drawing. At one point, it appeared that he brietly fell asleep.

Second Ouestionine: 1459-1530 (31 Minutes)
started by directing that "let's
qq. When the agents returned at approximately I 500. SA
just rehash everything .... Because . you know. we talked to people .... And things just aren't
lining up ....So you're denying that you went into her bedroom'?" To that last question. the
Accused responded ··yes...
rr. After questioning the logic of the Accuscd· s timclinc. SA
of your story that I'm not sure about."
ss. SA

emphasized that:
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added that "there arc parts

e.
I want you to understand that you can, you know. when you·re talking to me, you
know, we showed you our credentials .... we·re federal agents .... So lying to
federal agents is a felony .... So I don·t want you to go down that path of
thinking that you have to cover up for something. If you went into her house, and
you went into her bedroom, you just need to tell me about it.
tt. SA

then explained to the Accused that:

Because there's evidence that you were in her room, Right? You know we're
pulling DNA. We pull fingerprints. hairs. fibers, that kind of stuff. ... It all comes
from in her room, so like when I, you know. obviously, rm going to take your
DNA, your hair sample....We're gonna compare that. ... When that comes
back. and if I have to come back and have another conversation with you ...
that"s not gonna be a fun conversation....So this is the point where you can, you
know, tell me about what happened. If you went into her room. make a mistake -
it was a mistake, right? ... That"s something that"s understandable. Ifs
explainable. This is your opportunity to explain from your perspective. but if you
continue to deny ...and I develop proot: right? ... Because I have evidence ...
and if I tum that into proot: that is nails in the coffin, man.... So I really need
you to be clear, and I really need you to understand where we·re with this. right?
uu. Following that warning, SA
asked again - ··so did you go in her bedroom'?"" In
response, the Accused immediately replied ··[n]ot to my knowledge. I did not---- I did not go
into [
s] room....Not to my knowledge, so that's what I'm going with. The only reason
I'm going with that is because that"s what I know. That"s what I know. so ifs not a lie. Ifs just
what I'm going off ot: We was drinking. Everybody was drunk."
vv. SA
confronts the Accused, saying "you"re not answering any of these questions in a
way that satisfies my need to know:· He adds:
I really just - I don't want you to get into more trouble than has to be .... Because
coming in here and saying. ··1 made a mistake and here·s what happened;· is one
thing and coming in here and lying to two federal agents ... for as long as you"ve
been in here ... is so much worse, because it's additional charges. It just---
muddies the waters. Like people can understand somebody who comes in and
says ··Hey, you know, here's what happened. I was drunk. I lucked up;· you
know? When a man steps up and takes responsibility for something kind of story .
. . .Vice coming in here and just spinning talcs and lying and not--- it just ---it
doesn't --- it doesn't help ... Right?
ww. SA

then presented the Accused with an oiler:

So we have hard evidence. and you·re saying that you were never in there. and it
just doesn't add up. We have phone logs. We have. you know, a timelinc of phone
calls. because you·re not the only person who called
She called
and the
timclines between when she called
and when you call
it doesn"t add up
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e
to what you·re selling--- telling me.... So it makes me not believe your story ...
So here·s what I'll offer you .... Ifs a one-time deal. lt"s not a real deal, but ifs - - we can start over. Okay? And you can explain to me everything that happened
and we can go from there. I'm not going to hold anything that you said prior
against you....And we can just --- this is your opportunity, right, to tell your
story, you know? You can either dig yourself into a hole much deeper, or you can
try to make it right.Which of those two do you want to do?
xx. In response, the Accused makes several statements. including:
---- but l"mjust saying like ifs just, what I remember is that a tew-- - if it's
evidence, then shit, excuse my words and all. but shit like I mean then I was in
there.There·s nothing that I can say but if I --- to me. I don't believe that I was in
there, and it was maybe because I was drunk.Now if I made a dumb ass decision
and I can say it, like I told y" all before. God forbid ... I did ...And I made a
dumb ass decision....And a wrong decision by even putting myself in there like.
then I apologize to her and then ... For whatever situation it was, like if I touched
her in any wrongful doing or whatever ... I apologize.
Well, I mean if you have evidence there then. I was in that room. I made a drunk
decision.... I was in her room and made that drunk decision.
interjected that ··[f]or a
yy. As the Accused was starting to provide new details. SA
good person, right, for a nonnal like regular person, telling the truth lifts that burden off of you..
.What happened?""
zz. From there, the Accused stated that:
I looked for my wallet and then didn"t find my wallet in there....And then went
towards I thought the restroom and then when I did I opened it up, it wasn't the
restroom....So I went in there. That's when I made that drunk dumb ass
decision ....To do--- to sexually assault her --- sexually assault her and rm
guessing like and she grabbed my hair or something.... I was like, ··What the
heck am I doing?"" ... And left.....Try to give her like---- try to give her head..
..Try, to give her head....And I guess touched some of her body parts.
something like that. Her stomach and I guess --- I guess her stomach and then like
spread her legs and give like ---- and like give her head or something like that.
fellatio and that...I mean if I tried to give her head. rm pretty sure I tried
touching her vagina.
noted that ··t appreciate what you told
aaa.Towards the end of the interview. SA
me. I know that probably wasn·t easy. You said that you would want to apologize to
....Well, we can facilitate that if you want. You know. \vc·rc not gonna have you
call her or do anything face to face, but if you want to write her an apology. ,i.·e can
deliver that to her for you. Is that something you want to do?'"
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bbb. In response to that offer, the Accused said .. [y]eah. I would definitely do that:·

Second Break & Apology Letter: 1530-1617 (47 Minutes)
ccc. At 1530, the NCIS agents left the room, and the Accused received a second break. which
lasted until 1617 (47 minutes).
ddd. During this break, the Accused took his time to write a letter to ABH3
presence of NCIS agents. He also rested and drank water.

outside the

DNA Collection: 1617-1624 (7 Minutes)
eee. NCIS collected DNA and hair samples from the Accused with his consent and pursuant
to a Command Authorization for Search and Seizure.
fff. The interview concluded at 1624. The Accused left the NCIS interview room less than
three hours after he entered.

Conduct of the NCIS Agents
ever r�ise their voices
or SA
ggg. At no time during this period did either SA
at the Accused. Both SAs spoke to the Accused in a calm, respectful manner.
hhh. SA
did frequently swear throughout the interview. At no time, however. did he
ever swear in a threatening or menacing manner towards the Accused. The NCIS agents never
physically abused the Accused nor threatened such abuse. While there were two agent in the
did not employ a ··good cop/bad cop"" technique, with SA
and SA
room, SA
refraining from any queries until the very end of the second round of questioning.

Characteristics of the Accused
111.

At the time of the interview, the Accused was

jjj. In the Navy, the Accused had previously deployed with the
deployment since the Vietnam War.

with his

on its longest

kkk. The Accused earned a high school diploma.
Ill. Prior to enlisting the Accused had taken the Armed Forces Qualification Test (""AFQT") as
part of the Armed Forces Vocational Aptitude Battery (""ASVAB"").
mmm. The ASVAB/AFQT is ··designed to measure aptitudes in four domains: Verbal. Math.
Science and Technology. and Spatial."
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nnn.·'AFQT scores are reported as percentiles between 1-99. An A FQT percentile score
indicates the percentage of examinees in a reference group who scored at or below that particular
score.''
ooo. The Accused scored 44 overall and 55 on the ··word Knowledge" portion on his AFQT.
ppp. The ··Word Knowledge.. portion of the AFQT tests .. [a]bility to select the correct
meaning of a word presented in context to identify the best synonym for a given word."
3. Statement of the Law:

In response to a timely-made defense objection to the introduction of an accused· s statement.
the Government must demonstrate by a preponderance of the evidence that the accused made the
statement voluntarily before it may be received into evidence. See M.R.E. 304(t)(6 & 7).
The Fifth Amendment protection against self-incrimination provides that .. [n]o person ...
shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against [themselves):· U.S CONST. amend
V. This constitutional right to remain silent ..protects against any disclosures which the witness
reasonably believes could be used in a criminal prosecution or could lead to other evidence that
might be so used.'' Kastigar v. Uniled Sia/es. 406 U.S. 441. 444-45 (1972). The Fitih
Amendment's protection against self-incrimination .. addresses ·real and appreciable. and not
merely imaginary and unsubstantial, hazards of self-incrimination:·· United Swtes 1•. Castillo, 74
M.J. 160, 165 (C.A.A.F.2015) (quoting Aiarchelli v. United States. 390 U.S. 39. 48 (1968)).
In Miranda 1·. Ari:mw, the Supreme Court held that prior to any custodial interrogation, a
subject --must be warned that [they have] a right to remain silent. that any statement [they do)
make may be used as evidence against [them]. and that [they have) a right to the presence of an
attorney, either retained or appointed ... 384 U.S. 436,445 (1966). These prophylactic measures
were adopted to protect a suspect's Fifth Amendment right from the ••inherently compelling
pressures" of custodial interrogation. Id. at 467. 1
Article 31(b), a statutory precursor to Miranda. implements the Article 3 I (a) privilege
against self-incrimination in the military. See United States 1·. Emns. 75 M.J. 302. 304-05
(C.A.A.F. 2016). Article 3 l(b) requires:
No person subject to this chapter may interrogate. or request any statement from.
an accused or person suspected of an offense without lirst informing [them] of the
nature of the accusation and advising (them] that [they do] not have to make any
statement regarding the offense of which [they arc] accused or suspected and that
any statement made by [them] may be used as evidence against [them] in a trial by
court-martial. 2
1

The Court of Military Appeals (C.M.A.) held that the constitutional protections set forth in
i\Iil'ttnda applied to servicemcmbcrs. See United Stales, .. Tempia. 37 C.M.R. 249,257 (C.M.A.
1967).
2 U.C.M.J (2019).
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Moreover, an "[i]nvoluntary statement'" is a statement --obtained in violation of the self
incrimination privilege or Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment ... , Article 31, or
through the use of coercion, unlawful influence. or unlawful inducement:· M.R.E. 304(a)(l )(A).
Whether a statement is involuntary depends on the ··the totality of all the surrounding
circumstances - both the c/1aracteristics of tlte accused and the details of the i11terrogatio11.··
Schneckloth v. Bustamante, 412 U.S. 218, 226 ( 1973) (emphasis added). For example, ·--[t]he
fact that a suspect chooses to speak after being informed of [their] rights. is of course. highly
probative.'"' United Sia/es v. lewis, 78 M.J. 447. 453 (C.A.A.F. 2019) (quoting United States v.
Els/ad, 470 U.S. 298,318 (1985)). Conversely. ··evidence that the accused was threatened.
tricked or cajoled into a waiver will, of course. shows that the [accused] did not voluntarily
waive [their] privilege."' Miranda, 384 U.S. at 476.
In examining the totality of the circumstances. ··the necessary inquiry is whether the
confession is the product of an essentially free and unconstrained choice by its maker:· as
opposed to the product of someone whose ··will was overborne and [their] capacity for sett:
determination critically impaired .. :· United States v. Bubonic.,·, 45 M.J. 93, 95 (C.A.A.F. 1996)
(citations omitted). While there is no single controlling factor or circumstance. the court should
..determine the factual circumstances surrounding the confession, assess the psychological
impact on the accused, and evaluate the legal significance of how the accused reacted:·
Schneckloth, 412 U.S. at 226 (cleaned up).
Some factors considered in determining the totality of the circumstances include ..the mental
condition of the accused; his age, education. and intelligence; the character of the detention.
including the conditions of the questioning and rights warning; and the manner of the
interrogation, including the length of the interrogation and the use of force, threats. promises. or
deceptions.'' United Stales i·. Bresnah,m, 62 M.J. 137. 141 (C.A.A.F. 2005) (citing Uniled States
v. Ellis 57 M.J. 375,379 (C.A.A.F. 2002) and United States,.. So.J.fer, 47 M.J. 425, 429-30
(C.A.A.F. 1998)); see also United States v. Freeman. 65 M.J. 451. 453-54 (C.A.A.F. 2008).
4. Analysis and Conclusions of Law.

A. S11llicien1 Article 31 Righr.,· Addsemenl and Wafrer:
on 3 June 2021. he was
and SA
When the Accused was interviewed by SA
provided a rights advisement via the Wavier of Rights form. This form notified the Accused he
was suspected of Article 120 (sexual assault) and advised him of his rights under both Article 31
and 1\tlirandaffempia. The Defense has not challenged the sufficiency of the nature of the
accusation, nor docs it claim the Accused exercised his rights to silence or to an attorney. The
Court finds the Accused was properly warned and turns to the totality of the circumstances to
determine if the subsequent verbal and handwritten statements were voluntary.
B. Defense Cluims o(/nmlulllariness:
The Defense contends the Accused's statements to NCIS on 3 June 2021 were involuntary
because of the Accused"s characteristics. including a below average intelligence, along with an
alcohol induced memory lapse concerning the events of 5 May 202 I. NCIS"s coercive tactics

to

and threats of the ..felony offense•· for lying to federal agents. These factors, in their totality,
purportedly made the Accused "·exceptionally open to suggestion:· overcame his will, and
rendered the Accused •·into little more than a parrot for incriminating statements which fit into
NCIS"s preconceived narrative."
The Court must consider the totality of the circumstances, including the characteristics of the
Accused and the interrogation. when determining if the Accused"s statements were involuntary.
Schneckworth, 412 U.S. at 226; Lewis, 78 M.J. at 453 (..In assessing voluntariness, we apply the
two-part test ... , looking to both the personal characteristics of the accused as well as the
circumstances of the interrogation... ). As discussed further below, the totality of the
circumstances show that the Accused· s statements were the result of a free and unconstrained
choice by the Accused and his will was not overborne. The Court particularly relies on the
characteristics of the Accused and the details of the interrogation. including the rights warnings
provided to the Accused, the manner of the interviews. and Accused"s conduct throughout the
interrogation.

C. Accused's Characteristics:
Our appellate courts have ··previously found it appropriate to consider the accused"s age,
education, experience, and intelligence as part of the circumstances bearing on the question
whether a statement was voluntary.'" Cha(field, 67 M.J. at 439-40. In this case, the Accused was
when first questioned by NCIS. He was only an E-3 and
a week away from his
had been in the service for a little over two years. but the Accused gained significant Naval
which had just completed its longest
experience following his tour aboard the
deployment since the Vietnam War. Furthermore. the Accused confirmed that he had prior
experience dealing with and speaking to law enforcement. This confirmation prompted SA
to ask ··[s]o you know, you kind of know what we·re doing here, .. to which the Accused
responded in the affirmative - ··Yeah.··
While the Defense attempted to categorize the Accused on the ··tower end of the intelligence
spectrum by Navy standards,'' an AFQT score of 44 in and of itself is not dispositive of
intelligence and/or involuntariness. See. e.g.. Lewis, 78 M.J. at 454 (""We do not believe that
Appellant's status as a junior enlisted soldier with · low average· intelligence necessarily weighs
against a finding of voluntariness."): Freem,111 65 M.J. at 454 ("'There was no evidence that he
was not of average intelligence. had not completed high school. could not read and write. or was
in any way mentally impaired.''). Of note. the De tense concedes that this score is ..above the
minimum necessary for enlistment." Moreover ... [ajn AFQT percentile score indicates the
percentage of examinees in a reference group who scored at or below that particular score."
Although the Accused's overall AFQT score is below average. scoring a 55 on the ··Word
Knowledge" portion was significantly above average and was rellcctive of the Accused's
communication skills when conversing '"ith seasoned NCIS agents. The Accused also has a high
school diploma and actually demonstrated his literacy and comprehension during the course of
the interview when he read aloud, without difliculty. the following:

II

[ understand my rights as related to me and as set forth above. With that
understanding, [ have decided that [ do not desire to remain silent, consult with a
retained or appointed lawyer, or have a lawyer present at this time. I make this
decision freely and voluntarily. No threats or promises have been made to me.
From these factors, we can infer that the Accused possessed an average understanding of the
military justice system and his rights at the time of the interrogation.
During the interview, the Accused did not exhibit a particularly compliant disposition such
that his will was overborne. For the first 55 minutes of the interview, he denied any wrongdoing.
He told SA
that he knew why he was being questioned and told him that he had taken
screenshots of communications in his phone to bring to NC[S. The Accused told NCIS that he
suspected at one point that maybe his friends were trying to get him to ..say something.. and
commented how that was ··stupid_·· The Accused told NCIS that he had spoken to a friend who
had gone through a similar experience and was advised by that friend that he needed to quit
talking to everyone because all that would be used against him. The Accused·s state of mind at
the time of the interview was to prepare to explain ..his side of the story:·
D. Dewils of the NC/S Interrogations:

The details of the interrogation also demonstrate that the Accused's statements to NCIS were
voluntary and not the result of governmental overreach. The Accused appeared calm and at the
start, he was told that he could remove his mask. He was not restrained in any way and had
water available to him throughout the interview. SA
spent the first approximately eleven
minutes asking the Accused basic biographical information and engaging in rapport building by
asking about his deployment onboard
The Accused was then advised that he was
suspected of sexual assault. He was properly advised of each of his Article 31 (b) rights. He
acknowledged that he understood each right. had no questions and agreed to speak with the
investigators. lt is well established that ··such advisement fairly could be seen to overcome any
psychological pressure to respond to authority:· Bubonic.\·, 45 M.J. at 96.
When asked to get his ·•side of the story ... after receiving his rights, the Accused said .. Yeah.
rm gonna do that for you:· In such circumstances. our appellate courts .. find it •1,igl,fy
probative· that Appellant chose to speak after being informed of his rights:· Lewis. 78 M.J. at
455 (emphasis added).
The circumstances surrounding the actual interrogation show the Accused made a free and
unconstrained choice to talk to SA
and SA
The length of the interrogation lasting less than three hours including two breaks and two periods of questioning of 55 minutes
and 31 minutes respectively - was not inherently oppressive. See. e.K,, Freenwn. 65 M.J. at 456
(finding accused made voluntary statements in a ten-hour interrogation). While the Accused
appeared to have brietly dozed off during the breaks. he did not show any signs of exhaustion
during the active interrogation. Nothing indicates that the admissions made to SA
were a
result of the Accused having been worn into submission and making a statement to stop further
questioning. At one point. SA
asked .. [,v]hcrc do you think we should go with this:· with
the Accused inviting ..{d]o as you wish:·
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There was nothing inherently coercive, threatening, or otherwise indicative of unlawful
influence or inducement during the interrogation. The Accused appeared able to fully
with SA
understand all of the questions he was asked. It was primarily conducted by SA
only clarifying a dew details at the end of the second round of questioning. Throughout
the questioning, both agents maintained a calm. even demeanor and the Accused appeared calm,
lucid and fully communicative.
undeniably prompted the potential consequences of lying to federal
At one point. SA
agents when the Accused"s version of events did not align with what they uncovered during an
alluded to "lying to federal
almost month-long investigation into the incident. While SA
agents [being] a felony," similar threats of turning a suspect over to civilian authorities have been
deemed ;;not per se coercive.'' Bubonics 45 M.J. at 96; see also, e.g., Freeman, 65 M.J. at 456
(finding the accused's statements voluntary even when the agents "advised him that they would
tell his commander whether he had cooperated and threated to tum him over to civilian
authorities where he would face stiffer punishment").
misrepresented the existence of '"hard
Furthermore, the parties dispute whether SA
evidence" collected at the crime scene that could possibly implicate the Accused. Without
getting into semantics and assuming arguendo that NCIS actually lied as an inducement to get
the Accused to talk, it is well established that lies and deception employed by law enforcement
are not determinative of involuntariness with courts repeatedly atlirming such conduct. See, e.g.,
Freeman, 65 M.J. at 456 (finding the statement voluntary even though "[a]dmittedly, the agents
lied to Appellant: They claimed to have witnesses who saw him out that night and that his
fingerprints had been found at the crime scene"); Ellis. 57 M.J. at 377 (finding confession
voluntary even when detectives exploited the suspect by representing that they had probable
cause to arrest him for child abuse and his children could be removed from his home). Any
"threats, promises, or deceptions·· will be considered in assessing the totality of the
circumstances, but ..the mere existence of a causal connection" between law enforcement's
conduct and any incriminating statements ··does not transform appellant's otherwise voluntary
confession into an involuntary one." Bresnahan, 62 M.J. at 142 (cleaned up) (quoting Ellis, 57
M.J. at 379). The Court finds that any deception regarding the stale of the evidence did not rise
to the level of compulsion or coercion so did not impact the voluntariness of the Accused's
subsequent admissions.
As the Accused was on the verge of providing the most incriminating statements. SA
interjected that .. [t]or a good person. right. for a normal like regular person. telling the truth tills
that burden off of you." Military appellate courts have also upheld similar appeals to conscience
resulting in admissions.See, e.g., Uni!ed States,.. McQuaid. 26 C.M.R. 343. 346 (C.M.A. 1958)
("Conscience is indeed a compelling force .... It can hardly be said that the accused's will is
subjected to unlawful influence or coercion if it acts in response to the accused's m\n inner
prompting. Conscience, therefore, is not a force which permits one to avoid the legal
consequences of his own otherwise free act."); United Stales, .. Dal'is. 6 M.J. 874 (U.S.A.C.M.R.
I 979) (upholding the suppression of a statement gained by an agent's appeal to the appellant's
conscience by using what he described as a ·mother technique· \\hich only urged the appellant to
tell the truth").
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In regard to the Accused's ·'apology'' letter to the complaining witness, this exercise was
eagerly sought by the Accused- "[y]eah, I would definitely do that.'' In addition, the Accused
drafted the statement outside presence of NCIS agents. No agents oversaw the process,
suggested what he should write, or provided any edits.
Finally, --we will look not only to what was said to [the Accused], but ·we must also examine
what was not done or not said.' .. Bresnahan. 62 M.J. at 142 (quoting Ellis, 57 M.J. at 379).In
ever physically threatened the Accused or injured
nor SA
particular, neither SA
him. They never raised their voices or made promises to him in exchange for his cooperation.
The Accused never asked to stop the questioning or asked to speak with an attorney. While SA
repeatedly swore, his use of profanity was done colloquially. Moreover, the two agents
never engaged in a good cop/bad cop tactic similar to the one in Buhonics. See. e.g., United
States v. Bicliford, No. 202000250, --- M.J. ---- (N.M.C.C.A. 2021) (finding that the agents
actions did not amount to an unlawful ··Mutt and Jeff· routine).

E. Alcohol Facilitaled ,\,/enwrv lmpairmenl:
Finally, the Defense claims that the Accused suffered from --alcohol facilitated memory
impairmenC that made him more susceptible to involuntary admissions - .. turning what may be
non-coercive tactics in one case, into impermissible coercion in this one:·
The presence of alcohol neither affected the characteristics of the accused nor the nature of
the interrogation.Starting with the former. it does not appear that any excessive drinking on the
night of 5 May 2021 caused significant memory issues other than the Accused's claim of not
recalling any of the memories that would be the most incriminating.
The Accused recounted all of the significant details contained in Findings of Fact ..x.. through
.
..dd . above in a 16 minute, mostly un-interrupted. narrative at the beginning of his interview
with NCIS. Contrary to the Defense's claim, the Accused's narrative does not retlect any
alcohol facilitated memory impairment. During this initial portion of the interview, the Accused
apartment or go into her bedroom.
was clear and certain that he did not re-enter ABH3
Only when NCIS probed into potentially incriminating details. did the Accused indicate that his
alcohol consumption impacted his recollection.
challenged the Accused·s veracity and apparent lack of
It is undeniable that SA
memory due to alcohol. The Accused initially asserted that he was never in ABHJ
bedroom, then later began explaining that alcohol could have been to blame for his actions. For
example, he said .. [t]here·s nothing that I can say but if I --- to me. I don·t believe I was in there.
and it was maybe because I was drunk. Now ifl made a dumb ass decision and I can say it. like I
told y'all before, God forbid ... I did ... And I made a dumb ass decision ....And a wrong
decision by even putting myself in there like. then I apologize to her and then ... For whatever
situation it was. like if I touched her in any wrongful doing or whatever ... I apologize ...
Later. the Accused no longer blamed alcohol for his actions. but plainly recounted the details
of what happened:
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I looked for my wallet and then didn't find my wallet in there....And then went
towards I thought the restroom and then when I did I opened it up. it wasn't the
restroom.... So I went in there. That's when I made that drunk dumb ass
decision ....To do --- to sexually assault her --- sexually assault her and rm
guessing like and she grabbed my hair or something.... I was like, · What the
heck am I doing?" ...And left.....Try to give her like ---- try to give her head..
..Try to give her head....And I guess touched some of her body parts.
something like that. Her stomach and I guess --- I guess her stomach and then like
spread her legs and give like ---- and like give her head or something like that.
fellatio and that. ..I mean if I tried to give her head, rm pretty sure I tried
touching her vagina.
The Defense argues that the Accused's progression from denial to memory loss to admission
is evidence of the Accused's suggestibility or compliance. The Court does not see it that way for.
all the reasons discussed above. The Accused's disposition and the manner of the interview do
not establish that the Accused was ··extremely vulnerable:· ·•highly susceptible to suggestion," or
that he was reduced to "little more than a parrot." Even towards the end of the interview, the
Accused was providing new information that was not provided to him by NCIS. such as: he
thought he was entering the restroom but when he realized it wasn't. he entered the room
anyway; and after his hair was grabbed. he recalled thinking: "what the heck am I doing?"
Ultimately, the Defense fails to establish any nexus between a proposed disorder or condition
related to the Accused's alcohol consumption, his characteristics. or any susceptibility for
coercion. See, e.g., lewis, 78 M.J.at 455 (finding ··no evidence that Appellant suftered from the
disorder at the time of his interview .... There is simply no temporal tie"). The Court finds that
any purported memory loss did not cause his will to be overborne.

F. Totality ofthe Circumstances:
Under the totality of the circumstances, the Court finds that the Accused's statements. both
verbal and written, made to NCIS on 3 June 202 l were voluntary and may be received into
evidence.
5. Ruling. The Defense motion to suppress is DENIED.
So ordered this 28 th day of February. 2022.

ANN K. MINAMI
CAPT. JAGC. U.S. Navy
Circuit Military Judge
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NAVY-MARI NECORPS T RIAL JUDICIARY
NORTHWEST J UDICIAL CI RCUIT
GENERAL COURT-MARTIAL
UN I T E D S T ATES
v.
DEVON J. BANKS
ABHAN / E-3 U. S. NAVY

)
)
)
)
)
)

R ULING - DEFENSE MOTION TO
COMPEL EXPERT CONS ULT ANT
28 FEB RUARY 2022

I. Nature of Motion. The defense moved to compel the assistance of Dr.
Ph.D. as an expert in the field of forensic psychology. The Government opposes. An Article
39(a) hearing was held on this motion on 22 February 2022. The Court adopts into this ruling.
its findings of fact, analysis and conclusions of law from its ruling on the Defense motion to
suppress the accused's statements to NCIS.
2. Findings of Fact.

a. The Defense bears the burden of proof by a preponderance of the evidence.
b. The accused is charged with two specifications of attempted sexual assault, two
specifications of abusive sexual contact, and one specification of unlawful entry in violation of
Articles 80, I 20 and I 29, Unifonn Code of Military Justice. The charges stem from an alleged
incident on 5 May 202 I and the named victim was ABH3
c. The accused had attended a Cinco de Mayo gathering at ABH3
other shipmates from
These shipmates included ABHJ
and ABH (paygrade unknown)

residence with
ABHJ

d. The guests had arrived at ABH3
residence at approximately 1500-1600 and were
eating and drinking. ABHJ
told NCIS that she had three shots of Tequila during the
evening. She further told NCIS that after dozing off on her couch. she got tired and then she
walked to her room and got in the bed.
e. The Accused, ABHJ
ABl-13
and ABI-I
all told NCIS that
ABH3
had fallen asleep in the living room so ABI-1
carried her to her
bedroom and they all eventually left the residence. They left at approximately 2 t 30-2200.

r.

ABl-13
told NCIS that she remembered waking up because she !cit "weC or like she
was being ··played with.'' She also stated that part of her pants were pulled down under her
buttocks.
g. ABI-13
saw that somebody wearing a hood was "crouched down" next to her bed.
She had moved her body and wasn't being touched anymore and thought that maybe she had
been dreaming. She pulled up her pants and remembered saying "What you doing?"

. Appellate Exhibit ('11111)

said she turned to her side and --1aid there for a second.. then started to feel
h. ABH3
.
kisses go up her inner right leg. That is when she ··yanked his head. and pulled him back.
said that she grabbed his hair and that is what made her believe it was the
i. ABH3
accused because of the texture and how it was ·•kind of like" hers. She said he was the only one
that had hair like that. She said he is African American and Dominican.
j. The room was dark and ABH3

said she never saw his face.

carried
fell asleep. ABH
told NCIS that when ABH3
k. ABH3
who was taking
her to bed and they all left around 2130-2200. After following ABH3
the accused home, he returned to his barracks. Approximately one hour after he returned. he
who told him that someone tried to attempt oral sex on
received a phone call from ABH3
residence and
returned to ABH3
her and that she thought it was the accused. ABHJ
she explained that she identified the accused by his hair.
told NCIS that the accused had called him around 2220-2230 to
I. ABH
phone number since he lost his wallet and believed it was still at her house.
ask for ABH3
who told him that
received a phonecall from ABH3
Around 2245, ABH
someone kissed and touched her while she was sleeping and she believed it was the accused.
m. ABH
told NCIS that he immediately called the accused to confront him.
The accused denied that it was him. The next day, the accused texted him asking if anyone knew
anything more about the night before.
foll asleep next to him on the futon and ABH
told NCIS that ABH3
said
carried her to her bed. They leti her residence after that. ABH3
the accused was drunk and staggering so he drove the accused"s car and took him home. ABI-13
followed them in another car.
and ABH
n. ABH3

had tried to call him that same night but he missed
said that ABH3
o. ABH3
told him that she identified
her calls. He heard about everything the next day when ABH3
the accused by his hair.
reported the incident to the Bremerton Police Department on 8 May 2021. In
p. ABI-13
and NCIS had already
their report, Bremerton Police Department indicated that
been informed.
q. On 3 June 2021, the accused was interviewed by NCIS. The specifics of that interview
arc the subject of the Defense Motion to Suppress the accused"s statements.
the requested expert
r. At the 22 February 2022 Article 39(a) hearing. Dr.
consultant. testified tclcphonically. He had been provided a synopsis of this case by the defense.
testified that regarding eyewitness identi lication, he would want to ask
s. Dr.
mental state \Vhen she awoke. Specifically. what her alcohol
questions regarding ABH3
BAC level may have been and if she may have been in a --passed out"" state or just sleepy. Dr.
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explained that "sleep inertia'' is the concept that it takes a while for a person to fully
wake up from sleep and that this compromises awareness. Dr.
testified that the
literature indicates that 33% of eyewitness identification is inaccurate and that this may also be
possible for other types of identification such as by smell or texture. Dr.
testified that
ABH3
may have memory gaps and that it is possible that someone may have suggested the
perpetrator to her.
t. Regarding false confessions, Dr
stated that he could inform the members
regarding the state of the literature on this concept. He explained that there are two areas that he
would want to explore, and that is 1) environmental. meaning the police interview techniques,
and 2) dispositional, meaning the accused's mental state, age, intelligence or experience with
authority figures. Dr
explained that he would interview the accused and possibly
conduct forensic tests to identify risk factors in the accused that may make him highly
suggestible or particularly compliant, the two categories of false confessions. Dr.
further explained that during an interview, a suggestible type of person may come to believe that
he actually committed the crime that he is being accused ot: A compliant type of person may say
anything he thinks the interviewers may want to hear just to end the interview. Finally, Dr.
testified that memory deficits, such as black outs, may also be relevant since when there
are substantial periods of amnesia, a person may try to .. fill in the blanks."
3. Statement of the Law
An accused has a right to the assistance of an expert upon a showing of necessity. United
Sia/es v. Bresnahan, 62 M.J. 137, 143 (C.A.A.F. 2005) (citing United Sia/es v. Gunk/e, 55 M.J.
26, 31 (C.A.A.F. 2001). In order to determine necessity, courts apply a two pronged test: ··[T]he
accused has the burden of establishing that a reasonable probability exists that (1) an expert
would be of assistance to the defense and (2) that denial of expert assistance would result in a
fundamentally unfair trial." Uniled Sia/es i·. Freeman, 65 M.J. 451,458 (C.A.A.F. 2006). The
first prong of that test is demonstrated by satisfying three conditions:
"First, why the expert assistance is needed. Second, what would the expert
assistance accomplish for the accused. Third. why is the defense counsel unable
to gather and present the evidence that the expert assistant would be able to
develop."
United State.\· v. Gon;c,/ez, 39 M.J. 459,461 (C.M.A. 1994) (citations omitted). The dcfcnse·s
desire to --explor[e] all possibilities" docs not satisfy the required showing of necessity. United
Stales v. Lloyd, 69 M.J. 95, 99 (C.A.A.F. 2010) (citations omitted). The defense is required to
show more than a mere possibility of assistance. See United States , .. Short. 50 M.J. 3 70, 372
(C.A.A.F. 1999).
With regard to the second prong, a trial is considered fundamentally unfair where the
government's actions arc --so outrageous that due process principles would absolutely bar the
government from invoking judicial processes to obtain a conviction." United Stale.'i , .. Russell.
411 U.S. 423. 431-32 ( 1973 ). One factor courts use to determine if a trial would be
fundamentally unfair is whether the content or the expert's knowledge is central to the
government's case. Where scientilic analysis is the "linchpin" of the government's case, the
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C.A.A.F. held that the denial of an expert by the military judge constitutes an abuse of discretion.
Uniled States v. AkAllister, 55 M.J. 270,276 (C.A.A.F. 2001). On the other hand. where the
content of the expert's expertise does not constitute the ·•linchpin .. of the government's case.
military courts have readily distinguished McAllister. See. e.g.. Lloyd, 69 M.J. at I 00 ( .. Absent a
more precise explanation of the theory they hoped to pursue through the assistance of a blood
spatter expert, we cannot find that the military judge abused her discretion when she denied the
defense motion for expert assistance.'").

4. Analvsis and Conclusions of Law
The defense seeks expert assistance to explore issues with both ABH3
the accused and with the accused's statements to NCIS.

A. ABH3

identification of

!dentiticalion o[lhe Accused

The defense argues that the particularized issue in this case involves the influence of alcohol.
Regarding ABH3
the defense argues that because she had been drinking and because she
was awaken from sleep, that her identification of the accused is unreliable. The defense requests
expert assistance to help them understand ..scientifically·· how her identification can be
unreliable. The defense presented Dr.
testimony at the Article 39(a) to establish that
he would want to understand whether ABH3
was ··passed out, .. which could indicate a BAC
level of approximately .25, or whether she was just sleepy. Dr.
would also testify as to
..sleep inertia" to explain that a person takes a while to fully awaken from sleep. Finally. Dr.
said he would want to explore whether ABH3
may have memory gaps that would
have allowed others to have suggested the perpetrator to her.
The Court finds that the defense has not shown that expert assistance is necessary for them to
challenge ABH3
identification. First. the evidence in the case is fairly simple regarding
ABH3
intoxication level. She stated that she drank three shots of Tequila during the
hours of the party and others have described her as small in physical build. She admits. and
others observed, that she had ··fallen asleep·· on the futon. No one recalled that she woke up as
she was carried to her bedroom. The defense has presented no other evidence from which Dr.
could detennine whether she had .. passed ouf" or was ··asleep:· The Defense has shown
that they are able to identify the inconsistency between her statement (that she took herself to
bed) and the statement of others (that she was carried to bed.)
Second, the Court does not believe that the concept of ··steep inertia·· is something that is
beyond the understanding of the average member. II is reasonable to bdieve that it takes a while
for a person to fully wake up from sleep and that this could compromise awareness. This is
actually how ABl-13
described how she awoke from her sleep. ABH3
described that
when she first awoke. she thought she might be dreaming so had rolled over onto her side. It
was when she felt .. kisses going up her leg.. that she --av.·oke.. such that she reacted by grabbing
the individual's hair and noting the sensation of how his hair felt.
Lastly. although Dr.
would want to explore any memory gaps that ABI 13
experienced, there was no evidence presented to the Court that she had any memory gaps or that
and ABH
someone had suggested the perpetrator to her. The evidence shows that ABI 13
4

within an hour of the incident where she
were both called by ABH3
reported what had happened. She told both of them immediately that she believed it was the
calls to him that night so
missed both of ABH3
accused, due to his hair. ABH3
he learned the next day from her what had happened and that she thought it was the accused. It
notified law enforcement. Her
was after these initial reports to her friends. that ABH3
report to law enforcement was consistent with her immediate reports to her friends. The
evidence does not indicate that anyone had suggested the accused as the perpetrator to ABHJ
would testify that eyewitness identification is generally
The defense argues that Dr.
unreliable but he testified at the Article 39(a) hearing that the literature indicated that it was 33%
also said it was possible that other types of identification. such as
inaccurate. Dr.
through smell or texture, would be similarly inaccurate. The defense further indicated that Dr.
did
would say that members overly rely upon eyewitness identification. but Dr.
not mention that at the Article 39(a).
The Court finds that the members will be able to apply their common sense and knowledge
of human nature and the ways of the world to determine how much weight to give ABH3
identification of the accused.

B. The Accused's Statement to NC!S and False Con[e.\'.\'ions
The defense argues that they need expert assistance to challenge the voluntariness of the
explained at the Article 39(a) hearing that there were
accused's statements to NClS. Dr.
two areas that he would want to explore regarding the accused's statements: the environmental
circumstances of the admissions, meaning the police interview techniques, and the characteristics
had not viewed the video recording
particular to the accused (dispositional factors.) Dr.
of the accused's NCIS interview.
This Court has reviewed the video recording of the accused's NCIS interview and has found
that the totality of the circumstances, including the characteristics of the accused and the details
of the interrogation, show that the accused's statements were made voluntarily. The totality of
the circumstances show that the accused's will was not overborne and his capacity for self
determination was not critically impaired. This finding is elaborated upon in the Court's ruling
on the defense motion to suppress the accused's statements.
The defense will be able to challenge the voluntariness of the accused's statements in front of
members. The entirety of the interrogation is captured on video tape so the members will be able
to sec exactly what was said and the demeanor of the participants. The defense has shown an
ability to identify what NCIS actions they believe show that the accused \Vas subject to
suggestibility such that he came to believe that he actually committed the offense. The defense
has shown that they can articulate how the accused's progression from denial to memory loss to
admission shows that he may have been particularly suggestible or compliant. Dr.
testified that he would also contact others. such as supervisors. to sec if the accused was a
particularly compliant person. Expert assistance is not necessary to complete this task or
otherwise challenge the voluntariness of the accused"s statements.
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The Court finds that denial of expert assistance will not result in an unfair trial. The
Government indicated that they would not be utilizing an expert. The defense has shown that
and the NClS agents. The
they are able to develop a proper cross-examination of ABH3
defense has shown that they have the ability to educate the fact-finder on how the evidence
should be applied or weighed in this case. While it could prove helpful for an expert to review
the straight-forward evidence in this case. the defense has only demonstrated a mere possibility
of assistance. not necessity.
Accordingly, the Court finds that the defense has failed to demonstrate the necessity of
expert assistance, specifically that a reasonable probability exists that (I) an expert would be of
assistance to the defense and (2) that denial of the expert assistance would result in a
fundamentally unfair trial.
5. Ruling.

The defense motion to compel the assistance of an expert consultant is DENIED.
So ordered this 28 1h day of February, 2022.

ANN K. MINAMI
CAPT. JAGC, USN
Military Judge
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CHARGE

Charge I
Plea: Not Guilty
Finding: WID

Charge II
Plea: NG, G to LIO ES
Finding: G to LIO ES

ARTICLE

80

SPECIFICATION

II

Dismissed

l

Offense description IAucmpted Scxunl Assault-Asleep

120

[ 120..2E

7

120-20

�I

Dismissed Without Prejudice Per Military Judge Ruling

Specification 2·

jNot �uihy

Offense description

Aucmpted Sexual Assault• Without Consent

Withdrawn nnd
Dismissed

W/0 w/o prej to ripen into dismlssat w/ prej upon final appellate review wherein
the find/sent are upheld.

Spccilicntion 1:
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Withdrawn nnd
Dismissed
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Specification:
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••

I IDismissed

I
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I

I
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OFFENSE ARTICLE
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Finding: Guilty

PLEA

I

. .

j !Guilty by E&S

I

• . ...............................- ••• - - - - - - - -................................................ -

Abusive Sexual Contact• Without Consent

.................... _

128

II

121-B· 11 ,

l

NOT GUILTY. but GUILTY of the LIO of Article 128, except for the words •inner thigh• and •mouth•
nnd substituting the words •1cgs" and •hand."

I

jcuilty

j !Guilty

01Tcnsc description !unlawful Enuy

I

IL129-B]
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SECTION J - SENTENCING
CONFJNEMENTI

CONCURRENT WITH

N!A

NIA

Specification 2

NJA

Charge II
Plea: NG, G to LIO ES Specification I:
Findin_g: G to LIO ES �--·········

NIA

Charge Ill
Plea: Guilty
Findin_g: Guilty

January 2020
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I

CONSECUTIVE WITH

I
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CONVENING AUTHORITY'S ACTIONS

POST-TRIAL ACTION

~ '
1· REVIEW
SECTIONJ A- - S'FAFF
. JUDGE ADVOCATE
-·
'
-

·--

I

I.NAME OF ACCUSED {LAST, FIRST, MI)

2.PAYGRADE/RANK
1
IE3

I
6. TERM
5. CURRENT ENLISTMENT
I I19-MAY-2019
I Is YEARS

leANKS, DEVON 1.

NIZATION
7. CONVENING AUTHORITY
(UNIT/ORGANIZATION)
I NAVY REGION NORTHWEST

I

UMBER

8.COURTMARTIAL TYPE
!General

I

I

I 0. DATE SENTENCE
9. COMPOSITION
ADJUDGED

I

I

!Judge Alone- MJA16 I I20-APR-2022

:Post-1lrial
Matters to'TConsider
~

11. Has the accused made a request for deferment of reduction in grade?
C'·Yes
r-No
12. Has the accused made a request for deferment of confinement?
Ci'1Yes
t'No
@: No
13.Has the accused made a request for deferment of adjudged forfeitures?
(' Yes
..,
@: Yes
14. Has the accused made a request for deferment of automatic forfeitures?
C'No
t'No
@: Yes
15. Has the accused made a request for waiver ofautomatic forfeitures?
16. Has the accused submitted necessary information for transferring forfeitures for
Ce Yes
C'No
benefit of dependents?
("' No
(i Yes
17. Has the accused submitted matters for convening authority's review?
18. Has the victim(s) submitted matters for convening authority's review?
('.' Yes
r-No
19. Has the accused submitted any rebuttal matters?
t' Yes
<iNo
20. Has the military judge made a suspension or clemency recommendation?
C'Yes
<iNo
r-No
21. Has the trial counsel made a recommendation to susoend any part of the sentence? t'Yes
22.Did the court-martial sentence the accused to a reprimand issued by the convening (', Yes
(i'No
nuthoritv?
23.Summary of Clemency/Deferment Requested by Accused and/or Crime Victim, if applicable.
On 15 April 2022, the accused, through counsel, requested deferment of confinement until 22 April 2022, which was approved on 20
April 2022.
On 12 May 2022, the accused, through counsel, requested�hat the convening authority disapprove the reduction In rate to E-1, defer the
imposition of automatic forfeitures until entry of Judgment, and waive automaticforfeitures for six months for the benefit of his
dependent spouse. On 19 May 2022, the request was granted In part. The request to disapprove the adjudged reduction in rate to E-1
was denied. The request
until entry of judgment, and to waive automatic forfeitures for a perlod of six
months for the benefit of
was approved.
24.Convening Authority Nameffitle
M.B. SUCATO,
REAR ADMIRAL, U.S. NAVY
COMMANDER
NAVY REGION NORTHWEST

I

11

COMMANDER, JAGC, U.S. NAVY
STAFF JUDGE ADVOCATE
27. Date

!Jun 14, 2022

Convening Authority's Action -

I

I

BANKS, DEVON J.
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28. Having reviewed all matters submitted by the accused and the victim(s) pursuant to R.C.M. 1106/1106A, and
after being advised by the staff judge advocate or legal officer, I take the following action in this case: [If deferring
or-waiving any punishment, indicate the date the defennent/waiver will end. Attach signed reprimand if applicable.
Indicate what action, if any, taken on suspension recommendation(s} or clemency recommendations from the judge.]
On 19 May 2022, I deferred all of the automatic forfeitures from 14 days from the date the sentence was adjudged until the date the
entry of judgment Is signed by the military Judge.
All of the automatic forfeitures are waived for a period of six months, with the waiver commencing on the date the entry of Judgment Is
signed by the military judge. The total pay and allowances are directed to be paid to

I

I take no further action on the sentence or the findings.

I

I

29. Convening authority's written explanation of the reasons for taking action on offenses with mandatory minimum
punishments or offenses for which the maximum sentence to confinement that may be adjudged exceeds two years,
or offenses where the adjudged sentence includes a punitive discharge (Dismissal, DD, BCD) or confinement for
more than six months, or a violation of Art. 120(a) or 120(b} or 120b:
I
NIA

:

30. Convening �ority's signature

31. Date

IJun 17, 2022

rwarded to PTPD or Review Shop.

Convening Authority's Action

I

IJun 17, 2022

I
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23. Summary of Clemency/Deferment Requested by Accused and/or Crime Victim, if applicable. (Continued)
The victim declined to submit matters.
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ENTRY OF JUDGMENT

SECTION A - ADMINISTRATIVE

I. NAME OF ACCUSED (LAST, FIRST, Ml)
lsANKs. DEVON 1.
4. UNIT OR ORGANIZATION
7. CONVENING AUTHORITY
(UNIT/ORGANIZATION)

COMMANDER
NAVY REGION NORTHWEST

I

8. COURTMARTIAL TYPE

I1 IGeneral

I

2. PAYGRADE/RANK 3. DoD ID NUMBER
1

IE3

5. CURRENT ENLISTMENT

II19-MAY-2019

I

9. COMPOSITION

I Judge Alone - MJA 16

I

j

I

6. TERM

I

Is YEARS

10. DATE COURT-MARTIAL
ADJOURNED

120-APR-2022

SECTION B - ENTRY OF JUDGMENT
**MUST be signed by the Military Judge (or Circuit Military Judge) within 20 days of receipt**
11. Findings of each charge and specification referred to trial. [Summary of each charge and specification
(include at a minimum the gravamen of the offense), the pica of the accused, the findings or other disposition
accounting for any exceptions and substitutions, any modifications made by the convening authority or any posttrial ruling, order, or other detem1ination by the military judge. R.C.M. 1111(b)( 1)]

Charge I: Violation of the UCMJ, Article 80.
Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Withdrawn and dismissed without prejudice to ripen into prejudice upon the completion of appellate review
in which findings and sentence are upheld.

I

Specification 1: On active duty, did, at or near Bremerton, WA, on or about 5 May 2021, attempt to commit a sexual act upon Aviation
Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft Handling Third Class
U.S. Navy, in violation of Article 120, Uniform Code of Military Justice, by moving her
legs and placing his face near her body, when he knew or reasonably should have known that Aviation Boatswain's Mate Third Class
was asleep.
Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Dismissed without prejudice by the military judge.

Specification 2: On active duty, did, at or near Bremerton, WA, on or about 5 may 2021, attempt to commit a sexual act upon Aviation
Boatswain's Mate Aircraft Handling Third Class
U.S. Navy, in violation of Article 120, Uniform Code of Military Justice, by moving her
legs and placing his face near her body, without the consent of Aviation Boatswain's Mate Third Class
Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Withdrawn and dismissed without prejudice to ripen into prejudice upon the completion of appellate review
in which findings and sentence are upheld
Charge II: Violation of the UCMJ, Article 120.
Plea: Not Guilty, but guilty to the lesser-included offense of Article 128, assault consummated by a battery.
Finding: Guilty to the lesser-included offense of Article 128, assault consummated by a battery.

Specification 1: On active duty, did, at or near Bremerton, WA, on or about 5 May 2021, touch the vulva and inner thigh of Aviation
U.S. Navy, with his mouth, with an intent to gratify the sexual desire of himself,
Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft Handling Third Class
was asleep.
when he knew or reasonably should have known that Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft Handling Third Class
Plea: Not Guilty. Finding: Dismissed without prejudice by the military judge.

Specification 2: On active duty, did, at or near Bremerton, WA, on or about 5 May 2021, touch the vulva and inner thigh of Aviation
U.S. Navy, with his mouth, with an intent to gratify the sexual desire of himself,
Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft Handling Third Class
without the consent of Aviation Boatswain's Mate, Aircraft Handling Third Class
Plea: Not Guilty, but Guilty to the lesser included offense of violation of Article 128, Assault consummated by a battery, except for the
words "inner thigh" and substituting the words "legs" and "hand".
Finding: Not Guilty, but Guilty to the lesser included offense of violation of Article 128, Assault consummated by a battery, except for
the words "inner thigh" and substituting the words "legs" and "hand". Of the specification as excepted and substituted Guilty. Excepted
language, #inner thigh" was withdrawn and dismissed without prejudice to ripen into prejudice upon the completion of the appellate
review.

Entry of Judgment
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12. Sentence to be Entered. Account for any modifications made by reason of any post-trial action by the

convening authority (including any action taken based on a suspension recommendation), confinement credit, or any
post-trial rule, order, or other detennination by the military judge. R.C.M. 1111 (b)(2). If the sentence was
determined by a military judge, ensure confinement and fines are segmented as well as if a sentence shall run
concurrently or consecutively.
The military judge adjudged the following sentence:
To be discharged from the naval service with a bad-conduct discharge;
To be reduced to the pay grade of E-1;
To be confined as follows:
For the sole Specification of Charge II: 6 months;
For the sole Specification of Charge Ill: 4 months.
All sentences will be served consecutively.
Confinement credit: 0 days.
The convening authority took the following action:
Convening authority deferred automatic forfeitures from 14 days from the date the sentence was adjudged until the date the entry of
judgment is signed by the military judge. All automatic forfeitures are waived for a period of six months commencing on the date the
entry of judgment is signed by the military judge. The deferred and waived pay and allowanced are to be paid to
The request to disapprove the adjudged reduction in rank to E-1 was denied.

13. Deferment and Waiver. Include the nature of the request, the CA's Action, the effective date of the deferment,
and date the deferment ended. For waivers, include the effective date and the length of the waiver. RCM l l I l(b)(3)
On 15 April 2022, the accused through counsel, requested deferment of confinement until 22 April 2022, which was approved on 20
April 2022.
On 12 May 2022, the accused through counsel, requested that the convening authority defer the imposition of automatic forfeitures
until entry of judgment, and waive automatic forfeitures for six months for the benefit of his dependent spouse. On 19 May 2022, the
request was granted. The request to defer automatic forfeitures until entry of judgment, and to waive automatic forfeitures for a period
was approved.
of six months from the date of entry of judgment for the benefit of

14. Action convening authority took on any suspension recommendation from the military judge:
NIA
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15. Judge's signature:

--

16. Date judgmententered:

H EN GERER.GEOFFR E

Y.GILES.

I

I

IJun 26, 2022

17. In accordance with RCM 111 l(c)( I). the military judge who entered a judgment may modify the judgment to

correct computational or clerical errors within 14 days after the judgment was initially entered. Include any
modifications here and resign the Entry of Judgment.

18. Judge's signature:

I
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1

19. Date judgment entered:

l

I
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CONTINUATION SHEET - ENTRY OF JUDGMENT
11. Findings (Continued)
Charge Ill: Violation of the UCMJ, Article 129.
Plea: Guilty. Finding: Guilty.
Specification: On active duty, did, at or near Bremerton, WA, on or about 5 May 2021, unlawfully enter the personal dwelling of Aviation
Boatswain's Mat, Aircraft Handling Third Class
U.S. Navy, to wit: real property leased to and occupied by Aviation Boatswain's Mate
Aircraft Handling Third Class
U.S. Navy.
Plea: Guilty. Finding: Guilty.
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APPELLATE INFORMATION

IN UNITED STATES NAVY-MARINE CORPS
COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
Before Panel No. 1
UNITED STATES
Appellee
v.
Devon J. BANKS
Aviation Boatswain’s Mate Aircraft
Handling
Airman Recruit (E-1)
United States Navy
Appellant

NMCCA No. 202200142
APPELLANT’S COMBINED
MOTION TO WITHDRAW
FROM APPELLATE REVIEW
AND
MOTION TO ATTACH APPELLANT’S
DECLARATION
Tried at Naval Base Kitsap-Bremerton,
Washington on 20 April 2022 before a
General Court-Martial convened by
Commander, Navy Region Northwest,
Lieutenant Colonel Geoffrey G.
Hengerer, USMC Reserve, military judge,
presiding

TO THE HONORABLE, THE JUDGES OF THE UNITED STATES
NAVY-MARINE CORPS COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
COMES NOW Appellant, pursuant to Rule 16 of the Navy-Marine Corps
Court of Criminal Appeals Rules of Appellate Procedure, and respectfully moves to
withdraw this case from appellate review. Appellant’s declaration requesting withdrawal and acknowledging the consequences thereof is attached as Appendix A.

Respectfully submitted.

Zoe R. Danielczyk
LT, JAGC, USN
Appellate Defense Counsel
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Review Activity
1254 Charles Morris Street, SE
Building 58, Suite 100
Washington, DC 20374

Appendix
A. Appellant’s declaration of withdrawal dated August 18, 2022.

2

CERTIFICATE OF FILING AND SERVICE
I certify that this document was e-mailed to the Court’s filing address on
August 22, 2022, that a copy was uploaded into the Court’s case management
system on August 22, 2022, and that a copy of the foregoing was e-mailed to the
Director, Appellate Government Division on August 22, 2022.

Zoe R. Danielczyk
LT, JAGC, USN
Appellate Defense Counsel
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Review Activity
1254 Charles Morris Street, SE
Building 58, Suite 100
Washington, DC 20374
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DECLARATION OF ABHAR DEVON J. BANKS, USN
I, Aviation Boatswain’s Mate- Aircraft Handling Airman Recruit Devon J. Banks,
declare that:
1. LT Zoe R. Danielczyk, JAGC, USN, is my detailed military appellate defense
counsel. LT Danielczyk is an attorney, qualified and certified by the Judge Advocate
General of the Navy to practice before military courts and admitted to the Bar of the
Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals.
2. LT Danielczyk has advised me of my right to appellate review and the effect of
withdrawal of appellate review at this time. I understand that:
a. If I do not withdraw my case from appellate review:
(1) My court-martial will be reviewed by the Navy-Marine Corps Court of
Criminal Appeals.
(2) The Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals will review my case
to determine whether the findings and sentence are correct in law and fact and
whether the sentence is appropriate.
(3) After review by the Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals, my
case could be further reviewed for legal error by the United States Court of Appeals
for the Armed Forces, on petition by me or on request of the Judge Advocate General.

4

(4) If the United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces reviews my
case, my case could be further reviewed for legal error by the United States Supreme
Court on petition by me or the Government.
(5) I have the right to be represented by military counsel—at no cost to me,
or by civilian counsel—at no expense to the Government, or both, before the NavyMarine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals, the Court of Appeals for the Armed
Forces, and the United States Supreme Court.
b. If I do withdraw my case from appellate review:
(1) My court-martial will not be reviewed by the Navy-Marine Corps Court
of Criminal Appeals, or be subject to further review by the Court of Appeals for the
Armed Forces, or the United States Supreme Court.
(2) My withdrawal will prevent the Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal
Appeals and any other appellate court from reviewing my case.
(3) Once I submit this withdrawal, I cannot revoke it, even if I later change
my mind.
(4) If my sentence included a punitive discharge from the military:
(a) My withdrawal from appellate review will likely result in the expedited
approval of my discharge and corresponding termination of my benefits administered by the Department of Defense, the Department of Veterans Affairs, and State
and local veterans’ agencies.
5

(b) These include benefits I currently retain, as well as those of any dependents I may have. The termination of military and veterans benefits may include
the loss of access to medical care, commissary and military exchanges, loans, job
placement services, and other benefits that require a discharge from the military under honorable conditions.
(c) However, if I have a prior period of honorable military service, I may
still retain some of my benefits that are linked to my prior service.
(d) My discharge paperwork, including my DD 214, will reflect that I was
discharged from the military pursuant to a court-martial.
3. I voluntarily submit this withdrawal from appellate review. No one has made any
promises that I would receive any benefits from this withdrawal, and no one has
forced me to make it.
Pursuant to 28 U .S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing
information is true and correct.

Devon J. Banks
ABHAR, USN

y /le? I ~ -1.
(Date)

6

I have advised ABHAR Devon J. Banks concerning his right to appellate review
and the effects withdrawal from appellate review.
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, on August 22, 2022, I declare under penalty of
perjury that the foregoing information is true and correct.

Zoe R. Danielczyk
LT, JAGC, USN
Appellate Defense Counsel
Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Review Activity
1254 Charles Morris Street, SE
Building 58, Suite 100
Washington, DC 20374
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UNITED STATES

NMCCA NO. 202200142

Appellee

Panel 1

v.
Devon J. BANKS
Aviation Boatswain’s Mate
Handling Airman Recruit (E-1)
U.S. Navy
Appellant

ORDER
Granting Appellant’s Motion
to Withdraw Case from
Appellate Review

Upon consideration of Appellant’s Motion to Withdraw Case from Appellate Review, filed on 22 August 2022, we have determined that Appellant’s
request was properly executed and submitted, and is in substantial compliance with Article 61, Uniform Code of Military Justice, 10 U.S.C. § 861, and
Rule for Courts-Martial 1115.
Accordingly, it is, by the Court, this 23rd day of August 2022,
ORDERED:
(1) That Appellant’s Motion to Withdraw Appellate Review is GRANTED.
(2) That the record of trial is returned to the Judge Advocate General for
appropriate disposition.
FOR THE COURT:

S. TAYLOR JOHNSTON
Interim Clerk of Court
Copy to:
NMCCA; 45 (LT Danielczyk); 46; 02

REMAND

THERE WERE NO REMANDS

NOTICE OF COMPLETION OF
APPELLATE REVIEW

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVY-MARINE CORPS APPELLATE REVIEW ACTIVITY
1254 CHARLES MORRIS STREET SE
WASHINGTON NAVY YARD DC 20374-5214

5814
40/202200142
9 Dec 2022
From: Branch Head, Court-Martial Records Branch (Code 40)
To:
Commander, Navy Region Northwest, Naval Base Kitsap, Washington
Via: Officer-In-Charge, Region Legal Service Office Northwest
Subj: NOTIFICATION OF COMPLETION OF APPELLATE REVIEW IN THE GENERAL
COURT-MARTIAL OF AVIATION BOATSWAIN’S MATE AIRCRAFT HANDLING THIRD
CLASS DEVON J. BANKS USN – NMCCA 202200142
Ref:

(a) Uniform Code of Military Justice, Article 57 (c)(2) and Article 61
(b) Manual for Courts-Martial, Rule 1209 (a)(1)(B)(i), (2019 Ed.)

Encl: (1) Post Trial Action of 17 Jun 22 and Entry of Judgment of 26 Jun 22
(2) NMCCA Order Granting Withdraw for Appellate Review of 23 Aug 22
(3) Article 65 Review of 8 Oct 22
1. Aviation Boatswain’s Mate Aircraft Handling Third Class (ABH3) Devon J. Banks, USN – NMCCA
202200142 was arraigned, tried, and convicted at a General Court-Martial convened by the Commander,
Navy Region Northwest, Naval Base Kitsap, Washington. ABH3 Banks was sentenced on 20 April 2022,
to reduction to E-1, six months confinement, and to be discharged from the United States Navy with a
Bad Conduct Discharge. (Encl. 1)
2. In an Order issued 23 August 2022, the United States Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals
(NMCCA), pursuant to Article 61, UCMJ, granted the appellant’s motion to withdraw from appellate
review. (Encl. 2)
3. An Article 65 Review was conducted on 8 October 2022; the Preliminary Hearing Officers Unit came to
the conclusion that no corrective action is required. (Encl. 3)
4. Accordingly, all appellate review is now complete in the General Court-Martial of Aviation
Boatswain’s Mate Aircraft Handling Third Class Devon J. Banks, USN – NMCCA 202200142. Article
57 (c)(2), U.C.M.J. and Rule 1209 (a)(1)(B)(i), M.C.M. have been complied with. The Bad Conduct
Discharge awarded to Aviation Boatswain’s Mate Aircraft Handling Third Class Devon J. Banks may
now be executed.
5. Point of contact for this matter is Mr.

Copy to:
Appellant
SJA, NBK
NAMALA
File

Branch Head, Court-Martial Records;

